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This work concerns temporal aspects of a knowledge based system which holds 

information on patients as they progress through their treatment in a vascular surgery 
department. 

Representing and using knowledge about temporal relationships so as to provide 
decision support to a historical knowledge base of patient data is investigated. Event 

Calculus, in first order classical logic augmented with negation by failure, provides an 

effective framework for reasoning about time. From Kowalski and Sergot's original 
Event Calculus we arrive at a simple and flexible framework which can be used as a 
temporal support in a medical knowledge based system. 

We show how Event Calculus can be used to describe a simple model of the 

clinical pathway in vascular surgery. Patient information in the medical record is 

formalised in a structural framework to suit the Event Calculus. Medical knowledge 

about investigation and treatment options is added to the model so that the resulting 

system can recommend the options which are appropriate at any particular time. It is 

shown how these recommendations provide decision support by recommending what 

should be done next, and when to re-evaluate measurements that become unreliable. 
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It is argued that there are advantages to be gained by adopting a general temporal 

reasoning framework because it can be extended to support various medical and 

administrative tasks. The extensions available to the Event Calculus, further its 

suitability as a temporal reasoning framework in the medical domain. 

prototype system, essentially a research workbench over a realistic domain, is 

built using Prolog to illustrate the temporal reasoning capabilities provided by the 
Event Calculus framework. Using case studies it is demonstrated how the prototype 

system fulfils the decision support abilities we aimed to achieve in the knowledge 

base. 

An alternative framework for describing processes, Process Modeffing imple- 

mented in the language PML, has been compared with the Event Calculus framework. 

On the basis of formulating examples in both frameworks as executable programs, 

we conclude that PML enforces normative behaviour in a process particularly well, 

whereas Event Calculus is more suited to decision support. 
It is concluded that the Event Calculus framework allows many usefýl features 

of medical information systems to be rationally reconstructed in a very clear way. 
This makes it easier to build systems which can be modified and enhanced. Thus the 

framework provides not only ease of representation, but also ease of maintenance and 
further development. 
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1 Introduction 

Where there is action, there is thne, and where there is time, there is 

potential need for reasoning about time (Perlis, Elgot-Drupkin and Miller, 

1991). 

Representing time in data bases has become a research topic in many areas (McKenzie, 

1986; Bolour, Anderson, Dekeyser and Wong, 1982, Snodgrass, 1990; Maiocchi and 
Pernici, 1991). Whatever method may be used in knowledge representation and 

retrieval -a relational data base, a deductive data base - it is necessary to represent 
the changing world. Information stored in the data base changes continuously by 

updating, correction and revision. When representing an item of information, let it 

be a person's personal record, a company's financial status or a patient's diseased 

condition, it is not sufficient just to represent the current status of affairs, but the past 
too has to be represented appropriately. The validity of a storage or retrieval operation 
is partly determined by the information being placed in the right temporal context as 

events in the outside world impinge upon it. 

Even for data base applications the need to represent time is evident. For example, 
in representing a person's personal record, changes to name, address, job history, 

marital status and so on, have to be independent of one another. It is not very desirable 

to store a copy of the record each time one or the other gets updated. Especially in 
Artificial Intelligence (AI), where the aim is to duplicate, model, or simulate human 
intelligence and actions, a proper treatment of time is necessary. In recent years, 
many works on Al concerning methods of representing time and reasoning about it 
have appeared (Hajnicz, 1990; Perlis, Elgot-Drupkin and Miller, 1991; Koomen, 1991; 
Freksa, 1992; Wiederhold, jajodia and Litwin, 1991; Allen, 1991). The subfield of 
artificial intelligence that acknowledges a central role to time is usually referred to as 
temporal reasoning (Nardi and Tucci, 1989). 

Medical information systems have to deal with the problem of out-dated data and 
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new data, and the need arises to represent temporal information. In applications such 

as keeping medical records and patient management, the relative time happenings 

of events plays a critical part and thus requires a problem solving model which can 

capture effectively change of information/knowledge with time. Often, the patient 
history is the only available means for establishing the diagnosis (Kohane, 1987). To be 

able to effectively use such a patient history, it is necessary that the automated systems 
be capable of sophisticated temporal reasoning. - 

The general aim of this thesis is to apply knowledge based system techniques to the 

problem of keeping medical records and the support of patient clinical management. 
A basic data base approach to keeping clinical records can be extended in two broad 

ways: introducing a representation of time to the data base, and extending the data 

base to a knowledge base which stores implicit as well as explicit information. We 

make both these extensions. What is new about our approach however, is that a general 

temporal reasoning framework is built into the basic structure of the knowledge based 

system, rather than being tackled in an ad hoc way. Our aim in doing this is two fold: 

firstly to show that general temporal reasoning techniques, in particular the Event 

Calculus, can be scaled up to a domain considered in realistic detail, and secondly to 

lay the groundwork for a new generation of medical information systems built on this 

more general framework. 

1.1 Time in Data Bases 

There are three concepts of time identified when dealing with temporal information, 

event time (or valid time), transaction time and user-defined time (Snodgrass and Ahn, 

1985). Event time is the real time at which events occur in the real world. Tkansaction 

time denotes the time at which information was received by the data base or the 
knowledge base. User-defined time is necessary when neither of the former defined 

two times can handle the available temporal information. As an example of user- 
defined time we can consider the well known 'promotion' example (Snodgrass and 
Ahn, 1985; Snodgrass and Ahn, 1986; Sripada, 1988). Consider the event of promoting 
John to assistant sales manager. The event description will have three attributes 

associated with it; Name, Rank, Approved-Date. The Approved-Date, the date when 
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the promotion was approved by the board of directors, is the user-defined time. The 

date when the promotion takes effect is the event time. The date the information 

about the event is received by the data base is the transaction time. We are primarily 
interested in the event time. Most explicitly, in this thesis general temporal reasoning 

will be applied to event time only. We believe that this alone suffices to represent time 

effectively in the domain of clinical practice since what affects the patient's condition 
is not the decision but the action. 

The other main candidate for temporal reasoning is transaction time. It is simpler 
than event time in several ways and might be included in a more complete system. One 

feature of transaction times is that they are not subject to revision. The transaction time 

associated to event information is usually automatically added by a built-in clock in 

the system and hence not only are the transaction times in chronological order but also 

once added there is no reason to change them again. The event time contrarily may be 

corrected or revised. The event of correction or revision itself will be associated with 

a new transaction time. Further reading on transaction time can be found in (Sripada, 

1988). 

How we represent the event time, whether simply by an integer or by a calendar 
date, depends on the domain modelled, and the user requirements. The representation 

of transaction time is totally independent of the application domain. 

1.2 Types of Data Bases and Knowledge Bases 

Based on event time and transaction time, four types of data bases can be defined (a 

similar classification applies to knowledge bases). Each differ in their ability to support 
the two time concepts mentioned in Section 1.1. 

Snapshot Data Bases The data base at any instant represents a snapshot of the world 

modelled at that instant. Snapshot data bases do not deal with time in any special 

way i. e. they do not support any concept of time. As information stored in the 
data base changes or get updated, the old information gets replaced by the new 
information. Thus, the old information or the past states of the data base are not 

remembered. 
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Rollback Data Bases The data base supports transaction time, the time at which 

information is received by the data base. All past states of the data base are 

stored, indexed by time. As a result rather than the history of the world modelled, 

the history of the data base activities are recorded. By taking a snapshot of the 

data base at any past instant, a snapshot of any relation at that instant can be 

obtained. The action of selecting a past state of the data base is known as rollback. 

Data bases which supports the action of rollback are known as rollback data bases. 

Changes to a roUbackdata base can be made to the most current state or snapshot. 
There is no way of correcting errors of past. Hence, past errors cannot be 

forgotten. 

Historical Data Bases The data base supports event time, thus the time Interval for 

which a relation is valid in the real world is represented. A historical record is 

kept per relation. As errors occur they are corrected by modifying the data base 

accordingly. No record is kept of the errors corrected. Since transaction time is 

not supported at all, past states of the data base are lost, i. e. the data base cannot 
be viewed as at any past instant of time. 

Temporal Data Bases Temporal data bases support both transaction time and event 

time. Therefore, they capture completely the retroactive/proactive changes. 

In this thesis we talk about a knowledge base rather than a data base. The 

knowledge base is a more general concept than a data base represented in our 

formulation as a deductive data base. Deductive data bases represent the convergence 

of data bases and logic programming (Grant and Minker, 1992). 

A deductive data base is a finite set of deductive rules of the form, 

A +-- B1, B2, 
-.., Bn where n>0 

where A is an atom, and the Bis are literals (that is, atoms or negated atoms), and all 
the variables are assumed to be universally quantified in front of the formula in which 
they occur. A is called the conclusion of the rule and the Bis the conditions. When 

n=O, the deductive rule is called a fact. A deductive data base provides a declarative, 

logic-based language for expressing queries, reasoning, and complex applications on 
data bases (Minker, 1988; Ullman, 1990). The logic underlying deductive data bases 
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is the Hom Clause subset of first-order predicate calculus extended with a meta- 
level inference rule, negation by failure, to implement negation (Gallaire, Minker and 
Nicolas, 1984). Negation by failure is an efficient way to express the completeness of 

the positive information stored in the knowledge base (Clark, 1978). 

The typology of data bases as regards time, given above, carries over to knowledge 

bases. In this thesis we develop a historical model of a deductive data base which 

captures the history of the events which occur in the domain as is best known at any 

given instant of time. 

1.3 Temporal Information Management 

There is much ongoing research on temporal information management (Maiocchi and 
Pernici, 1991; Snodgrass and Ahn, 1986; Dean and McDermott, 1987). Work has been 

published regarding the taxonomy (Snodgrass and Ahn, 1985) and concepts Gensen, 

Clifford, Gadia, Segev and Snodgrass, 1992) of temporal information. 

In temporal data management, two main directions of research can be identified 

(Maiocchi and Pernici, 1991): 

* extending data models to incorporate time dimension, 

* providing temporal reasoning capabilities to knowledge based systems. 

In this thesis we are interested in the latter aspect of research. Within this category, our 
interest lies with Artificial Intelligence systems which are concerned with interpreting 

temporal data and their relationships. 
A significant amount of common-sense reasoning involves time in one aspect or 

another. Many of the facts we are accustomed to deal with change over time, and 
hence many of the inferences we make depend crucially upon whether or not a fact or 

conjunction of facts is true at a point, or throughout an interval. We use Event Calculus, 

a representation within a logic-programming framework introduced by Kowalski and 
Sergot (Kowalski and Sergot, 1986), to reason about time in a knowledge base. Event 
Calculus takes events as the basic notion of the ontology while being neutral as to the 
duration of the event itself. 

The Event Calculus formalism is based on first order predicate logic. Unlike 

conventional temporal logics, which represent time implicitly using modal operators 
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such as past and future to reason about time, the Event Calculus represents time 

explicitly. We now discuss briefly two other temporal reasoning formalisms based 

on predicate logic with an explicit representation of time. 

Allen (Allen, 1983) deals with the problem of temporal knowledge being relative 

and therefore not necessarily being representable by a date. The basis of Allen's 

approach consists of an interval-based temporal logic together with a computationally 

effective reasoning algorithm based on constraint propagation. In Allen's theory, to 

specify a particular occurrence of an event a unique time interval over which the event 
takes place has to be specified. Events are described by the predicate oxur(E,. - P), 

denoting that event E occurred over the time interval A Likewise a predicate holds(U, 

P) is used to denote that the property/relation U holds throughout the interval A The 

characteristic feature of Allen's formalism is his ontology of time expressed in terms 

of the time intervals P. He uses 13 mutually exclusive relations to relate two time 

intervals. For any given two intervals X and Y these time relations are as given in 

Figure 1.1 together with the inverses of the first six relations. Allen also introduces a 

X before Y 

X meets Yy 

X overlaps Y 

X during Y 

X starts Y 

IX 

X finishes Y 

X equal Y 

Figure 1.1: The mutually exclusive time relations of Allen's (Allen, 1983) 

notion of reference interval which can capture the temporal hierarchy implicit in many 
domains (Allen, 1983; Maiocchi and Pernici, 1991). 
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The detailed relationship between Allen's logic and the Event Calculus has been 

studied by Sadri (Sadri, 1986). She argues that the two formalisms, insofar as they 

reason about events, time intervals and time-dependent properties, are closely related, 

and that the Event Calculus can be extended or specialised to provide the features 

of Allen's logic. For example, Allen has not given a logical formulation for default 

persistence although he suggests it is desirable in a temporal system. The Event 

Calculus does support default reasoning through negation as failure and in this sense 
has added temporal reasoning power. But the two formalisn-us can be made similar 

either by suppressing the negation as failure in the Event Calculus or by extending 
Allen's logic. On the other hand Allen has used his logic for a number of purposes 

which go beyond reasoning about events, such as the analysis of intention and belief, 

and in this aspect extends the Event Calculus. However, for our purposes, for reasoning 

about events, the two formalisms differ largely in style. 
Another formalism based on predicate logic has been presented by Lee, Coelho 

and Cotta (Lee, Coelho and Cotta, 1985). They have aimed to develop a temporal 

system for representing and reasoning about time dependent information and events 

specifically for business data applications. Since Lee et al consider a specific domain, 

business application, it is convenient for them to take calendar dates as their basic 

ontology of time, dates represented in days, months and years. Events are associated 

with a definite time (an exact calendar date) or an indefinite time (by indicating that 

the event occurred sometime during an imprecisely specified date). Also events are 
identified with either time points or time intervals, the most common time points used 
in the domain being the end points of the time intervals. Time points and intervals are 

related by a predicate during(T, P) which expresses that time point T is during the time 
interval A 

Sadri (Sadri, 1986) also made a detailed comparison of Lee et al's formalism with 
the Event Calculus. Again she argues that the Event Calculus can be extended or 

specialised to give the features of Lee et al's formalism, but in this case the latter tends 

to be more specialised because it was set up for a particular application. We mention 

some of the similarities and differences between the formalisms which have been noted 
by Sadri. For Lee et al properties are assumed to persist unless it can be shown that 

they have terminated. Thus they include default reasoning in a manner similar to the 
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Event Calculus. Lee et al do not discuss the possibility of event descriptions being 

incomplete. For example, it is not clear how to add new knowledge about a more 
definite time of occurrence for an event which is already specified with an indefinite 

time. Completion of partial events is by inference and not by default. Thus, there 

are no withdrawals of the completions by default by any new information, unlike in 

the Event Calculus for which event descriptions may be completed by default using 

the information available. Lee et al's formalism requires events to be entered into the 

system in the order that they occur in the real world, whereas Event Calculus does not 
impose any restrictions on the order in which event occurrences are entered. In this 

respect Lee et al's approach is close to the special case of the Event Calculus where 

events are assumed to be entered into the data base in the order that they take place. 
Our general conclusion about Lee et al's formalism, following Sadri, is that it differs 

in style to Event Calculus and is a more specialised formalisation. 

All the three formalisms, Allen's, Lee et al's and the Event Calculus, are similar in 

that, they analyse the concept of events, and events and time are represented explicitly. 
Events may occur simultaneously and imply the start or/and end points of time 

periods (or time dependent relations/properties). If the formalisms were extended 
to have similar temporal reasoning power, the differences would be largely ones of 

style of representation. One feature of the Event Calculus representation is that event 

occurrences are given unique names. In Allen's and Lee et al's formalisms an event 

occurrence is distinguished by the type of the event and the time of its occurrence. 
Having unique event names make adding new information about events which are 

already described easy. Describing simultaneous events of the same type is also made 

easier. The main reason we have chosen to develop our system with the Event Calculus, 

however, is because it is explicitly formalised in a logic programming style. 
A somewhat different view of temporal data management emphasises the concept 

of process. Event Calculus can also be considered to be a process description frame- 

work. A process is a set of partially ordered steps intended to reach a goal Weiler 

and Humphrey, 1993). An abstract representation of the process is called a process 
description. Process description languages can be evaluated by the extent to which 
they provide constructs useful for representing and reasoningabout the various aspects 

of the process. The perspectives that a process description is able to present are 
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bounded by the constructs of the language used (Curtis, Kellner and Over, 1992). A 

more procedural alternative to the Event Calculus as a process description language 

is process modelling in the language PML Process modelling languages provide a 

means to define the process so that it could be enacted by a machine. The enactment of 

the model can be completely represented only if the representing language is capable 

of modelling the history of the enactment. PML does not have the capability of 

representing such historical information, but Event Calculus, formulated in classical 
logic with an explicit representation of time, maintains a full historical knowledge 

base. 

1.4 Aim of the Thesis 

The general aim of our research was to design and prototype a medical information 

management system with the Event Calculus framework as its temporal back bone. 

The application domain, vascular surgery, was to be considered in sufficient detail to 

provide: (a) a significant test of the scalability of the Event Calculus to a realistic 
domain, and (b) an appreciation of the usefulness of the framework for further 

development in the domain. 

In respect of this aim it is important to attempt to characterise the class of systems 

of which our application domain of vascular surgery is an exemplar, both so as to be 

clear what aspects of the Event Calculus are being tested; and also so as to indicate the 

range of applications which might benefit from a similar approach. We can distinguish 

two modes of use of the Event Calculus. On the one hand a descriptive mode in which 
it is assumed that the system has no influence on what events are added to the system. 
An example of this mode would be story understanding; the task of the system is to 

use its reasoning capability to make maximum sense of the incoming events with little 

regard for any possibility of actively seeking further information. On the other hand a 

semi-prescriptive mode in which the Event Calculus is used as a temporal information 

management system. In this mode the intention is that the knowledge stored in 

the system should both model the state of the application domain and guide future 

actions. This means that completeness of information is relatively important or, put 

another way, that it is important to distinguish between what is unknown and what 
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is false. As regards part (a) of the aim we believe that our application exercises the 
features of Event Calculus which are important in the semi-prescriptive mode rather 
than the descriptive mode. This will turn out to mean that we de-emphasise the use 

of backwards persistence and emphasise the interactive use of new events to prompt 
the search for further information. As regards part (b) of the aim we believe that 

our medical application is representative of knowledge based system applications 

which model the development of a process over time and provide some kind of semi- 

prescriptive function in the domain. Clearly decision support systems belong to this 

class. 
To be clear our intention in this research was not to build a fully operational system 

to be used by the clinicians, but to build a prototype in which we can show that, given 

patient data as event instances, Event Calculus provides a good supporting basis for 

temporal reasoning for the domain of vascular surgery considered in realistic detail. 

The prototype is intended to be a research workbench, which can be used to explore 
further the benefits of the approach. 

As components of our general aim, we had the following goals: 

1. Arrive at a simple Event Calculus framework based on the more general frame- 

work introduced by Kowlaski and Sergot (Kowlaski and Sergot, 1986) to be used 
for medical information systems. 

2. Find a representation for the domain dependent patient information in a frame- 

work suitable for Event Calculus. 

I Provide a support tool for patient management which, 

(a) provides recommendations, 

(b) supports better clinical practice, 

based on the 'expert approach to the problem., 

4. Compare and contrast the Event Calculus framework with an imperative process 
description formalism, process modelling in the language PML. 

5. Based on the prototype to suggest possible extensions which allow further 

support to the clinical pathway by way of research, audit, and other useful 
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support functions. 

1.5 Contributions of the Thesis 

Our work is concerned with the temporal aspects of a knowledge based system which 
holds information about hospital patients as they progress through their treatments. 

The necessity to provide temporal support to knowledge based systems in the domain 

is established. Some relevant medical information systems are reviewed, especially 
those which have taken time into consideration. 

Among the many theories available for reasoning with time we have chosen Event 

Calculus which provides an efficient way of dealing with time in a deductive data base. 

Event Calculus allows us to reconstruct the state of the world at any specific instant 

without having to store it explicitly. Recent work in extending the Event Calculus 

to include transaction time (Sripada, 1988) and macro events (Evans, 1989; Evans, 

1990) enhance its suitability as a temporal support. In the thesis we arrive at a simple 
framework, based on the more general framework introduced by Kowalski and Sergot, 

which can be used as the temporal reasoning mechanism of a knowledge base in our 
domain. 

The detailed domain dependent patient information for vascular surgery is repres- 

ented in a framework suitable for Event Calculus. Ramifications are used as a simple 

and elegant way of knowledge representation. Although ran-dfications provide a very 

clear knowledge representation method, why it cannot serve as the only representation 

mechanism, especially in a clinical domain, is presented. 
A prototype system, a research workbench, is developed based on our framework 

using the logic programming language Prolog. In the prototype system, we have 

combined the deductive capabilities of logic programming and the time reasoning 
capabilities of Event Calculus to develop a historical knowledge base which provides 
decision support in the domain of vascular surgery. How this system provides a 
decision support tool for patient management, providing recommendations for better 

clinical practice is demonstrated using case studies. 
Process modelling refers to the problem of developing a formal representation 

of the tasks and division of labour in a particular setting (Maresh and Wastell, 1990). 
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Process programming is the construction of detailed, executable process descriptions, 

or programs. PML is a language in which process descriptions can be expressed. PML 

is investigated, and compared with Event Calculus as a process description framework. 

Finally, possible further extensions to the work done so far are suggested. 

1.6 Organisation of the Thesis 

In Chapter 2, we describe the domain of Vascular surgery, the current practice, and 

the problems perceived by the clinicians. The clinical pathway which we model in the 

system is explained in detail identifying the different stages a patient goes through 

after being adn-dtted to the hospital. The goals of the knowledge based system we 
designed are identified and the approach taken is described. 

In Chapter 3, we describe a number of existing medical information systems, 

which handle time. They are described under the two broad categories: data bases 

and expert systems. The importance of representing patient data in its proper 

time context is established by presenting an overview of the medical record. The 

essential importance of time in the medical domain is re-affirmed by the overview. 
The variety in the application domains shows the necessity of representing time in 

medical information systems. Most of the systenLs have used traditional methods of 
knowledge representation and therefore entail having elaborate schemes for reasoning, 
in particular about time, and retrieval of information. 

The Event Calculus framework used in the application domain is described in 

Chapter 4. The general framework originally introduced by Kowalski and Sergot 

is first described, then a general formalism is developed to suit the application 
domain requirements. Some other applications which have used the Event Calculus 

framework, and various extensions that have been proposed to Event Calculus, are 
discussed. 

How the information recorded in the patient record is represented in a form 

appropriate for Event Calculus is described in Chapter 5. The case frames that can be 

identified in the domain are describedunder the different stages in the clinical pathway. 
interview, investigation and treatment. The time relative relations are identified and 

the initiating and terminating rules are given for each. 
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How a set of recommendations built on top of the knowledge base can assist 
in patient management is described in Chapter 6. These recommendations support 

patient management decisions not only by recommending what action should be 

taken next, but also by specifying when should the action be carried out. Although 

ramifications provide a simple and clear way of representing the domain knowledge 

in some cases, if it is used as the only representation method it can cause complex 

representation problems in other cases. This dichotomy of behaviour is illustrated in 

this chapter. 
The implemented prototype system, its desirable characteristics and its draw- 

backs, its user interface, the query facility, and its answer justification capabilities, are 
described in Chapter 7. Considering two case studies, the query facility provided is 

described in detail, highlighting the decision support features described in Chapter 6. 

We compare the capabilities of Event Calculus with that of Process Modelling 

provided by the language PML, in Chapter 8. The outcome is compared by modelling 
two examples in both formalisms: a simple interactive bank account, and the more 

complex clinical pathway in vascular surgery. 
Chapter 9 gives our conclusions and suggestions for future extensions. 
A considerable amount of detailed information on the prototype system is sup- 

plied in appendices. This is surnmarised here for completeness. Appendix A displays 

the current patient record used at the vascular surgery department at Royal South 

Hampshire Hospital. Appendix B-D illustrate the user interface facilities with sample 
displays. Appendix B describes the main menu options (and the sub-menu options 

available for each, if there are any) provided in the user interface: selecting a patient, 
data input, data display, and the help facility. For each option sample dialogue displays 

are given. Appendix C describes the query facility available to the user, that is finding 

what properties are true about a patient at any specific time. The answer justification 
facility is illustrated in Appendix D. Taking a case study how the system provides why 

and whynot explanations is illustrated with accompanying sample dialogue displays. 
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2 Identification of Knowledge Based 

System Goals for Vascular Surgery and 
Overview of Event Calculus Approach 

The vascular surgery department at the Royal South Hampshire Hospital (RSH), our 

collaborators in this research, is a large organisation dealing with around a thousand 

patients each year. Vascular surgery is a rapidly expanding area of medical practice 

attempting to reduce the suffering and death associated with arterial diseases. Arterial 

disease is an epidemic of unparallelled proportions, contributing to the deaths of a 

comparatively large percentage of all people. 
The development of computer support in vascular surgery is strongly motivated 

by current trends. The demand for patient care has increased very rapidly in the 

recent years but the available funding for hospitals has been very limited. Thus, 

the efficient utilisation of available resources by improved patient management has 

become essential in order to optimise patient care. 
One aspect of the response to increased demand for medical services has been 

the accelerating introduction of computers throughout the health services, usually for 

administrative purposes and employing conventional data base technology. 
Clinicians at the RSH Vascular Surgery Department are concerned to influence 

the introduction of computerisation into their field. About three years ago they 

approached computing researchers at the University of Southampton and the present 

research was initiated with the aim of applying knowledge based system technology 
to provide decision support for clinical management in vascular surgery. 

Our attempt to develop a formalism for a support environment to assist the man- 
agement of patients in vascular surgery is complemented by the research conducted 
in parallel at the RSH ofi arriving at an effective, structured patient record for data 
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collection (Appendix A). 

In this chapter we identify the goals of the knowledge based system. In order to do 

so, we will first describe the clinical pathway that is modelled by the knowledge base, 

introducing the terminology used in this field. We then discuss the current problems 

as perceived by the clinicians and from these problem we identify the goals to be 

satisfied by our knowledge based system. The chapter ends with a brief over view 

of our proposed solution to the problem of building such a system. It is based on 

incorporating temporal reasoning, using the Event Calculus approach, into the basic 

structure of the knowledge based system The details of our approach are developed 

in Chapter 4, but meanwhile this overview provides a context for our discussion in 

Chapter 3 of other approaches to including time into a knowledge based system. 

2.1 The Clinical Pathway 

A major aspect of this thesis is to show how the Event Calculus can represent a 

model of the clinical pathway in which specialists review patients at variable intervals 

depending on how the results of investigations and consultations are progressing. In 

this section we describe the clinical pathway (the part under our focus) for the arterial 

side of the vascular surgery. 
Initially, the patients are directed to the specialists in the department by their 

General Practitioners (GM First the patient is examined by a consultant. If the problem 

the patient is suffering from is assumed to be of vascular nature then the patient is 

recommended for admission to the hospitil for further investigation of the disease and 

later for treatment if necessary. 
The progression of stages through which a patient passes while undergoing 

treatment is referred to as the clinical pathway. We commence the clinical pathway 
from the point where the patient is adn-dtted to the hospital. Before describing the 

pathway we will define some of the terminology used in the thesis. 
- 

interview A meeting between the clinician and the patient is termed as an interview. 

The patient may be examined, symptoms and signs observed, and these may 
be compared with test results or expected results of a treatment. Based on 

the evaluation done, a conclusion or a hypothesis may be made, or a previous 
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hypothesis may be eliminated. 

The first interview the patient has when he or she enters the pathway is termed 

as the initial interview. 

diagnosis A conclusion or a hypothesis made at any point in the pathway. We describe 

the diagnosis made at the initial interview as an'initial diagnosis' and a diagnosis 

which is sufficiently refined so as to decide a treatment plan as a 'final diagnosis. 

These two terms are only used to distinguish one from the other in our literary 

description of the system. However, in the actual representation just the term 

. 
'diagnosis' is used to represent both; they are distinguished by their structures. 

general tests These are the tests carried out In order to evaluate and make hypotheses 

about a patient's diseased condition. They include, 

preliminary tests which are done on all patients (unless in exceptional 

cases such as an emergency) irrespective of the patient's particular problem 
(e. g. blood test, blood pressure). Some of these may not be helpful in the 
diagnostic process but will be used in the treatment plan or for anaesthetic 
purposes. 

tests carried out based on patient's responses to the clinician's questions 
(e. g. a patient who reports to be suffering from diabetes will be tested for 

blood sugar level, a patient who complains about chest pain will undergo a 

chest X-ray). 

specific tests Tests done in order to support a particular diagnosis, i. e. a belief or a 
hypothesis, or to disprove it. For example, 

the test, ultrasound will be carried out if it was suspected that the patient 

suffers from dilatory arterial disease; 

an arteriogram will be carried out if it was suspected that the patient 
suffers from occlusive arterial disease or both dilatory and occlusive arterial 
diseases. 

At the initial interview the patient is examined by a clinician, usually a junior 
doctor. The results of the prelin-dnary general tests (e. g. blood test, blood pressure) 
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may be available at this interview to the clinician. An initial diagnosis will be made 
based on the symptoms and signs observed, general test results available, and the 

results of the examinations (such as pulse) carried out. Depending on the diagnosis, 

specific tests may be performed. The results of the specific tests will confirm/support 

the diagnosis or eliminate it. -The accumulation of all information gathered up to this 

point (the family, social and medical history of the patient, the risk factors involved, 

loss of independence to the patient, the observations made at the interview, and the 

results of the tests carried out) will lead to a treatment plan. 
A particular patient admitted for vascular surgery might progress through the 

following typical stages: 

interview The patient's history and exan-tination is recorded 
by (usually) a junior doctor and an initial 

diagnosis is produced (e. g. occlusive arterial disease). 

investigation Further tests are carried out by a specialist 
(e. g. arteriogram by radiologist) and a more specific 
diagnosis is produced 
(e. g. embolism, at(left, common-femoral)). 

treatment Recommended treatment is carried out (e. g. surgeon 

carries out the bypass operation) 

followup (of treatment) This essentially consists of a combination of the 

above three stages. 

The investigation stage normally continues until one of the following applies: 

9a final diagnosis is made which determines a treatment, 

* sufficient information is gathered for a treatment decision to be made although 
no specific final diagnosis has been made 

9 unable to collect more information -a decision will be made on available data. 
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In between the investigation stage and the treatment stage there will be the 

treatment plan where all experts concerned with a particular case get together and 
decide on an optimal plan for the patient concerned. We have not included this 

planning stage in the pathway for simplicity, since the patient has no relation to it. 

Although this is also not represented in the task hierarchy (given in Figure 5.1 in 

Chapter 5) the treatment plan has been given much consideration when building our 
inference system. 

The foUowup stage may extend over a number of years. A treatment, inmost cases, 
is followed by an interview at which the patient's condition is evaluated depending 

on the progression of symptoms. If the symptoms still persist, the patient may be 

subjected to further investigation. Specific tests may be carried out, which may lead 

to further treatment. If the symptoms no longer can be observed, the patient may be 

discharged from the hospital after a certain period of observation. Specific tests are 

carried out to confirm the patient's condition during this period. A discharged patient 
does not leave the pathway completely unless it is confirmed that the patient has been 

cured from the arterial condition, the expert believes that no help could be provided to 

reduce the patient's symptoms, or the patient meets death operative or otherwise. It 

is the nature of the disease that for many patients it is a case of reducing the suffering 

rather than complete cure. After leaving the hospital, the patient is monitored at 

regular intervals until leaving the clinical pathway. 
One may question the need to distinguish a followup stage if it only consists 

of the other three stages. We have made this distinction because the sequence of 

events occurring before the first treatment is often different to that occurring after, thus 

differentiating the followup stage facilitates better understanding of the representation. 
The clinical pathway is represented diagrammatically in Figure 2.1. The solid 

arrows indicate the next step that might take place in the pathway. The dotted arrow 
indicates a step that may occur in an urgent case. 

Once in the pathway a patient maybe directed back to an earlierstage (for example, 
for further tests at the investigation stage, or for interview and tests at the treatment 

stage). Since the stages represent increasing degrees of commitment, intermediate 

stages will only be skipped in unusual circumstances (for example, in an emergency). 
Communication between stages takes place, at present, by passing along the patient's 
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represents an event that would occur in the pathway, 

represents a stage where decisions regarding the treatments of patients 

are taken but, not represented as an event in the pathway 

represents a period where the progression of the patient along the pathway 
is temporarily suspended. 

Figure 2.1: An overview of the clinical pathway 

paper-based notes. One of the aims of the support environment is to enhance the 

communicative function of the notes at. the point when each clinician assesses the 

requests of the previous stage and reports the results/recommendations of the current 

stage. 
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2.2 Current Problems 

From the point of view of a clinician the overall aim of introducing a computerised 

system is to improve the quality of patient care. Problems with the current system of 

record keeping as perceived by clinicians included the following: 

1. Incomplete and/or incorrect data can be recorded on the paper-based notes. 
This can lead to varying degrees of non-optimal decisions, when the notes are 

used to communicate between stages of the evaluation and between clinicians in 

different fields (for example surgeon and radiologist); 

2. A lack of control over the consistency in the quality of assessment, for example 
before and after treatment or between teams; 

3. A failure to adequately take into account up to date risk factors which bear on a 

clinical decision; 

4. An inability to properly respond to increasing demands to justify resource 

consumption. 

5. Unavailability of the information when it is required by more than one person 
involved in the patient's health care. 

2.3 Knowledge Based System Goals 

Our general aim is to develop a framework based on Event Calculus that could provide 

general temporal reasoning capabilities to a knowledge based system. We have 

chosen a relatively complete sub-domain of vascular surgery, the treatment of arterial 
disease in the lower renal area, as our application domain. Consequently we aim to 

show how Event Calculus can afford a clear and flexible method for modelling the 
interdependencies of properties which change with time, and for accessing historical 

information in the application domain of vascular surgery. 

Within this general aim, we identify the following specific goals which will enable the 
knowledge based system to satisfy the current problems identified by clinicians. 

'The arterial tree below the infra renal 
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1. To incorporate an historical knowledge base of patient records. 

2. To provide a framework for flexible interactive retrieval and assimilation of 
information which can be tailored to: 

(a) retrieve relevant inforniation in the patient records for decision support; 

(b) support completeness of data collection and consistent practice in particular 

situations. 

3. Provide support for patient management by generating system recommenda- 
tions. 

2.4 Overview of Our Approach 

Kohane in (Kohane, 1987), writes that, 

"Expert systems performance and knowledge acquisition is at best incom- 

plete and at worst fatally flawed if the system does not posses a systematic 
and principled "understanding" of temporal knowledge. Therefore, even 
though temporal reasoning is not in and of itself sufficient to produce 
satisfactory behaviour in expert systems, it is a necessary and significant 
step in that direction. " 

Temporal reasoning is important in many application areas, especially in medicine. In 
health care, the patient history is a widely used diagnostic tool. Sometimes the patient 
history may be the only available information to arrive at a diagnosis. Therefore any 
computer-based system which deals with representing patient information should 
have the capability of representing and reasoning with historical data. Temporal 
information is an integral part of medical knowledge. In some areas of medicine it is 

more explicitly a, cknowledged. In particular in vascular surgery relating the timing of 
events to a patient's clinical presentation is essential. 

Our approach is to build a general temporal reasoning framework, into the 
knowledge base. Some typical features which are expected of a general temporal 

reasoning system are as follows. The ability to handle incomplete information about 
the past and, correspondingly, assimilate information in any order. The ability to 
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accept partially-specified information, for example that an event occurs before another 

rather than the explicit times of both events. The ability to reason about transaction 

time as well as event time. The ability to reason about persistence as a characteristically 
temporal form of default reasoning. The Event Calculus has the potential to supply 
these functionalities, and it is in this sense that we refer to it as a general temporal 

reasoning framework. It is important to state, however, that in our application we 
have not exercised all these functionalities equally In particular we have not made 

explicit use of under-specified events; that is we do not reason by default about absent 

properties of events nor do we reason transitively about partially ordered events. We 
have included transaction time in our formalism, so we cannot explain erroneous 

conclusions drawn in the past. Our application does take into account incomplete past 
information and reasons about persistence. It is important to add that we believe the 

other temporal reasoning functionalities of the Event Calculus may turn out to be of use 
for future developments of the system. We argue that this potential for development 

is a key reason for using a general framework, in particular the Event Calculus. 

Event Calculus is formalised within a logic programming framework. It seeks to 

combine the expressive power of case semantics with the deductive power of logic 

programming (Kowalski, 1992; Kowalski and Sergot, 1986). Formalised in a Horn 
Clause subset of Classical logic augmented with negation as failure, the formalisation 

is executable as a logic program. Therefore, applications based on the formalism can 
be easily implemented in Prolog. 

We will show that Event Calculus can represent a simplified model of clinical 

practice in vascular surgery in which specialists review patients at variable intervals 
depending on how the results of investigations and consultations are progressing. A 
system of recommendations is constructed on top of the historical knowledge base, 
so that recommendation of appropriate options at any time can be generated, thus 
providing a powerful framework for support of patient management decisions. 

We have implemented a system with the above characteristics. We refer to the 
resulting system as a research workbench. By this we mean that the system forms a 
suitable basis for the investigation and development of further tools in the application 
domain. In order to fulfil the function of a research workbench our software has 
been implemented in a declarative style which can be easily understood and modified. 
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We have also refrained from optimising with respect to the application, prefering 

generality at the expense of efficiency. The development of our final system divides 

into two phases: the development of the Event Calculus based historical knowledge 

base for the domain - this forms the research workbench itself; and the development 

of the patient management system which provides a tool for use with the workbench. 
The development of the patient management system is to some extent a test of the 

effectiveness of the workbwnch. It also provides one of the core tools for use in this 
domain. ýI 

By developing a research workbench, a prototype system, we will demonstrate 
how we achieve the knowledge based system goals set out in the previous section. 
Our approach is to apply query-the-user techniques developed for logic databases 

(Sergot, 1982, Wolstenholme, 1992b) to control user interaction and the generation 
of explanations. The user can then ask for an explanation of a recommendation. A 

response is produced by applying the techniques for generating explanations in logic 

databases, but because of our Event Calculus forrnalism we are able to produce, in 

addition to rule traces, the sequence of related events which lead up to a conclusion 
(Chapter 7, Section 7.1.5). As well as being informative this sequence of events provides 
access to the detailed information on the patient record which is stored in the associated 

case frames. The system can also operate in'why not'mode in response to user queries, 

explaining why a particular recommendation is not given or why a property of the 
domain which seems to be true is not so at a specified time. 

2.5 Conclusion 

The uptake of knowledge based system technology in medical practice began in the 
1970s and well known knowledge based systems such as MYCIN (see Section 3.2) 

emerged. These knowledge based systems used different methods and formalisms 
for representing and managing knowledge (Ramoni, Stefanelli, Magnani and Barosi, 
1992). Most of the existing systems have used the production rule software approach 
(MYCIN (Buchanan and Shortliffe, 1984), VM (Fagan, 1980), ONCOCIN (Kahn, 1988; 
Kahn, Fagan and Tu, 1991a), PUFF (Atkins, Kunz, Shortliffe and Fallat, 1984)), the 
frame based approach (ESPRE (Connelly, Sielaff and Scott, 1990), HELP (Evans, 1991)) 
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or a combination of both (GALEN (Rector, Nowlan and Kay, 1992; Rector, Nowlan and 

kay, 1993), (FOETOS (Alonzo-Betanzos, Moret-Bonillo, and Hern6dez-Sande, 1991)). 

Contrastingly we use a logic based approach using the deductive capabilities of the 

logic programming language, Prolog. 

The novel feature of our system is that a general temporal reasoning framework 

is built into the basic design of the knowledge base. Our justification for taking this 

approach is that, by its greater expressiveness, such a system can satisfy the goals 

given in the above section and thereby may be more attractive to medical practice. 

Temporal reasoning is important in many application areas and in particular in vascular 

surgery to relate the timing of events to a patient's clinical presentation. ComputýrLsed 

vascular registries (see van den Akker, van Bockel, Brand and van Schilfgaarde, 1991 

for a recent example) do not have this ability. From our research (Soper, Abeysinghe 

and Ranaboldo, 1990; Soper, Abeysinghe and Ranaboldo, 1991; Soper, Abeysinghe 

and Ranaboldo, 1992) we believe that the general temporal approach may provide 

considerable advantages in terms both of construction methodology and performance 

of the system. 
In this chapter first and foremost we have established the goals of our knowledge 

based system. Before doing so, we described the clinical pathway that is modelled 
by the knowledge base and introduced the terminology used in the field. The current 

problems in the practice of vascular surgery as perceived by the clinicians were then 

discussed. Based on these problems we identified the goals to be satisfied by our 
knowledge based system. Finally an overview of the Event Calculus approach we 
have taken was described. 

In the next chapter we describe some other computer-based medical information 

systems that involve time. It will be seen that most of the systems have used traditional 

methods of knowledge representation and this entails having elaborate schemes for 

reasoning, in particular about time, and retrieval of information. The next chapter 

will give a flavour of what the current medical information systems capabilities are 

and how they have been achieved, and will create an appreciation of what our system 

could further provide to enhance and add to these capabilities. 
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3, Other Computer-Based Medical 

Information Systems Involving Time 

In the previous chapter we gave a brief overview of the Event Calculus approach we 
have used in our system. The aim of this chapter is to survey some other medical 
information systems, and in so doing to establish the necessity to develop a general 

temporal reasoning formalism that could be used in such systems. We are selective in 

our discussion concentrating on information systems which take into account temporal 

aspects of the data. These systems are described under the two broad categories: data 

bases (systems that aim to store, retrieve and transn-dt patient related information); and 
knowledge bases (advice systems that can apply stored information to the solution of 

clinical problems, providing decision support, and/or making decisions). Before our 
discussion the functions and increasing importance of the medical record is outlined. 

3.1 Functions of the Medical Record 

The medical record (also referred to as the patient record) is the main source of 
information in patient care. It summarises the patient's history and documents 

observations, diagnostic conclusions, and treatment plans. The medical record also 

provides a means of communication between those who are employed in health care; 
for example, between the various specialist clinicians who deal with the patient, 
between these specialists, junior doctor and nurses and so on. Typically clinicians 
initiate a therapeutic action by recording orders on the medical record. The people 

who complete the order (the radiologist, the junior doctors, the nurses in care) in turn 

record their actions, observations, and results of the actions (if any) on the records. 
The medical record also ensures continuity of care during a patient's hospitalisation 

and ensures continuity across outpatient visits (Shortliffe and Perreault, 1990). Most 

sophisticated medical information systems which have aimed at automating the 
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medical record have attempted to preserve the format of the paper-based medical 

record in use. 
With the evolution of various computer related technologies there has been an 

explosion of information. The amount of information available for the clinician 
has become so vast that, when it came to access and analyse the information, the 

manually kept medical record became a hindrance (Collen, 1991). Inaccessibility is a 

common drawback of paper records, especially in large hospitals where the retrieval of 

a particular record may take considerable time; for example, the record may be in the 

administration office for financial transactions, or it may be in the laboratory awaiting 

a transaction from the blood transfusion personnel, when needed elsewhere. Since it 

is vital that the information recorded in the patient record be available to the clinician 

quickly and easily, the introduction of computer technology to handle information has 
become essential. Computerised medical record systems and medical data bases are 
being introduced at many health care institutions. At present, standards for Electronic 

Medical Records are being mooted among many standards bodies (e. g. Institute of 
Medicine, European Workshop on Open Systems) (Rector, Nowlan and Kay, 1991). 

3.2 Medical Information Systems 

With the introduction of Artificial Intelligence (AD techniques to the medical field, 

it became apparent that computers can be used for more than just data storage and 
retrieval. One of the most important developments of Al research, the knowledge 

based system, is now being used in many medical applications. 
Medical information systems have tackled many different areas In the medical field 

starting from attempting to computerise the medical record to various monitoring and 
advice systems. We mention some of the better known systems so as to give an idea of 
the range of application in the medical field. One of the first and best-known systems 
for decision support in the medical field, MYCIN, which supports diagnosis of bacterial 
infections, was introduced by Shortliffe (Buchanan and Shortliffe, 1984). Wieding et al 
(Wieding, Kretschmar and Sch6nle, 1990) have aimed to develop a reference system for 
textbook knowledge, giving a complete and rapid availability of information from the 

medical literature. SESAM-DIABETE is an interactive educational expert system that 
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provides personalised advice and therapeutic recommendations for insulin-requiring 

diabetic patients (Levy, Ferrand and Chirat, 1989). The OASYS data base of Stoodley 

and Sikorski is used for auditing purposes in orthopaedic surgery (Stoodley and 
Sikorski, 1991). GALEN aims to develop a model of. coding notation for medical 
terminology (Rector, Nowlan and Kay, 1993). This variety in application area of 
different information systems shows that considerable potential benefits could follow 

from building automated, sophisticated information systems if the resulting systems 

perform adequately in their application domain. In the rest of this chapter we focus 

on a number of medical systems which consider the time-related aspect of the patient 
information. These systems differ not only in their application areas, but also in the 

methodologies used for handling the time dimension. 

3.2.1 Medical Data Base Systems 

Martin in (Martin, 1976) defines a data base as: a collection of interrelated data stored 
together with controlled redundancy to serve one or more applications in an optimal 
fashion; the data are stored so that they are independent of programs which use the 
data; a common and controlled approach is used in adding new data and modifying 
and retrieving existing data within the data base. 

The main objective of a medical database is to provide fast access to patient related 
data necessary for efficient patient care. This data will be used by many application 
programs which are designed to help a variety of functions such as, administration, 
patient care, and research. We now describe three well known data bases of this type 

which have considered time-oriented data; the COSTAR system, the HELP system, and 
the TOD system. A number of comments are made on how these systems compare 
with our Event Calculus approach; these comments will become clearer after reading 
Chapter 4. 

32.1.1 COSTAR 

COSTAR CCOmputer-STored Ambulatory Record) system was designed to perform the 
data management functions needed in the care of ambulatory patients. The system uses 

a date stamp and a coded status to represent the patient's current clinical condition. 
The purpose of the system was to replace the traditional document-based medical 
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record with a comprehensive, centralised, and integrated information system (Barnett, 

justice, Somand, Adams, Waxrnan, Beaman, Parent, Van Deusen and Greenlie, 1979). 

All information recorded in a COSTAR patient record is linked to a code'; the 

collection of codes is called the directoty (Payne, Goroll, Morgan and Barnett, 1990). 

The COSTAR directory provides the capability to process and store data which are 

very non-uniform in nature. 
A reference to a specific COSTAR code at a patient visit is referred to as an event. 

The representation of events for the code NSAID ibuprofen is given in Figure 3.1. Each 

CODE: ibuprofen 

SUMMARY STATUS: inactive 

DATE STATUS TEXT 

3f2/84 null "600 po tid, #84" 

3/28/84 null "I yr supply, 2 refills" 

4/2/86 null "600 po tid, I yr supply", 

6/24/86 inactive 

Figure 3.1: Representation of the information contained in a medication section of a COSTAR 

patient record. The text field associated with a visit represents the medication dose, route, 

amount dispensed, and number of refills. Associated with each event is also a status which 

indicates whether the medication has been made active or inactive at the visit (Payne, Goroll, 

Morgan and Barnett, 1990). 

code whose status is changed by a visit is represented as an event of that code. Thus 

an event of a code represents the change in status Of that code. In this perspective an 

event in COSTAR can be compared with the notion of event in Event Calculus. An 

event in Event Calculus starts or ends one or more time periods in which a property 

of the domain (such as a diagnosis, a test result - represented as a relation) is true. 

Each clinical code is associated with a summary status which represents the current 

status of the code. By searching the sumnia? y status of each code it is easy to determine 

whether at the present time the code is active or inactive (Payne, Goroll, Morgan and 
Barnett, 1990). For example the sum? na? y status for diagnostic codes take values ? wjor, 

'Codes are concepts such as diagnoses, medications, laboratory tests, or physical examination findings 
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minor, inactive, or presumptive. The summa? y status is used to suppress routine display 

when a clinical entity is no longer active or medically significant (Barnett, justice, 

Somand, Adams, Waxman, Beaman, Parent, Van Deusen and Greenlie, 1979). In the 

Event Calculus approach we achieve the same temporal reasoning effects within a 

more general system. 
Although COSTAR has no decision making capability in itself, the vast number 

of programs in the software package enable a variety of activities to be carried 

out on patient information including production of condition- or diagnostic-related 

flowcharts. 

Many enhancements have been added to the system. Osburn et al in (Osburn, 

Neches, Shissler and Kittredge, 1984) describe one such enhancement to COSTAR, the 

inclusion of a Problem Oriented Record Structure and decision support capability. 
Payne et al in (Payne, Goroll, Morgan and Barnett, 1990) describe the techniques 

used for a historical cohort study of the effects of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory 
drugs (NSAID) on blood pressure control using COSTAR. Here they use an algorithm 
to determine whether a medication is considered in COSTAR to be active at an arbitrary 
date. When using this algorithm they assume a medication or a diagnosis to be active 
for that patient between the time it was made active in the past (if ever) until it 

is explicitly discontinued in the patient record. This is very similar to the forward 

persistence of relations in the Event Calculus (described in Chapter 4, Section 4.2.1), 

where a relation once initiated by a known event is assumed to persist forwards in 

time until it is known to be terminated by another event. 
An alternative method for determining the duration of a medication has also been 

described. By reviewing the text field of the most recent event of the medication code 
(Figure 3.1) and determining the date the medication would be exhausted from the 

amount prescribed; if this duration is less than the duration given by the algorithm, 
then the medication may be considered inactive when that date is reached. We find a 
similarity in the latter method to the way we terminate a relation in the Event Calculus 

when its lif e-time has expired (see Chapter 4, Section 4.2.2). The lif e-time of 
a relation is considered to be the duration of time, starting with the initiation of a 
relation, during which it is reasonable to assume that the relation remains true if it is 

not changed by a subsequent event. 
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The Medical Query Language (MQL) can be used to extract and analyse informa- 

tion from COSTAR. Payne et al claý that by the use of MQL, it is possible to determine 

(within the limitations of the data entered into COSTAR) the medication regimen and 

active diagnoses at any desired time or interval within a patient's COSTAR record 

(Payne, Goroll, Morgan and Barnett, 1990). 

32.12 The HELP System 

HELP (Health Evaluation through Logical Processing) was designed to cater for both 

administrative and clinical research needs of the hospital and to provide decision 

support (Burke, Classes, Pestotnik, Evans and Stevens, 1991). The system contains an 

integrated, time-oriented, computerized medical record containing patient informa- 

tion from most clinical areas (Evans, 1991). The drug monitoring component of the 

HELP system falls into the category of knowledge based systems (Dasta, Greer and 
Speedie, 1992). Thus, HELP can be thought of as a hybrid, between the two categories 

data base and knowledge base. 

Data is input to the system during hospital visits of the patient, in the emergency 

room, and at the out-patient clinics, automatically through digital or analogue inter- 

faces (ECG, clinical laboratory) or manually by professionals. There are three types of 
data entry screens: multiple choice (items are selected from menus), set of fields where 

values are entered, and time screens (time is tagged automatically to entered data). 

Thus the time attached to data input through the time screen is the transaction time. 

The data base structure makes use of two data models: the relational model and 

the hierarchical model. There are two relational files for the recording of historical 

patient data: Master Patient Index (MPI) and the abstract file. MPI contains a record 
for each patient consisting of demographic data. The abstract file is indexed by patient 

admission number and the date of admission. It contains a record for each admission. 
All data stored in the patient record has the date and the time appended to them. 

The HELP system's knowledge base consists of knowledge frames. The inform- 

ation processing is data-driven and time-driven. Specific frames are activated when 

some key information is entered to the data base - this is called data-driven. Certain 

modules can be activated at a certain time of the day, which is called time-driven. 

HELP decisions are made using predefined decision frames. Results of the HELP 
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decision process are also stored as part of the patient record along with an indication 

whether the decision is current or the date and time when the decision became inactive. 

Decision support is provided in three ways: 

1. a report representing data and the generated interpretation of the data, 

2. an alert message on data entry, 

a care person interacting with the system through terminal access. 

HELP has advantages for information gathering since it is built into the structure 

of the hospital along with the essential services. Therefore, information becomes 

available from patients undergoing monitoring or lab investigations rather than relying 

on another person to key in data (Ellis, 1987). 

HELP is used in many other clinical applications such as, computer monitoring 
and clinician education in antibiotic therapy, in-vitro' susceptibility data, and drug 

utilisation (Burke, Classes, Pestotnik, Evans and Stevens, 1991; Evans, 1991). HELP 

is also used to assist clinicians and nurses in blood ordering and review of orders for 

appropriateness (Gardner, Golubjatnikov, Laub, Jacobson and Evans, 1990). 

HELP meets the description of an interactive hospital diagnostic data base, with 

a core of medical knowledge and an automated reasoning process that evaluates an 
incoming patient information against its own medical knowledge base, and responds 

with suggestions and alerts. HELP system supports transaction time as opposed to our 

system which deals with event times. HELP uses a model based representation of data 

and a frame based representation of knowledge. We have used a logical representation 

of the knowledge. The historical deductive approach used by us allows the knowledge 

base to be viewed as it was at any given instant. This removes the necessity to store 
the conclusions made by the system. HELPs decision support through alert messages 
has similarities to the support we provide through recommendations. 

While HELP is an impressive practical system which has identified the importance 

of representing patient information within the correct time window, it does not have 

the general temporal reasoning capability provided by Event Calculus. Event Calculus 

allows a flexible and a more general representation of temporal information. The logic 
2 outside the living body and in an artificial environment (Webster's Medical Desk Dictionary, Merriam- 

Webster Inc, 1986) 
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progranm-dng frameworkand the deductive approach of oursystemprovidesa natural 

way of querying the data base enhancing the decision support capabilities. 

32.1.3 The TOD Software System and ARAMIS 

The Tune-Oriented Data base (TOD), is a data base management system. It is the most 

widely used data model for electronic patient data base system (Kahn, Fagan and Tu, 

1991a). In addition to entering, updating, storing and retrieving clinical information, 

TOD provides built-in statistical programs for data analysis, and supports the creation 

of data files for analysis using standard statistical packages. 

TOD data bases are structured to store patient information that has been collected 

over the course of multiple clinic visits (Shortliffe and Perreault, 1990). Within the 

TOD data base two levels of hierarchy can be recognised: the patients, and the vis its 

of the patients to the clinic. The two levels are used by TOD in an identical manner. 

The data base is schenM3 driven. 

There are two data files. The header file contains non-chronological patient 

information. Header elements are those whose change through time does not need 

to be recorded. The parameter file contains visit information. Parameter elements are 

those recorded at each visit (McShane, Harlow, Kraines and Fries, 1979). 

Each value in the data base has an associated time stamp that denotes when that 

value was observed and that distinguishes multiple recordings of the same attribute 
(Kahn, Fagan and Tu, 1991a). Hence data bases designed using the TOD model are 
historical data bases (Kahn, 1988). An example of a standard TOD-based patient record 

is shown in Figure 3.2. 

All clinical records are kept in a large tabular format where columns represent 

each clinical visit and rows represent relevant clinical parameters that are being 

followed over time. Time oriented data on all patients are kept current by transferring 

each column of new data to the computer data bank by transcriptionists (Shortliffe, 

Buchanan and Feigenbaum, 1984). On-line data checking occurs as part of the time- 

oriented entry programs. 
'A schema is a structure which defines the specific content of the individual databank (Wiederhold, 

Fries and Weyl, 1975). For each position In the databank, each element's units, data type, qualifiers, and 

all processing characteristics are defined by the schema. Therefore, the position of an element in the 
databank file determines its meaning (McShane, Harlow, Kraines and Fries, 1979). 
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wac x Iwo U 8.6 7A 9.0 4.0 
% poly$ 57 36 54 u 
% lymphs 31 30 3D 30 
PCV 392 35.6 318 33.9 27.2 

Hmmglobin 13.1 12.2 11.1 IIA 9.1 
PIVAIDS 3" 347 300 2" 296 

BSA (m2) 2.3 

Arm asdrwwM B 
Chomo Ný POCC POCC VAM POCC 
cycle 0 1 1 2 2 

Subcycle A B A 
Visk typ LAB TX TX TX TX 

Prwaibulm 200 2w 20D 
Vinerkins Ls 2.0 1.5 
cyt- 13W 13DO 1300 

CCNU 130 130 

VP16 170 
Adrimyctzk 110 
bbommxm 65 
Cum. Adriunycin (nqAn 2) 48 

Day 22 30 06 27 20 
month im Feb Mar 
yen 86 96 66 

Figure 3.2: A sample TOD-based patient record. The names of clinical, laboratory, and 

therapeutic attributes are listed in the left column. Dates associated with measurements are 
listed across the bottom. Patient-specific attribute values on a specific date appear in the centre 

of the Table. Blank boxes indicate dates during which the attribute was not measured or 

observed. Time advances from left to right (from Kahn, Fagan and Tu, 1991). 

Among the outputs that can be generated from information In the data bases 

are: a summary of the patient's current status, graphical display of the change of a 

specific parameter over time for a specific patient, and statistical analysis for clinical 
investigations. 

The American Rheumatism Association Medical Information System (ARAMIS) 

is a nationwide data base system which originally used TOD for data management 

and analysis (later ARAMIS was transferred to MEDLOG, the microcomputer version 
of TOD). ARAMIS provides decision support by giving therapy recommendations 
(McShane and Fries, 1988). 

ARAMIS data bases contain information about the long term clinical courses 

of patients who have arthritis and rheumatic disease and have been observed in 

the clinical setting. ARAMIS offers a prognostic analysis for a new patient when a 
management decision is to be made. A practitioner may select clinical indices for 

a patient. Using these descriptors the computer locates relevant patients. Therapy 
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recommendations are made on the basis of a response index calculated for the matched 

patients. A prose case analysis also can be made for the patient. This summarises the 

relevant data from the data bank and explains the basis for the recommendation 
(Shortliffe, Buchanan and Feigenbaum, 1984). The prose case analysis provided by 

ARAMIS is closer to the why explanations given in our system, explaining why a 

particular recommendation has been made, or why a particular property is true at a 

specific time. 

The widely demonstrated prototype systein, developed by Robert Blum, for 

automating the discovery and confirmation of hypotheses from large clinical data 

bases, the RX Project, uses a subset of the ARAMIS/TOD data base (Clancey and 
Shortliffe, 1984). 

The expert system ONCOCIN used the TOD model as its initial patient data base. 

In Section 3.2.2.2 we describe the ONCOCIN system and the temporal networks used 
by it. 

3.2.1.4 Discussion 

The hospital medical record ensures continuity across outpatient visits. The main 

purpose of the computer-stored medical record is to overcome the disadvantages of 
the traditional paper-based medical record rather than to introduce new functionality. 

In this section we have discussed a few such attempts at achieving this purpose. 
Medical data bases which provide simultaneous, multiple, and fast access to the stored 
data have helped to provide better patient care in numerous ways. The data captured 
is used by application programs designed for a variety of purposes. Stored patient 
data can be linked to other data bases such as those in laboratory, pharmacy, and at 

other institutions. 

Medical record is also a source of new medical knowledge (Shortliffe and Per- 

reault, 1990). By applying inference mechanisms to the information stored, expert 
consultation, support and guidance for various tasks could be provided. We describe 

some systems which try to do this in the following section. 
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3.2.2 Medical Knowledge Based Systems 

Harman and King in (Harman and King, 1985) quote Professor Edward Feigenbaum 

of Stanford University, the originator of the first acknowledged knowledge based 

system, DENDRAL, to have defined a knowledge based system as: ... 'an intelligent 

computer program that uses knowledge and inference procedures to solve problems 

that are difficult enough to require significant human expertise for their solution. 
Knowledge necessary to perform at such a level, plus the inference procedures used, 

can be thought of as a model of the expertise of the best practitioners of the field'. 

The knowledge of the system consists of facts and heuristics. The facts constitute 

a body of information that is widely shared, publicly available, and generally agreed 

upon by experts in the field. The heuristics are mostly , private, little-discussed rules of 

good judgement (rules of plausible reasoning, rules of good reasoning) that character- 
ise expert-level decision making in the field. The performance level of a knowledge 

based system mostly depends on the quality of its knowledge base, that is, how much 

of the expert's knowledge the knowledge base contains. 
Knowledge based systems could be of help in a variety of areas of patient 

management and facilitate more effective and sophisticated access to patient record and 

other information facilities (Glowinski, ONeil and Fox, 1989b). The use of knowledge 

based systems in the medical field has increased in the past decade and new systems 
have been emerging in a variety of areas related to medicine (Alonzo-Betanzos, Moret- 

Bonilli and HemAndez-Sande, 1991; Shortliffe and Perreault, 1990). In spite of this fact 

there are relatively few systems which have included the time dimension or temporal 

reasoning facilities in the design of the system. Some of the systems which have taken 

time into consideration are discussed in this section. 

3.2.2.1 ESPRE 

ESPRE, Expert System for Platelet Request Evaluation, is designed as a decision 

support tool. It provides automated decision support for blood bank personnel in 

assessing requests for platelets (Sielaff, Scott, and Connelly 1991). 
The system evaluates a patient's case, based on the guidelines followed by labor- 

atory technologists when evaluating a case, and decides whether platelet transfusion 
is appropriate or not for that case. The conclusions of the system are reviewed by 
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blood bank technologists. The time taken to review an ESPRE conclusion is far less 

than the time taken to review original case data. 

Assessing whether a given case is appropriate for platelet transfusion involves 

time-related considerations such as the rate at which the platelet count is falling or 

recovering, time between the last two transfusions, and expected post-transfusion 

platelet count. These are achieved by attaching the date and the time for each 

transfusion and platelet count in the data base. 

ESPRE knowledge base is hierarchical and uses a frame structure for data organ- 

isation as well as for knowledge base organisation, with production rules embedded 

within the knowledge frames (Sielaff, Connelly and Scott, 1989). 

The initial frame that is to be processed for a given case is determined by the most 

recent platelet count (that is, a platelet count should have been obtained within the 

last twenty four hours after the most recent transfusion). These initial frames (at the 

top level of the hierarchy) are called platelet count frames. The diagnoses or patient 

conditions are represented by lower level frames. 

ESPRE is directly linked to the laboratory computers from which a patient's trans- 

fusion history (blood component transfused, time of initiation and time of transfusion, 

volume of transfusion, character of platelet component transfused), blood chen-dstry 

test data, hematology4 can be retrieved as and when required. 

Platelet evaluation is done by backward chaining. First, a request is classified 

based on the most recent platelet count. Then, the presence of a diagnosis or clinical 

conditions that justify a transfusion for that platelet count is determined. If at least 

one indication is present the system concludes that the transfusion is appropriate and 

recommends the number of units to be transfused. If not, it provides a summary of all 

relevant laboratory and clinical values to facilitate overview by blood bank clinicians. 
During the consultation ESPRE generates an explanation of its conclusions. This 

explanation includes a list of the indications that were applicable in connection with 
the patient's most recent platelet count, a summary of the patient specific data used, 
the conclusions drawn by the system, and its recommendations. This information is 

printed in the form of a report at the end of the consultation. A listing of all the rules in 
'The science of blood and blood forming tissues including disorders thereof (Churchill's Illustrated 

Medical Dictionary, 1989) 
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the knowledge base that were considered, in the order in which they were considered, 

together with the outcome of each rule, can be generated if needed. 

If any one of the applicable indications is determined to be present, the system 

concludes that the transfusion is appropriate. If none of the applicable indications can 

be confirmed, the report will also contain a list of the indications that could not be 

evaluated for the lack of data, along with which data were missing. 

ESPRE needs only the current and the three most recent snapshots of the do- 

main. For example, the platelet count immediately before and after the most recent 

transfusion, and the time between the two most recent transfusions. The rates such 

as: the decrease or recovery of the platelet count; falling rate of haemoglobin; falling 

fibrinogen level, are calculated by the change between the last two data points of the 

variable in question. 

Discussion 

The method of processing a platelet request in ESPRE has a similar result to the 

processing of a query in a deductive data base, but in the latter case this processing 

takes place as part of a more general theory. The explanations provided by the system 

in the printed reports are very similar to the why and whynot explanations provided 

by our system, explaining the system generated recommendations. An important 

difference is that, along with the explanations of the deductive rule that lead to the 

conclusion, we also provide the history of events which lead to the conclusion. ESPRE 

provides all relevant laboratory and clinical values, and patient specific data which 

supported the conclusion. 
ESPRE needs only the three most recent snapshots of the domain and therefore 

the complete past history of the patient is not needed to be represented. 

3.2.2.2 ONCOCIN 

ONCOCIN is a decision support expert system that aids clinicians in the clinical 

management of patients who are receiving complex experimental cancer treatments 

under the guidance of a research protocols. 
'A protocol contains carefully written instructions to the clinician detailing how a patient is to receive 

a new cancer treatment. 
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The system consists of: a knowledge base in which, the skeletal plans and 

refinement heuristics are represented; a time-oriented data base, that represents patient 

data and therapy plans, and two run-time processes called the Interviewer and the 

Reasoner that manage the data entry and consultation session (Tu, Kahn, Musen, 

Ferguson, Shortliffe and Fagan, 1989). 

ONCOCIN's knowledge base is frame based and is composed of a collection 

of cancer protocols and accepted medical heuristics. Knowledge of the temporal 

relationships among clinical events" occurring during the course of treatment is 

embodied in production rules. In the following it is important not to confuse the 

use of the term 'event' with its use in the Event Calculus. Roughly speaking an Event 

Calculus event corresponds to the starting or ending of an ONCOCIN event, so the 

latter approximates to an Event Calculus relation. 

The ONCOCIN Temporal Model 

ONCOCIN initially used the Time-Oriented Databank (TOD) model (described 

in Section 3.2.1.3) in its patient data base. Later, a new data base structure, called the 

temporal network (TNET) was developed to address the difficulties uncovered in using 

the TOD-based data base. TNET was further extended to a second data base structure 

called the extended temporal network (ETNET). In this section we describe the temporal 

network TNET and the additional features introduced in ETNET. 

ONCOCIN temporal model assumes that decision making occurs only during 

outpatient clinic visits. Therefore the basic unit of time is a discrete patient visit 

indexed by a calendar date. 

The temporal network TNET is a structural collection of data structures, called 

TNODEs. Each patient has a unique TNET that represents the critical clinical events 
in that patient's past and present clinical history (Kahn, Fagan and Tu, 1991a). 

Each TNODE represents an interval of time during which an important clinical 

event was happening to the patient. A TNODE has two exclusive states: 

1. open, which represents an interval that is currently happening, 

2. closed, which represents an interval that has concluded. 
"Examples of key clinical events are recent clinic visits, treatment courses, and past hospital admissions 

(Kahn, 1988) 
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The set of all open TNODEs defines the current clinical context for the patient. 

At the beginning of a clinical event a TNODE is created, and the current calendar 

date is asserted as the event! s start date; when an event concludes, the relevant TNODE 

is closed and the current calendar date is asserted as that event's stop date. These dates 

support the queries which refer to absolute calendar times, for example, ten days after 

an event (Kahn, Fagan and Ta, 1991a). 

The temporal network functions both as the patient data base and as a represent- 

ational structure for temporal queries about the patient. For example, TNET supports 

temporally dependent queries such as, 

* what was the last (or first) recorded white blood cell count MBO ? 

* what was the first (last, highest, or lowest) platelet count during the last three 

cycles of chemotherapy 

what was the lowest platelet count ever recorded during the administration of 
VAM7? 

9 was there any haernoglobin value less than 8. Omg/dI during the previous (any, 

current) course of radiation therapy 

These queries refer not to specific dates but rather to relative temporal order (Kahn, 

Ferguson, Shortliffe and Fagan, 1985; Kahn, 1988; Kahn, Ib and Fagan, 1991b). 

TNET deals exclusively with events for which the starting and the stopping times 

are known without ambiguity (Kahn, 1988). Event Calculus allows partial description 

of events. This gives much flexibility when describing information (yet) unknown. 

The data query language TQUERY is used to store and retrieve data from the 

temporal network TNET. TQUERY specifies data storage and retrieval requests in 

terms of clinical contexts rather than calendar dates (Kahn, Tb and Fagan, 1991b). 

In order to get over the lin-titations of TNET, an extended interval-based data 

base management system, ETNET was developed. ETNET has the added ability of 

supporting context-dependent temporal reasoning. 
7VAM is a chemotherapy regimen consisting of three drugs: Vincristine, Adriamycin and 

Methotrexate. 
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ETNET is a knowledge representation technique, a temporal mechanism, and a 
data base management system. As a knowledge representation scheme, ETNET en- 

codes temporal abstractions as intervals of time during which some event is occuring. 
As a temporal reasoning system, ETNET adds and removes rule sets as intervals are 

created, and terminated. As a data base management system, ETNET intervals are 

access paths for context-dependent data storage and retrieval. 
Context-dependent reasoning is implemented by ETNET, by associating rules 

with data structures called ETNODEs. Each ETNODE represents an interval of time 
during which a specific clinical context Is present. Thus an ETNODE can be compared 
to the notion in the Event Calculus of a relation holding between its initiating and 
terminating events, but there are some important differences such as the treatment of 

non-monotonicity. 
The presence of a clinical context may define a set of descriptive features that 

are of particular interest when that context exists, or may trigger a search for closely 

associated events (Kahn, Fagan and Tu, 1991a). 

For all ETNET objects, the starting (creation) and stopping (termination) dates 

must be known calendar dates. In Event Calculus, we are only concerned with the 

ordering (or the partial order) of events but not the actual event times. This provides 

much flexibility and allows the system to accept partially described events. 
There are two dates which are exceptions to the above rule: when future is defined 

as something after the latest calendar date in the current network, and past is defined 

as sometimes before the earliest calendar date in the current network. ETNET cannot 

encode dates that are imprecise (e. g. last month), uncertain (e. g. possibly last year), 
or disjunctive (e. g. either today or tomorrow). ETNET does support changing an 
interval's starting or stopping time to a new date if additional infon-nation causes 
the current interval times to be incorrect; but in all cases however, the dates must be 

specified completely. (Kahn, 1988) 

ETNET can be used in either a data-driven (forward chaining) or goal-driven 
(backward chaining) manner. ONCOCIN uses ETNET only as a data directed system. 
When data driven, ETNET uses all available rules to derive conclusions, to instantiate 

new ETNET intervals, and to close existing intervals. When intervals are opened, new 
rules are added to the rule set; when intervals are closed, a set of rules are removed 
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from the rule set. ETNET continues to execute rules until no more conclusions can be 

drawn and no more intervals can be opened or closed. 
Rules that instantiate new ETNODEs can create two classes of temporal intervals: 

minimum spanning intervals and maximum spanning intervals. A minimum span- 

ning interval is the smallest interval over which a rule's predicate is always true. A 

maximum spanning interval is the largest interval in which the rule's predicate is only 

true at the interval end points. The maximal interval over which a property holds 

continuously, as opposed to a minimum spanning interval, has been introduced by 

Evans in Event Calculus (Evans, 1989; Evans, 1990; Evans and Shanahan, 1989) using 
the relation Mhold-f or. 

ETNET has features similar to a frame-based system -a frame denotes the class 

of a clinical event (for example, the protocol class, the drug class) and each frame 

instance denotes an interval of time during which that event class is present. From 

this perspective ETNET is similar to our system, where each instance of a case-frame 
denotes the occurrence of an event which may start a time period in which a relation/s 
holds true. 

The ONCOCIN Subsystems Interviewer and Reasoner 

The overview of the ONCOCIN system is shown in Figure 3.3. Interviewer is the 

data acquisition subsystem. Data is input via a flow sheet designed to have the same 
format as that used at the oncology clinic at Stanford. This allows the clinician to view 
the patient history and input current data. 

The inferencing subsystem Reasoner asserts new data items into the temporal net- 

work (Kahn, 1988), updates the TNET, and constructs therapy recommendations. The 

recommendations consist of a set of proposed therapy actions, laboratory tests, and an 

appropriate date for the patient's next visit to the clinic. ONCOCIN's recommendations 
are very similar to the system recommendations produced by our system where we 
recommend the appropriate tests and treatments to be done, the next suitable task to 
be carried out and when it should be carried out. The clinician either approves the 

advice or overrides it, and has the option of asking for explanations before doing so 
(Kahn, Fagan and Tu, 1991a). This again is similar to our system in that, although the 

next recommended action is suggested, any action can be accepted at any time. Thus 
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ONCOCIN 
TNET Patient Data Base 

and 
Therapy P: 

Skeletal Plan 
Knowledge base 

Physician User 

IA Figure 3.3: The components of ONCOCIN. The Reasoner uses the knowledge base and patient 

data to construct therapy recommendations. The Interviewer gathers new patient data and 

displays past data plus the proposed therapy plan to clinician treating a patient who has cancer. 

It sends the user-supplied current data to the Reasoner for storage in the data base. The arrows 

show the flow of information among the various parts of the system (from 1b, Kahn, Musen, 

Ferguson, Shortliffe and Fagan, 1991). 

the clinician can override the system recommendations at any given time and ask for 

explanations via why and/or whynot queries. 
Each interaction with ONCOCIN is time-stamped with a current time. Actions 

whose scheduled stopping times are later than the current time are represented by open 
intervals. Actions that have terminated before current time are represented by closed 
intervals (Kahn, Fagan and Tu, 1991a). 

As long as the interval representing an action is open, the attribute values of the 
interval remain current. Determining that an action has terminated, and thus closing 
the interval associated with it, has the effect of making a collection of assertions about 
the interval as no longer true in the current state. This is similar to a procedural view 

of what we do declaratively in the Event Calculus approach. The open-ended time 

intervals are similar to our relations persisting forwards in time. The result of closing a 
time interval, making assertions about that interval no longer true in the current state, 

resembles the termination of our relations by an event which ends the time period in 

which those relations were true. 
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Discussion 

For each patient, ONCOCIN's data base contains a patient node that holds static 

patient data, as well as a time line of discrete visits that store the time-varying data. 

The static patient node and the sequence of visits are also modelled as time intervals. 

The static patient interval starts when the patient data are first recorded in the system, 

and remains open as long as there is the possibility of more data being entered for the 

patient. The visit nodes are modelled as zero-duration intervals. Each visit is indexed 
by a calendar date, so all the time-varying data are time stamped. Thus, the same 

attribute may have values differentiated by the time at which each of those values was 

valid. 
The ability to associate data with concurrent events is exploited extensively in 

ONCOCIN. TNET and TQUERY are designed to support context-dependent queries 

required by a rule-based expert system that reasons about therapy plans for a specific 

patient. Context-dependent queries are used to ensure that only data that are clinically 

relevant to the current decision making task are examined. 
TQUERY is a procedural language hence, in contrast to using declarative lan- 

guages, the writer of the query must know of the underlying structure of the data base 

(in this case of TNET). 

A query request always returns only the most recently asserted value for an 

attribute. Therefore, the patient data base can be reconstructed as it was when 
ONCOCIN constructed a therapy recommendation. Erroneous data can be corrected, 

and corrected values can be used in later consultations (Fagan, 1980). 
The system is not non-monotonic, that is, although correction of data is allowed 

at any time, the planner has no means of retracting only those conclusions that depend 

on the changed data. It has to back up to the top level and the planning process must 
be restarted. This contrasts with the non-monotonic reasoning in the Event Calculus 

approach. 

3.2.2.3 VM 

The Ventilator Manager (VM) was designed to interpret on-line physiological data 

(used to manage post surgical patients receiving mechanical assistance in breathing) 
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in the intensive care unit (ICU) (Fagan, 1980; Fagan, Kunz, Feigenbaum and Osbom, 

1984). 

The knowledge in VM is based on relationships between various parameters in the 
domain, such as respiration rate, sex of the patient, and hyper-ventilation. Information 

represented as parameters has been classified as: constant, continuous, volunteered, 

and deduced. In our Event Calculus approach we have counterparts to all these 

classes. In particular we represent the volunteered information by the case report in 

the case frame of the event of type interview in our representation, which represents 
the symptoms reported to be present by the patient at the interview. The deduced 

information is represented by the case result of an interview, which indicates a 
diagnosis made by the clinician. 

A parameter has a list of properties associated with it, two of which are: the last 

time any conclusion was made about the parameter (property UPDATED-AT), and 
the length of time that a measurement can be assumed valid (the property GOOD- 

FOR) (Fagan, 1980). Associated with each value the parameter can assume, is a list 

of intervals when that conclusion was made. Each interval is calculated In terms of 

elapsed time since patient data first became available. , 
In the Event Calculus approach the property UPDATED-AT can be thought of as 

the time of the most recent event which assigned that value to that parameter. The 

property GOOD-FOR is sin-dlar to the case rely-time of an event in our representa- 
tion. The re ly-t ime is a clinician determined property which indicates for how long 

the values related to that event can be relied on. It is mainly used by the clinician to 
indicate when that particular event should be repeated. 

The two properties, UPDATED-AT and GOOD-FOR, are used to determine the 

status of the parameter over time, when it was last given a value, and the time period 
that a conclusion made about this parameter can reasonably be used for making future 

conclusions. Figure 3.4 shows a snapshot of the parameter HAEMODYNAMICS. In 
Figure 3.4, STABLE is a list of intervals when that conclusion was made. Each Interval 
is calculated in terms of elapsed time since patient data first became available. Thus 
in Figure 3.4, the haemodynamics were stable from 2-8 minutes into the program, 
momentarily at 81 minutes, and in the interval 99-110 minutes elapsed time (Fagan, 
1980). 
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HAEMODYNAMICS 

DEFINITION: (HAEMODYNAMICS) 

CONCLUDED-IN: (STATUSSTABLE-HEMODYNACMV) 

USED-IN: (THERAPY. CMV-A THERAPYA-T THERAPY. T-PIECE-TO-EXTUBATE) 

GOOD-FOR. NIL [this Is derived parameter so 

reliability is based on other parameters] 
UPDATED-AT. 110 [last updated at 110 minutes after start] 
STABLE: ((99.110) (82-82) (2-8)) 

Figure 3-4: A snapshot of the parameter HEMODYNAMICS in VM (Fagan, 1980) 

Knowledge is represented as production rules. When a rule succeeds the conclu- 

sions made (in the form of a parameter assuming a value) are asserted to exist at the 

current time. If the same conclusion was asserted the last time that data was available, 
then the new conclusion is considered a continuation of the same situation. The time 
interval is extended to include the current time. It is presumed that the time period 
between successive conclusions is short enough to assume continuity. Since VM is 

concerned mainly with the measurements which are very small distance a part this 

assumption may be sufficient. But for the domain of vascular surgery this will be too 

presumptuous. 

We implement the continuity of a relation between two time instants by applying 
the constraint not interrupted(T1, U, T) (described in Chapter 4, Section 4.2.1) 
in'our formalism. interrupted (T1, U, T) is true if it can be shown that the 
relation U initiated at time T1 was interrupted before or at the same time as T. Thus we 

assume the continuation of a relation between two time instants only when it cannot be 

shown that the relation was interrupted during the period between the two instants. 
Suggestions are made as a part of the ACTION part of the production rules. 

Given a particular case what therapeutic maneuver to take is suggested. This is 

some what similar to the recommendations we make in our system, that is given the 

patient condition what tests to be done, or what treatment plan is suitable to follow. 

The suggestions of VM also include additional factors that cannot be verified by the 
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program, e. g the alertness of the patient. 

Discussion 

VM was developed as an experimental prototype designed to interpret quantitative 
data collected in the ICU and to aid in managing the care of postoperative patients 

who were receiving mechanical ventilator assistance. It applied AI techniques to detect 

possible errors in data measurement and to suggest adjustments to therapy based on 
the patient's status over time and on long term therapeutic goals. 

Although the inference mechanism in VM takes into account the relationship 
between VM's suggestions and actual therapy changes, when there are discrepancies 

VM cannot assume that the patient is actually in the stage the system has determined to 
be optimal. Such discrepancies require resetting the patient context and reevaluation 

of the therapy rules. In contrast the Event Calculus approach gives flexibility to the 

system allowing any event to be accepted at any given time. Although the next 

suitable task is recommended by our system, the clinician can counter-cornmand 
the system generated recommendation and the system is capable of accepting the 

unrecommended event. 
VM does not exhibit non-monotonicity. It is unable to re-evaluate past conclusions, 

especially when measurements are taken but are not reported until some time later 

(Fagan, Kunz, Feigenbaum and Osborn, 1984). Contrastingly, when the system 

receives new information about past events, Event Calculus automatically and non- 

monotonically withdraws any contradictory conclusions made in the past. 

3.2.2.4 TUP and the Prototype System THRIPHT 

The Temporal Utility Package CIRJP) is a utility that is designed to perform domain 

and system independent temporal reasoning (Kohane, 1986; Kohane, 1987). 

In TUP knowledge is represented by Range Relations (RREL). A RREL is an object 
which specifies the upper and lower bounds on a temporal distance between two 

points in time. RRELs successfully represent time points, intervals, qualitative and 
quantitative temporal relations, groups of points, common temporal "yardsticks", and 
alternate temporal contexts (Shortliffe and Perreault, 1990). 
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TUP denotes the present by the time point NOW. A new instance of NOW is 

generated upon every assertion or query about the present. A unique NOW event 

name is generated and the current date and time on the host-computer real-time clock 
is tagged to it. 

Roughly speaking TUP uses the term 'event! as corresponding to the concept 

of a 'relation' in the Event Calculus. For example, pallor, loss of weight, anaen-da 

are considered as events in TUP (Kohane, 1987) whereas, they will be represented 

as relations in the Event Calculus approach. An event in TUP is associated with a 
time interval in a manner similar to Event Calculus associating a time period to each 

relation. TUP associates persistence to every event the same way Event Calculus 

associates persistence to relations. In TUP, the persistence of an event is bounded by 

the interval associated with it. In the case where persistence of an event is unknown 
TUP assumes as does the Event Calculus, that persistence extends to infinity until 
further knowledge is gained about the persistence of that event. 

The Temporal Hypothesis Reasoning In Patient History-Taking (THRIPI-M is 

a medical expert system prototype developed to investigate the kinds of temporal 

reasoning required for the task of medical diagnosis and to demonstrate TUPs ap- 

plication. Together they illustrate why temporal reasoning is necessary for successful 

record generation medical expert systems and how to provide this capability. 

Discussion 

The method of temporal inferencing in TUP is by constraint propagation. The temporal 
database is clustered8 into reference sets. This prevents the computational burden from 

becoming onerous. Also the clustering of events make the retrieval of information 

much quicker by focusing on a small subset of the total knowledge base. TUP requires 
that events within the same cluster be more closely related to each other than to events 
in other clusters (Kohane, 1987). The Event Calculus does not enforce such restrictions 
on the ordering of events. 

For each TUP event in the knowledge base a corresponding interval is asserted 
automatically (with default bounds 0, +oo between the onset and the end of the 

"Grouping of events according to some particular criteria is known as clustering. 
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interval). The Event Calculus Approach provides more flexibility in that what is 

important is the temporal order of events. 

322.5 RtSUME 

Temporal abstraction plays a central role in the management of patients who are 
being treated according to experimental clinical protocols. RtSUMt is a system that 

performs temporal abstraction of time-stamped data (Shahar and Musen, 1993a). It 

is composed of a temporal reasoning module, a static domain knowledge base, and a 
dynamic temporal fact base. The temporal fact base is loosely coupled to an external 
data base, where patient data and clinical events are stored and updated. The input 

data for the RtSUMt system and its output conclusions are stored in the temporal fact 

base (Shahar, Samson, Tu and Musen, 1992). 

Temporal abstraction mechanisms are implemented as domain independent rules 

and functions in CLIPS (an object-oriented shell for knowledge based systems). The 

rules are triggered in a data-driven fashion. Insertion into the temporal fact base of 

an event9, a new data point, or a clinician asserted abstraction can trigger one or more 
temporal abstraction mechanisms either adding or deleting abstraction intervals" to 

or from the temporal fact base. Abstracted intervals are also stored in the external data 

base allowing temporal queries (Shahar and Musen, 1993b). 

The effect of data which arrive in the present but pertain to an earlier time point is 

catered for. The non-monotonicity of the knowledge base is achieved by partial revision 

of the current abstracted history. The data that is affected by the newly added data is re- 

evaluated, modifying the interpretation of data. This effect is mediated through a truth 

maintenance system, limiting the propagation of changes throughout the temporal fact 

data base to only those intervals that n-dght be affected by the change. Event Calculus, 

utilising negation by failure, deals with such non-monotonicity automatically. 
The primary interest of RtSUMt is to generate interval-based abstractions when 

given time-stamped raw clinical data. 

"An event is defined as an action or a process. 
loAn interval has a start and an end point. Both points can have a temporal granularity (e. g. a day or 

an hour) 
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3.3 General Discussion 

With the technological advances in the last decade the volume of information available 

for the health care experts has increased at an astronomical rate. The demand to 

access the information combined with the drawbacks faced by paper based medical 

records, and limitations of the human capability to remember and analyse the available 

information, has made the use of computer technology in health care essential. With 

the introduction of artificial intelligence techniques to medicine the interest in this area 

has increased. By late 1970s knowledge based systems in different areas in medicine 
had started to emerge. 

It has become apparent that further progress in the area of artificial intelligence in 

medicine requires sophisticated means to represent and reason about time (Kohane, 

1986). As early as the 1960s the importance of the time dimension in representing the 

patient information was recognised. Historically, data bases have dealt with time by 

treating it as another attribute or by attaching a time tag to every record. The time- 

oriented medical data base ARAMIS is an example of this approach. ARAMIS used 

the Time-Oriented Data model, TOD. The development of TOD was started in 1968 

at Stanford University School of Medicine. The system's representation and syntax 

explicitly Tecognised the importance of the time dimension in clinical oýservations, 

a feature lacking in traditional statistical-support systems (Shortliffe and Perreault, 

1990). 

In late 1980s Nfichael G. Kahn (Kahn, 1988) developed an object-oriented temporal 

network, TNET (a logical extension of the TOD model) to assist the ONCOCIN system 

in the retrieval of context dependent knowledge". This was further extended to 

ETNET which supports both storage and retrieval of context-dependent data and 

context-dependent reasoning (Kahn, Fagan and TV, 1991a). Both TNET and ETNET 

perform only a limited number of temporal tasks. They cannot be used as general 
temporal reasoning models due to their domain dependent temporal assumptions (for 

example orderings of specific events). But in the support of ONCOCIN they have been 

successful because of the central importance of adhering to protocols in this field of 
"All the factual, heuristicand procedural knowledge is grouped by the context in which it applies. 

Civen a collection of contexts, the system can retrieve only the knowledge that applicable in those 

contexts. 
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medicine. 
With the objective of applying information and communication technologies to 

health care, the Advanced Informatics in Medicine (AIM) program (an EC research 

and development program) has launched a number of projects. The DILEMMA 

project addresses the shared care principle between primary and specialist care in 

oncology, including the integration of new knowledge based systems assisted software 

addressing cancer care management lJones, 1993). DILEMMA is concerned with 

sharing information and expertise amongst health care professionals. It aims to 

provide decision support and communications via knowledge based systems and 

telematics techniques. The domain of oncology requires a temporal formalism that 

can express intervals and events. Therefore a combined interval-based and an event- 
based temporal reasoning approach is used (Reeves, 1993). The system is implemented 

in DiProlog. 

Several query languages incorporating time have also been designed over the last 

decade to manage the temporal information stored in the temporal data bases. The 

procedural query language TQuery was developed at Stanford to support construction 

of temporal rules in ONCOCIN. The popular query languages SQL and Quel have 

been considered for extensions to support time-oriented facilities. TSQL, which is a 

superset of SQL, has been proposed to retrieve information from a historical data base 

(Navathe and Ahmed, 1988). TQUEL (Temporal QUEry Language) was developed 

to query a temporal data base (Snodgrass, 1987). TQUEL is a derivative of Quel, the 

query language for the Ingres relational data base management system. The type of 

queries that could be processed by the data base is limited by the capabilities of the 

query language used by it. 

3.4 Conclusion 

We have described a few of the widely used computer-based medical information 

systems which have considered the representation of time-oriented data and reasoning 

about time dependent relationships. 
At the present time there appears to be a consensus in the research community on 

the need for rich temporal structures in medical knowledge bases (Dojat and Sayettat, 
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1993). This consensus and the increasing interest in the research community regarding 

the provision of temporal capabilities to medical knowledge based systems tends to 

confirm the necessity of it. But it is also apparent from our discussion how including 

time is important in medical information systems. Each of the systems discussed has 

introduced temporal reasoning as an essential part of achieving the desired medical 

application. The key conclusion we wish to draw from the discussion however, is that 

each system has explicitly programmed Its own temporal reasoning system and that 

therefore it is worthwhile to investigate whether these special-purpose routines can be 

derived within a more general temporal framework. 

In this thesis we describe a general temporal reasoning formalism that can be used 

as the backbone to a knowledge based system. Event Calculus allows many features 

of the other systems to be rationally reconstructed in a very clear way. This makes it 

easier to modify the system, to develop enhancements and new functionalities without 
fundamentally changing the temporal reasoning. In the next chapter we describe this 

formalism, the Event Calculus framework, which we propose for use in the clinical 
domain. 
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4 An Event Calculus Framework for 

Medical Information Systems 

The special Tole that time plays in information processing is an interesting topic in 

many disciplines especially in medicine. In patient care, the domain to which we 

apply our formalism, the clinician is not only interested in the present condition of 
the patient but also in the evolution of the patient's disease, and the patient's medical, 

social and family history. If the world we represent is to be modelled as it is then we 

need to model a changing world where the information available changes and gets 

revised or corrected continuously. 
Among the considerable related literature concerned with the formalisation of 

time (Allen, 1983; Lee, Coelho and. Cotta, 1985), the Event Calculus provides an 

effective framework for reasoning about time using first order logic. It uses the horn 

clause subset of classical logic augmented with negation by failure, taking the notion 

of an event as its basic element. 
In this chapter we describe a framework based on Event Calculus which can 

be used for medical inforniation systems. The key point is that the Event Calculus 

approach integrates time into the basic framework of the knowledge based system, 

and this distinguishes our approach from the systems described in Chapter 3 which 

generally introduces time in a more ad hoc way. 
The chapter starts with an introduction to the Event Calculus in Section 4.1. We 

review the original formalisation of the Event Calculus which is more general than 
the framework we have applied in the medical domain. In Section 4.2 we describe 

our formalisation of the Event Calculus for medical information systems. Section 4.3 
describes extensions that have already been introduced to Event Calculus. 
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4.1 Introduction to Event Calculus: A Review 

Event Calculus is based on general axioms concerning notions of events, relations and 

the periods of time for which the relations hold. A typical event starts and/or ends 

zero or more time periods in which a relation holds. As events occur in the domain, 

the general axioms imply the new relations which hold true in the new state of the 

world modelled, and infer the termination of the relations which no longer hold true 

from the previous state. 
We use examples, over simplified for clarity, to illustrate the general ideas intTo- 

duced in the Event Calculus. The Event Calculus rules which we incorporate in our 
formalism have been represented in Prolog. Identifiers starting with lowercase letters 

are used to represent predicate symbols and constants, and identifiers starting with 

uppercase letters are used to represent variables. 

Example 1. 

Consider the following two events el and e2 occurring at time instants t, and 12 

respectively. Event e2 happens after the event el. 

el Mary gives bookA to John. 

e2 John gives bookA to Bob. 

The event el of Mary giving the bookA to John starts a period of time (say pl) in 

which the property John has bookA is true. Sin-dlarly, event e2 of John giving bookA to 
Bob starts a period of time (say p2) in which the property, Bob has bookA is true. The 

two properties: John has bookA, and Bob has bookA can be represented in Prolog by the 

two relations, 

has(john, bookA) and 

has(bob, bookA), 

respectively. This sequence of events could be illustrated as in Figure 4.1. 

The two events el and e2 can be described in Event Calculus using Prolog clauses 

as given in Figure 4.2. 
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pI= John has bookA 
or 

hasoohn, bookA) 

event 
el 

p2 = Bob has bookA 
or 

has(bob, bookA) 

event 
e2 

Figure 4.1: The event sequence of el. and e2 and the properties holding true after the events 

action (el, give) . 
time (el, tl) . 
object(el, bookA). 

action (e2, give) . 
time (e2, t2) 

- 

object(e2, bookA). 

giver(el, mary). giver(e2, john). 

recipient(el, john). recipient(e2, bob). 

Figure 4.2: Description of the events el and e2 in Event Calculus 

We can say that after the event el the relation has (john, bookA) holds true or in 

other words the event el initiates the relation has (john, bookA). We also can say 

that event el ends the time period in which the property Ma? y has bookA was true or 

in other words, the event el terminates the relation has (mary, bookA). Similarly, 

we can say that event e2 terminates the relation has (john, bookA). 

The initiating and terminating rules are defined using the domain dependent 

knowledge. Basically the initiate and terminate rules define the relations started and 

ended by each event that can occur in the domain. The Event Calculus axioms use this 

knowledge to infer the state of the world at any given instant. 

For example we can write using Example 1 given above in Figure 4.1, and the 

representation given in Figure 4.2, as: 

An event E initiates the relation has(X, Y) if 

the event E is of type give and, 

the object given is Y and, 
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the recipient is X. 

An event E terminates the relation has(X, Y) if 
I 

the event E is of type give and, 

the object given is Y and, 

the giver is X. 

These rules can be represented in Prolog as in Figure 43. 

initiates(E, has(X, Y)) :- 

action(E, give), 

object(E, Y), 

recipient(E, X). 

terminates(E, has(X, Y)) :- 

action(E, give), 

object(E, Y), 

giver(E, X). 

Figure 4.3: Prolog rules representing the initiation and the terminating of the relation 
has (X, Y) 

The first rule in Figure 4.3 expresses that if an event E represents the action of giving 

an object Y to the recipient X then, the event E initiates the relation has (X, Y). The 

second rule denotes that, if there is an event E which represents the action of X giving 

an object Y then, that event terminates the relation has (X, Y). We call the relations 
initiated and terminated by events base relations. Figure 4.4 illustrates the relations 
initiated and terminated by events el and e2. 

Event Calculus associates time periods with relations through the predicate holds 

(Kowalski and Sergot, 1986). The predicate holds (af ter (E, U) ) denotes that the 

relation U holds true for the period after (E, u). Similarly that the relation U holds 

true for the period before (E, U) is denoted by the predicate holds (before (E, 
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has(mary, bookA) hasoohn, bookA) 
E) 
el 

ad 
hasoohn, bookA) has(bob, bookA)_ 

e2 

l time 

Figure 4.4: Relations initiated and terminated bj events el'and e2 in Example 1 

U) ). For example, that the relation has (john, bookA) holds true after the event el 

is represented as, 

holds(after(el, has(john, bookA))), 

and the fact that the relation has (bob, bookA) is true after the event e2 is repres- 

ented by, 

holds(after(e2, has(bob, bookA))). 

These facts can be deduced from the following rules: 

holds(after(E, has(X, Y))) if initiates(E, has(X, Y)). 

holds(before(E, has(X, Y))) if terminates(E, has(X, Y)). 

The first rule states that the relation has (X, Y) holds true in the time period af ter (E, 

has (X, Y) ) if the event E initiates the relation has (X, Y). The second rule states that 

the relation has (x, Y) holds true in the time period bef ore (E, has (X, Y) ) if the 

event E terminates the relation has(XY). More generally, for an arbitrary relation U 

these rules can be expressed as given in Figure 4.5. 

In Figure 4.5 the rule EC1 can be paraphrased as, a relation U holds true for the 

time period af ter (E, U) if the event E initiates the relation U. The rule EC2 can be 

paraphrased as, a relation U holds true for the time period bef ore (E, U) if the event 

E terminates the relation U. 
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holds(after(E, U)) :- 

initiates(E, U). EM 

holds(before(E, U)) :- 

terminates(E, U). EC2 

Figure 4-5: The Event Calculus rules for the predicate holds 

These time periods do not include the events which start and/or end them. For 

the period af ter (E, U), the starting event is known to be E. If the terminating event 
is not known to exist then the period is believed to extend to the future indefinitely. 

Otherwise the period is believed to extend to the future until such time as it is known 

that an event must have terminated it. There are several ways in which this information 

can be deduced (see below the discussion about Figure 4.7). Thus the determination 

of the end point of after (E, U) assumes forwards persistence. Similarly, for the 

time period bef ore (E, U), the terminating event is known to be E and the initiating 

condition is deduced (assuming backwards persistence). 
Knowing the time period for which a relation holds true, given any time instant 

T it can be determined whether a relation holds at that time instant or not. A relation 
U holds true at any instant T if it is known that U holds true for a time period P and T 

occurs during the period P (Kowalski, 1992). The period P can be defined as af ter (E, 

U) or be fore (E, U) . This is represented by the rules given in Figure 4.6. The axioms 

given in Figure 4.6 can be paraphrased as, 

A relation U holds true at time instant T if, 

the relation U holds true in the time period after(E, U), and 
the time instant T is in after(E, U). 

A relation U holds true at time instant T if, 

the relation U holds true in the time period before(E, U), and 
the time instant T is in before(E, U). 

A time instant T is in the time period P if, 

the event which starts the period P occurs at Tl, and 
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holds-at (U, T) :- 

holds(after(E, U)), 

T in after(E, U). EC3.1 

holds-at (U, T) :- 

holds(before(E, U)), 

T in before(E, U). EC3.2 

T in P :- 

start(P, El), 

time(El, Tl), 

end(P, E2), 

time(E2, T2), 

Tl <T< T2. EC4 

Figure 4.6: Event Calculus axioms for the predicate holds-at 

the event which ends the period P occurs at 72, and 
the instant T occurs after Tl and beforeI2. 

We use the operators' >', '<'I <1, '>-' to represent the ordering of time (and hence 

the events). time (E, T) denotes that the event E occurred at time instant T. Here 

' in I is used as an infixed predicate symbol. start (P, E) and end (P, E) represent 
the start and the end events of the time period P respectively. start (P, E) expresses 
that the event E starts the time period P and end (P, E) expresses that the event E 

ends the time period P. These are described by the Event Calculus axioms given in 
Figure 4.7. 

The rules EC5 and EC7 express that the event E starts the time period af ter (E, 

U) and the event E ends the time period be f ore (E, U) respectively. The operator'=' 

denotes that the time period to its left is the same as that appearing to the its right. Rules 

EC6 and EC8 express that if the time periods af ter (E', U) and bef ore (E, U) are 

one and the same then, the event E' starts the period before (E, U) andtheeventE 
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start(after(E, U), E). EC5 

start (bef ore (E, U) , E') :- 

after(E', U) = before(E, U). EC6 

end(before(E, U), E). 

end(after(E', U), E) :- 

EC7 

0 after(E , U) = before(E, U). EC8 

Figure 4.7: Event calculus axioms for the relations start and end 

ends the period after (E', U) respectively. The conditions under which two periods 

can be identified as the same (i. e. the definition of the'=' predicate) is an important, 

but still a problematic, area of the Event Calculus. Considering the period af ter (E, 

U) there are a number of ways in which we may deduce an 'end' event E'. The 

simplest case is when we know of a later event E' which terminates u (and hence is 

theendpointofaperiodbefore(E', U)) and there is no other wayby which we can 
deduce that af ter (E, U) ended before E. The other cases occur when we know of 

an event E" (later than E) which initiates or terminates a relation incompatible with 

U. We can then deduce that there must be an event E' earlier than E" and later than 

E which ended af ter (E, U). There are also a similar set of cases for deducing the 

start point of bef ore (E, U) which assume persistence backwards in time. All these 

different cases were fully enumerated in the original Event Calculus paper (Kowalski 

and Sergot, 1986). In our application of the Event Calculus to the medical domain, 

described in the next section, we avoid the problematic cases for deducing the end 
(start) points to time periods. 

Using the holds-at predicate we can query whether a particular relation holds 

true at any given time. Going back to the example in Figure 4.2, say it is known that 

time instant t, occurs after tj and before t2 and time instant tb occurs after t2. This is 
illustrated in Figure 4.8. 
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hmooI4 bookA) 

el 
t 

I 
a 

I a- t (time) 

v 

t 
b 

Figure 4.8: Illustrating the relations holding at time instants t, and tb in the event sequence 

ofelande2 

Now ff the query, 

? holds-at (U, 

is posed the answer would be, 

U= has(john, bookA). 

Whereas, the query, 

holds-at (U, tb) 

would be answered as, 

U= has(bob, bookA) 

since has (john, bookA) no longer holds true after e2. 

The Event Calculus allows us to treat past and future symmetrically Event 
descriptions can be assimilated in any order irrespective of the order in which they 

actually occur. This also facilitates the handling of incomplete information. Incomplete 

event descriptions are dealt with by using default reasoning. When an update 

has(qob, bookA) 

e2 
t 
2 
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description conflicts with information derived by default reasoning the update is 

accepted and the conflicting information earlier derived by default is automatically 

and non-monotonically withdrawn. This is illustrated by the following example. 

Example 2. (Extension of Example 1) 

e4 bookA is given to Ann. 

Let us assume that the event e4 occurs at time instant t4 after t2. Then we can describe 

event e4 as in Figure 4.9. 

action (e4, give) 

time (e 4,4) - 

object(e4, bookA). 

recipient(e4, ann). 

Figure 4.9: Representation of the event of Ann receiving bookA in Event Calculus 

Let us consider two time instants t, andtd. The time instant t, lies in between the 

time instants tb and t4and the time instant td occurs aftert4as shown in Figure 4.10. 

el 
t I 

e2 
t 2 

t t 
C 

Ow time 

I 

e4 
t4 

t 
d 

Figure 4.10: Illustrating the time points ti, t2,, 14 and ta-td in the event sequence of el to e4 
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In this situation if the query, 

? holds-at (U, 

is posed, the answer received wiH be, 

U= has(bob, bookA). 

Assume the foRowing information was received at this stage: 

e3 Bob returns bookA back to Mary 

The event e3 occurred at time instant t3, after t2 and before t4. The event sequence 

after the receival of information about event e3 is illustrated in Figure 4.11. 

el 
t 

e2 
I I i I 
I t 1 

e3 
0. I 

t 3 e4 
4 t 

ta tb tc td 

go, time 

Figure 4.11: Illustrating the time points t, 44 and ta-td in the event sequence of el to e4 

If the same query, holds-at (U, t, ) is posed now, the answer will be, 

has(mary, bookA). 

The former conclusion that, 'Bob has bookA at time t, ' is non-monotonically withdrawn 

and a new conclusion that, 'Mary has bookA at time t, ' is made. 

As it is clear from the given examples all updates are additive in Event Calculus. 

There is no explicit deletion of information as in conventional data bases. The 

termination of a relation or that a relation no longer holds true is denoted by, 
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1. adding information about an event which terminates the relation thus ending 

the time period for which the relation held true, or 

2. adding an event which initiates a new relation which implies the end of the 

former, or 

3. adding an event which revises the former belief of the state of the world thus 

starting a new belief period. 

We do not make use of the third method mentioned above, since we have not 

considered the transaction time of events which leads to belief periods. Work on 
belief periods could be read in (Sripada, 1988). 

Events are given unique names which makes it easy to add new information about 

events already described earlier. In the example given in Figure 4.10 the event e4 has 

incomplete information. It is known that Ann was given a book, but no information is 

given as to by whom. If later it was known that the giver was Mary, this fact could be 

just added to the event descriptions of e4 as giver (e4, mary) . 
Events need not be associated with absolute time, they can act as temporal 

references for example, the information that el occurred before e2. We can associate 

a numerical time to each event but this is not essential as what is important is the 

ordering of the events. 
Events, time periods and time instants are clearly distinct from one another. 

Therefore, it is possible to have simultaneous events. For example, there can be 

two simultaneous events one of interview and another of taking pulse. They will have 

same event times but different event names will distinguish them from one another. 
Events can be considered to be taking place at instants of time. It should be noted 

that the time periods do not contain the events which start or end them. This leaves 

the possibility of events having durations. Work has already been done extending the 
Event Calculus to deal with events with duration (Sadri, 1986; Evans, 1989; Evans, 

1990). 
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4.2 Event Calculus Used in the Application Domain 

4.2.1 Adapting the holds-at Predicate 

We believe that a simplified form of the Event Calculus is sufficient for our domain. 

The major adaptation we make to the original Event Calculus formulation presented 
in the previous section, is to only consider the relations persisting forwards in time. 

The original Event Calculus treats the past and the future in a symmetric fashion. 

This is not necessarily an advantage since it Ignores the 'arrow of time, the manifest 
difference between the past and future. The significance of making the distinction 

when describing change in a logic programming framework, and in particular in 

the Event Calculus, has been discussed by Shanahan (Shanahan, 1989). In the 

type of applications we are considering, semi-prescriptive knowledge based system 

applications, it is important to recopise incompleteness in past information. Clearly 

this is so for medical applications. In such applications the uncontroled inclusion of 
backwards persistense is harmful because it hides the need to seek further information. 

In contrast an approach based on forwards persistence can be used to encourage good 

practice, in our case good practice in the medical field. We illustrate our viewpoint 

with a simple example. 

Example 3. Suppose the event e1 denotes 'Johnny is admitted to hospital! In the 

Event Calculus we can conclude, 

(1) holds-at (registered (johnny) , T) T after el 

(2) holds-at (unregistered (johnny) , T) T before el 

But the significance of (1) and (2) is very different. (1) expresses a post-condition of 

el, that is a prediction that Johnny is registered. This prediction can be achieved 
by implementing forwards persistence based on causality. On the other hand (2) 

expresses a pre-condition for e 1, that is we are required to explain how e1 satisfied its 

pre-condition. Such an explanation can be achieved by abduction, hypothesising any 
additional events needed to make the pre-condition of el true. 

To continue the example, suppose el occurred on Saturday, but also on the 

previous Monday Johnny had been adn-dtted to hospital and registered. According 
to the knowledge base, using forwards persistence, Johnny would be registered on 
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Saturday and therefore the pre-condition for el, that he be unregistered, would not be 

true. A natural abduction would now assume an event of discharge of Johnny between 

Monday and Saturday, thus satisfying the pre-condition by forwards persistence. We 

note in passing that the assumption of complete knowledge about the past would 
imply that pre-conditions are always satisfied. 

We wish to make two points about the above discussion. First that by distin- 

guishing past and future in this manner, we have no need of backwards persistence. 
Post-conditions are predicted on the basis of forwards persistence and explanations 

are generated on the same basis. The second point is that this viewpoint is well 

suited to our application domain. While we do not assume complete knowledge of 
the past, the aim of a practical knowledge based system for clinical records is that it 

should accurately reflect the current state of affairs. To a greater extent, therefore, new 

events will satisfy their pre-conditions in the knowledge base and when they do not 

we would like to draw attention to this fact. This is the approach we adopt in our 

system. Forwards persistence is built into the Event Calculus axioms, but, instead of 
backwards persistence, our system enters an interactive explanation (or abduction) 

mode which allows the pre-conditions of a new event to be explored. We will describe 

how the holds-at predicate in EC3.1 of Figure 4.6 introduced in Section 4.1 was 

adapted to a simpler form on this basis. 

Since we include only forwards persistence, we are interested only in the first 

part of the holdsat predicate defined in Figure 4.6, that is in EC3.1. Because the only 

periods involved are of the form after (E, U) we can simplify the definition of the in 

predicate. Only EC5 and EC8 in Figure 4.7 are needed. Making these transformations, 

the axiom EC3.1 can be written, 

holds-at (U, T) :- 

holds(after(El, U)) and 

time (El, Tl) , 
Tl < T, 

not (3E' at T' such that 

Tl< T' <T and 

terminates(E', U)). (EC3') 
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We do not give the details of this transformation since Kowalski (Kowalski, 1992) 

has already given EC3' and named it the persistence axiom. The form of the Event 

Calculus we use is adapted from this axiom with various notational changes and a 

more detailed specification of the ways in which a relation can be terminated. 

It is now notionally simpler to eliminate the time periods altogether by using ECI 

and EC2 in Figure 4.5 to replace the holds (Period) predicate with initiates and 

terminates predicates. The time period after (El, U)InECScanbeeliminated 

altogetherby introducing the predicate initiates. The predicate initiates (E, U) 

denotes that the relation U is started (or initiated) by the event E, and implies that u 

is true after the event E. The introduction of the predicate initiates into the axiom 
ECS is shown in Figure 4.12. 

holds-at (U, T) :- 

initiates(El, U), 

time(El, Tl), 

Tl < T, 

not (terminates(E', U), 

time (E', T) , 
Tl < T': 5 T ). EC9 

Figure 4.12: Introduction of the relation initiates to the holds-at axiom 

The axiom EC9 denotes that, a relation U holds true at time instant T if it is initiated by 

an event E1 occurring before T and, there is no intervening event E' occurring between 

the event El and time T which terminates U. 

A relation may also cease to hold true by the initiation or termination of an 
identical or an incompatible relation (a relation which cannot be true simultaneously). 
For example, taking Example 2 given in Section 4.1, let us consider the event e4 

occuring at t4of giving bookA to Ann. It can be inferred that the relation has (ann, 

bookA) holds true after e4. Suppose it becomes known that event e, occurred at t, 

aftert4, where bookA is given to Ruth by Jack. By default we can reason that there 

should have occurred some event after t4and before t, which initiated the relation 
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has (jack, bookA). If the domain specifies that a book cannot be possessed by 

two people, then we can safely say that the two relations has (ann, bookA) and 

has (jack, bookA) are incompatible. Thus, the initiation of has (jack, bookA) 

terminates the relation has (ann, bookA). This is illustrated in Figure 4.13. 

hms('!! ý bookA) 
has(mm, bookA) has(rud% bookA) 

0 ----------- 

time 
c4 CX 
t tx 
4 

77he solid lines denote what is known 

I'lie broken lines indicate what is assumed by default 

Figure 4.13: Terminating of a relation by the initiation of an incompatible relation 

The above described phenomenon can be incorporated by using a predicate 

exclusive. exclusive (U, U') is true when the two relationships U and U' are 
identical, or they are incompatible, as shown in the following rules: 

exclusive (U, U) . 
exclusive(U, U') 

incompatible (U, U') 

exclusive(U, U') :- 

incompatible(U', U). 

The predicate incompatible is domain dependent. For example considering the 

example given above, we can write, 

incompatible(has(ann, bookA), has(jack, bookA)). 

or more generally, 

incompatible(has(Personl, Object), 

has(Person2, Object)) 

not(Personl=Person2). 
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In the above rule the operator '=' defines unification (not to be confused with '=' of 
Figure 4.7). 

Tem-dnating of a relation by the initiation or tem-dnation of an exclusive relation 

can be represented as: 

terminates(E, U) : - 
initiates(E, U'), 

exclusive (U, 

terminates(E, U) :- 

terminates (E, U'), 

exclusive (U, U, ). 

The representation of the axiom EC9 can be improved by introducing a predicate 
interrupted to arrive at rule EC9.1 given in Figure 4.14. interrupted (T1, U, T) 
denotes that predicate U is interrupted between the time instants T1 and T. A relation 
U is interrupted between the time instants Ti and T if there is an intervening event 
between Ti and T which terminates the relation U. 

holds-at (U, T) :- 

initiates(El, U), 

time(El, Tl), 

Tl < T, 

not interrupted(Tl, U, T). EC9.1 

interrupted(TI, U, T) :- 

terminates(E', 

time (E', T') , 
T'> Tl, 

T'< T. EC10 

Figure 4.14: Introduction of the relation interrupted in the holds-at relation 
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Kowalski in (Kowalski, 1992) also suggests the possibility of adding an extra 

condition to limit the persistence to a period of time reasonable for the relation. We 

introduce this idea through the predicate too-long-af ter, which will be described 

in the next section. Subject to this modification EC9.1 and EC10 are the domain 

independent axioms of the Event Calculus used in our approach. 

411 Introducing Autonomous Change 

Sometimes a relation may change without the presence of any known new event. For 

example, say an event of taking the pulse happens on 12th July 1990 and a pulse count 

of X was noted. Three months after the event, on 15th October 1990, it is unreasonable 

to assume that the same pulse count holds. What was true on 12th July 1990 has ceased 

to be true some where between the 12th of July 1990 and the 15th of October 1990, 

although no known specific event has occurred to change it. This kind of 'autonomous' 

change is common in our domain. Knowledge about a patient's condition can only be 

relied on for a certain length of time, after which it should be re-assessed. - 
ultrasound 

el e2 diagnosisoocalise4tdilatory. 

diagnosis(dilatory) size(aneurysm, at(aorta), 3) 

%% 
---------------------------- 
suitablejor(ultzasound) suitable, -for(observe) 

%----------- 

suitablejor(ultrasound) 

life time of result of the 
test, ultrasound 

- indicates Telations holding true after each event 

-- -- indicates system recommendations 

Figure 4.15: Autonomous termination of the relation size (aneurysm, at (Location) , 

Size) 

For example, an aneurysm' is considered to be a risk to the patient only if its 

'We use the term localised-dilatory to refer to the dilated condition of the vessel. The dilation 
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size exceeds the 'critical size. 'Critical size' represents the boundary where the 'safe' 

condition changes to 'unsafe. When the size of the aneurysm is less than the 'critical 

size', the risk caused by the aneurysm is less than that caused by subjecting the patient 

to surgery. If the size is less than critical then the patient is put under observation 

where tests will be carried out from time to time to assess the condition of the diseased 

vessel (i. e. the condition of the aneurysm). These repeated tests are done because of the 

possible changing condition of the vessels. The results of the tests (the aneurysm size) 
become unreliable after a certain length of time. We can this time period during which a 

relation's correctness can be relied on as the lif e-time of that relation. In the vascular 

surgery domain size of the aneurysm (represented by the relation size (aneurysm, 

at(Location), Size) in our formalism) initiated by the test ultrasound, no longer 

holds true after a certain period of time (the life time of the relation initiated), thus, 

causing the test to be repeated. This is represented by Figure 4.15. 

The Event Calculus axioms are extended to include this feature of autonomous 
change. This is modelled by the predicate too-long-af ter, which is represented as 

a general feature of the Event Calculus. The axiom EC9.1 of Figure 4.14 described In 

Section 4.2.1 will be now changed to rule EC9.2 shown in Figure 4.16. The rule EC9.2 

expresses that a relation U holds true at time T if it is initiated by some event El at 

time Ti before T and it cannot be shown that U was interrupted between the event El 

and the time instant T and, the time point T is not too long after the event El which 

initiated the relation U. A time instant T is considered to be too long after the initiation 

of a relation U by an event El if the time interval I between the event El and T is 

longer than the life time I' of the relation u. 

The relation lif e-time ( U, I') is a domain dependent relation and applies 

to only those relations for which it is unrealistic to believe that once initiated they 

persist into the future, for any length of time however long, until they are known to be 

changed by a later event. The axiom EC9.2 in Figure 4.16 is our form for the domain 

independent axioms of the Event Calculus. 

itself is commonly known as the'aneurysm'. 
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holds-at (U, T) :- 

initiates(El, U), 

time(El, Tl), 

Tl < T, 

not interrupted(Tl, U, T), 

not too-long-af ter (Tl, U, T) EC9.2 

interrupted(Tl, U, T) :- 

terminates(E', U), 

time (E', T) , 
T' > Tl, 

T'< T. 

too-long-after(Tl, U, T) 

separation(Tl, T, I), 

life-time( U, 

< 

Figure 4.16: Introduction of the notion of autonomous change in the relation holds-at 

4.3 Extensions That Can be Made to the Event Calculus 

In this section we consider a number of ways in which the Event Calculus has been 

extended. Event Calculus has been extended to include: events in space; events 

with duration; persistence of relations backwards as well as forwards; and both event 
time as well as transaction time; and object oriented features. We believe the ability to 

extend the Event Calculus enhances its suitability as a temporal framework for medical 

applications. We use predicate names similar to ours in the following descriptions. 

43.1 Consistency Maintenance 

Pimentel and Cuadrado in (Pimentel and Cuadrado, 1990) describe a system used for 

understanding textual narratives. Event Calculus is formulated within the framework 
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of stratified2 logic programs which can be used for general purpose non-monotonic 
reasoning. The system employs a caching mechanism which stores conclusions drawn 

from the axioms along with justifications. Maintaining the consistency of the cache 

after updates is handled by the Consistency Maintenance System (CMS), a logic 

programming implementation of a justification-based truth maintenance system. 
The formalism described by Pimentel and Cuadrado is related to the formalism 

described in this thesis. Events are considered to occur at time points. Facts about do- 

main objects are recorded in a frame-like fashion using the predicate holds (Object, 

Slot, value). For example an event of 'the gimman loaded the gun' is described 

as below: 

holds(el, isa, load). 

holds(el, agent, gurman). 

holds(el, patient, gun). 

Temporally scoped facts are dealt with using a four argument version of the predicate, 
holds (Object, Slot, Value, Period) which indicates that the object, Object 

has the value, value for Slot, Slot for a period of time Period. The period denotes 

a term of type bef ore (E), or af ter (E), for some event E which corresponds to the 

relation dependent periods in the original Event Calculus. 

As an example, with respect to the event el given above, it could be inferred 
(Pimentel and Cuadrado, 1990), 

holds(gun, load-status, unloaded, before(el)). 

holds (gun, load-status, loaded, af ter (el) ). 

Temporally scoped facts such as those given above are derived from instances of case 
frames using domain dependent rules. 

The default assumption of persistence of facts forwards in time is captured by 
the holds-at predicate. The predicate holds-at (Object, Slot, Value, E) 
indicates that a fact holds at the time of an arbitrary event E. holds-at is defined as, 

holds-at (Object, Slot, Value, E) :- 

'A logic program is stratified when it is free of recursion through negation 
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holds(Object, Slot, Value, after(El)), 

El < E, 

not interrupted(Object, Slot, Value, El, E). 

This axiom denotes that it is assumed by default that a fact persists from earlier to a 
later point in time unless it is known to have terminated explicitly by a recorded event. 
The predicate interrupted is true when a fact is known not to hold continuously 
between two events and is defined by the following rules: 

interrupted(O, S, V1, El, E2) 

holds(O, S, V2, after(E)), 

exclusive(Vl, V2), 

El < E, 

E< E2. 

interrupted(O, S, V1, El, E2) : - 
holds(O, S, V2, before(E)), 

exclusive(Vl, V2), 

El < E, 

E< E2. 

interrupted is defined without negation, so the axioms satisfy the stratification 

property. Two values (for a given slot in a given instance) are considered to be 

exclusive if they are either identical or incompatible. 

Problem solving takes place by querying the stratified logic program, which 

exhaustively computes answer substitutions for the query predicate by backtracking. 

Each resulting ground predicate is cached in the CMS with a justification. The CMS 

maintains the consistency of the cache in the face of non-monotonic updates. The 

main interest of this work from our point of view is that it shows how consistency 

maintenance and an object oriented style can be introduced into the Event Calculus. 

4.3.2 Representing the History of a Software Project 

Nardi and Tucci in (Nardi and Tucci, 1989) use Event Calculus to represent and query 
the history of the evolution of a software project. The history of a system developed 
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under System for Access and Version Control (SCAV) is formalised in terms of Event 

Calculus. SCAV is a tool for the management of a software project, which considers a 

project as a data base. 
Every SCAV command causes a state transition. Thus, there is a direct corres- 

pondence between the commands and the events. The format of a SCAV command 
is, 

operation/op-name/op-actor/op-argnum/op-arglist 

The conunands are converted to Prolog clauses as: 

act (operation, op-name) . 

act (operation, op-actor) 

act (operation, op-date) 

act (operation, op-argnum) 

act (operation, op-arglist) 

The representation of the history is obtained through the specification of initiates 

and terminates rules. These rules corresponds to the elements which describe the state. 

For example, the rules about how the project developers describe their assignment 
to the project and the subprojects: inproject (User) , notinproject (User) 

insubp(User, Subproject). 

Both persistence of relations forwards as well as backwards is assumed. The 

implementation of the holds-at predicate is similar to axiom EC9.1 described in 

Section 4.2.1. However the two rules differ in the way the predicate interrupted is 

defined, in particular, a relation can only be interrupted between two events E and El, 
by the initiation or the termination of an exclusive relation inbetween the two events. 

holds-at (E, R) :- 

holds(after(El, R)), 

El < E, 

not interrupted(El, R, E). 

holds-at (E, R) :- 

holds(before(El, R)), 
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E< El, 

not interrupted(E R, El). 

where, holds is defined as, 

holds(after(E, R)) : - 

initiates(E, R). 

holds(before(E, R)) : - 

terminates(E, R). 

The predicate interrupted is defined as, 

interrupted(E, R, El) 

exclusive(R, Rl), 

holds(after(E2, Rl)), 

E< E2, 

E2 < El. 

interrupted(E, R, El) 

exclusive(R, Rl), 

holds(before(E2, Rl)), 

E< E2, 

E2 < El. 

A relation is always exclusive to itself, and it is exclusive to any incompatible relation. 
The main interest for us of this work is that it applies the Event Calculus to a very 
different domain. Also it uses persistence backwards in time rather than our approach. 

As regards domain of application, Event Calculus has also been used in air traffic 

control (Bedford, Rosser and Kowalski, 1990). To the best of our knowledge using 
Event Calculus as the temporal reasoning mechanism is a novel feature for a medical 
information system. 
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43.3 Events in Space 

Borillo and Caume (Borillo, and Gaume, 1991) extend Event Calculus by adding a 

spatial component. Their work is based on the belief that temporal components are 

usually associated with spatial descriptions to picture the world. They assume that 

the world under study is composed of persons who move in a universe of spatial 

entities. The universe is composed of places, and each place is a connected part of the 

space. Relations are defined between Individuals and spatial entities, and between 

event structures and states. 
Their attempt is to make the expressive power and the deductive capability of 

the system when reasoning about time closer to that of humans. To achieve this, the 

holds-at predicate described in Section 4.1 has been extended to a three arguments 

predicate holds-3-at. The additional argument (to that described in Section 4.1) is 

an answer yes, no, or maybe. If it is known that U holds for the period af ter M, U) 

(or bef ore (E, U)) and T occurs during that period then the answer yes is given. If 

a relation U holds true for a time period of which either the start or the end is not 

known then the answer maybe is given. For example a relation ul holds for the period 

af ter (El, Ul) and a relation U2 holds for the period bef ore (E2, U2). The two 

relations Ul and U2 are incompatible and it is known that El occurs before E2. When 

the end of the period af ter (El, Ul) or the start of the period bef ore (E2, U2) is 

not known, it cannot be known exactly at what instant Ul was terminated or U2 was 

initiated between El and E2. In this case the value of the third argument (Answer) for 

the query holds-3-at (U2, T, Answer), where El> T> E2 , will be maybe. The 

queries to which either yes or maybe is not true, the answer will be no. 
Medical decision making often involves uncertainty for the clinician. The main 

interest in this work is that the choice of giving'maybe' to a query could be applied to 

represent uncertainty. 

4.3.4 Events with Duration 

Evans (Evans, 1989; Evans, 1990) has shown how the Event Calculus axioms can be 

extended to deal with temporal granularity by introducing the concept of a macro 

event. He defines a macro event as an event whose duration is non zero. 
Kowalski and Sergot (Kowalski and Sergot, 1986) have not committed to temporal 
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granularity. They have taken into consideration time intervals started and/or ended 
by events, not including the events themselves in the time intervals. This leaves the 

possibility of having events of duration. 

Any event when viewed from different levels of abstraction (having different time 

granularities) will have different durations of time. For some events it will be unnatural 

to view them with different durations whereas, for some it may be necessary under 

certain conditions. For example in a clinical domain let us consider two treatments 

one of giving a medication (e. g. a pill) and another of surgery (e. g. bypass). It is 

extremely unlikely that the event of taking a pill may need to be divided into sub- 

events under any level of abstraction. Contrastingly, the treatment bypass may be 

viewed with different time durations when viewed from different user levels. It may 
be an instantaneous event when viewed from the level of clinicians other than those 

concerned with the operation. Symptoms present before the bypass may be absent 

after the event. From the level of the anaesthetist the bypass may be an event of 
duration which can be divided into a number of sub events, during which s/he may 
have to change the level of anaesthesia. 

Evans extends the Event Calculus axioms to deal with time granularity and 

event/sub-event interaction. The time ordering relation after is extended to include 

time values at different levels of granularity. 
Sripada counter argues against taking temporal granularity into consideration 

(Sripada, 1990). He argues that events are instantaneous when they are viewed as ab- 

stract concepts and that one can deal with different levels of abstraction independently 

of the granularity of time. 

4.3.5 Considering both Event Time and Transaction Time 

Sripada (Sripada, 1988) has extended the Event Calculus axioms to deal with trans- 

action time and event time separately. He introduces two predicates basis (Tr, E) 

and revises (El, E2) to deal with transaction time. The predicate basis (Tr, E) 
indicates that Tr is the transaction which is the basis for believing the information 

regarding event E. revises (El, E2), denotes that event El is a correction of event 
E2. 

With the introduction of the transaction time, the term belief period comes into 
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consideration. The time periods are now represented as, after (Tr, E) and be- 

f ore (Tr, E), denoting a time period started by a transaction Tr in which the in- 

formation regarding the event E is believed, and a time period ended by the transaction 

Tr in which the information regarding the event E was believed, respectively. The 

predicate holds is changed to bholds. For example, the predicate bholds (E, P) 

expresses that the event E is believed to be true in the period P. 

Unlike event time the transaction time only moves forward in time in a chronolo- 

gically ascending order. Still, the events may be entered in any order with respect to 

the time they occur in the real world. At any given time instant, the data base may not 

have a complete record of all events that has occurred in the domain but, it will have 

a complete record of all transactions that had occurred in the data base. 

4.4 Conclusion 

Event Calculus provides an approach to reasoning about events and time. Because the 

concepts introduced in Event Calculus can be expressed in Hom clauses augmented 

with negation by failure, they can be expressed in Prolog thus making the formalism 

suitable as a implementation framework. The basic notion of the ontology is the event. 

Event Calculus has gained expressive power by treating events and time explicitly, 
The main purpose of this chapter was to describe a frame work based on Event 

Calculus which can be used as the basis of a medical information system. First we 

have introduced the Event Calculus as described by Kowalski and Sergot (Kowalski 

and Sergot, 1986): giving simplified examples we have introduced the basic notion of 
Event Calculus, relations initiated by events holding true in given time intervals; how 

the explicit treatment of events allow for updates that provide new information about 

the past; how default reasoning is obtained on the basis of incomplete information. 

By assuming persistence of relations forwards in time alone we arrive at a 

simplified form of the original Event Calculus given by Kowalski and Sergot. The 

idea that it may be unreasonable to assume that some relations persist infinitely into 

future, if it was not known of any event terminating that relation, has been adopted 
by allocating a life time to such relations. The introduction of this extension completes 
the simple and flexible framework used by us for temporal support of a medical 
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knowledge base. 

We also reviewed some of the ways in which the Event Calculus has been extended. 
We believe the range of these extensions confirm the suitability of using Event Calculus 

as a temporal basis for developing medical information systems. 
In the following chapters we describe how this formalism provides a simple but 

flexible back bone in the representation of a time related knowledge base, especially 
in the domain of vascular surgery and how this system is used as a decision support 

tool in the domain. 
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5 Formalisation of the Vascular Surgery 

Domain 

In this chapter we represent the information recorded in a patient's clinical record in 

an appropriate form for the Event Calculus. We aim to show how Event Calculus 

provides a flexible framework for the assimilation of patient information. We model 

our representation on the patient record currently in use at the Royal South Hampshire 

Hospital (RHS) (a copy of the record is given in Appendix A). There is ongoing research 
done at the RHS on improving and standardising the paper-based patient record 

currently in use. 
Clinical data are collected with variable degrees of inaccuracy. The way patients 

define themselves as'sick', the answers given by the patients to a clinician's questions, 

also the questions asked by the clinician etc. depend on the individual's ability to 

express him/herself and the questioner's way of interpreting the answers. Even in the 

decision making process the same test result can be interpreted in two different ways 
by two experts in the field. There is much ambiguity in even defining a diagnosis 

among different persons. This variability of the clinical domain makes knowledge 

representation a complex problem. 
In Section 5.1 we describe the framework in which we enter the events into the 

system and give the general event descriptions which are common to every event 
instance that occur in the domain. Each event type is considered in a separate section 

starting with the event type interview in Section 5.2. For each event type, the case 
frame, and the relations initiated and terminated from the case instances are given. 
In Section 5.3 we describe the modelling of the investigations under the two broad 

categories: specific tests, and general tests. In Section 5.4 we describe the treatments 

under the three categories: surgical, non-surgical, and non-active (as shown in the task 
hierarchy in Section 5.1, Figure 5.1). 
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5.1 General Event Descriptions 

We enter information into the system in the form of event instances. Each instance 

of an event belongs to an event type. We give the generic name task to the types of 

events which can occur in the clinical pathway. Basically, a task is any event that can 
be recorded in the patient record. For each task that can e)dst in the domain we define 

a case frame. 
task 

diagnostiq_task 

recc 

TLD - Trans Luminal Dialtion 

Figure 5.1: The task hierarchy. 

Figure 5.1 shows the hierarchy of tasks. This is based on the stages through which 

a patient adn-dtted for vascular surgery progresses. In order to simplify the clinical 

pathway, we have broken the pathway into four main stages, interview, investigation, 

treatment and followup (of a treatment). These four stages have been described in 

more detail in Chapter 2, Section 2.1. The last stage followup can be called a null stage 
in the sense that it consists of different combinations of the other three stages. Thus, it 

is not represented in the task hierarchy in figure 5.1 and will not be discussed in this 

chapter. Its function is to facilitate system recommendations and give the user a better 

understanding of the representation. 
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In principle event instances can be entered into the system in any order and 

correspondingly there is no ordering implied amongst the event types. Nevertheless 

there is a notion of the clinical pathway, a sequence of evaluation and treatment stages, 

through which a patient progresses during their stay in hospital. We have described 

this pathway in Chapter 2, Section 2.1. The broad stages of the pathway are shown in 

Figure 5.2. 

interview --+ leads to --+ initial diagnosis 

investigation - leads to i final diagnosis 

treatment ---+ leads to ---+ followup(of vascular treatment) 

Figure 5.2: The broad stages of the clinical pathway 

In order to give a coherent account of the domain model we follow the order 

shown in Figure 5.2, picking typical event types and base relations from each stage of 

the pathway. With each event in the task hierarchy we associate semantic cases (a case 

frame) which are inherited by the tasks beneath them. 
The only events that can occur in reality are instances of leaf nodes in the task 

hierarchy, for example an instance of interview, arteriogram, angioplasty. Such an 

event can be recorded in the knowledge base as an instance of a non-leaf task if there 

is lack of information for some reason. Event instances are formalised in our system 

asserting facts of the form, 

inst (E, Event-type) 

which indicates that E is an instance of an event of type Event-type'. Each event is 

associated with its event time, the time at which the event occurred. This is represented 

by the event description, 

etime (E, Event-time) 

I In the following we try to indicate entities formalised in our system in this special font. Also here we 
have use the variable Event-type in place of Task for clarity 
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denoting that the event time of the event E is Event-time. Since every event must 

have the semantic cases inst and etime, even if their values are not known, these 

'general' cases are inherited by all case frames (of all tasks) and are suppressed in the 
discussion below. 

5.2 Interview Stage 

There is just one event type in this stage, interview, the case frame of which is shown 

in Figure 5.3. The form of the interview case frame Is designed to be exactly the same 

as the form of the current version of the Vascular Record (see Appendix A) currently 
in use at the RHS. 

Each of the cases medical-hi story, surgi cal-hi story, social-history, 

and family-history represents the patient's past and present details. All non- 

vascular diseases the patient has suffered in the past such as, diabetes, hypertension, 

rheumatic fever, chronic bronchitis, renal failure, and asthma which may have an 

effect on the future treatment plan is represented in the medical-hi story. sur- 

gical-history represents the past vascular surgeries, their dates, the reasons, the 

procedures (e. g. reconstruction, angioplasty), the vascular locations at which the 

surgeries were carried out, the outcome of each surgery, and other details pertaining 
to each treatment, and all non-vascular surgeries which might affect the treatment 

plan. social-history includes the patient's habits, hobbies, way of living, and 

marital status. f amily-history indicates any blood relations who have suffered 
from vascular or any other associated diseases, and if there is any, the pertaining 
details. 

The cases drugs-taken and allergies are self explanatory. drugs-taken 

describes the drugs being taken by the patient (if any), and allergies if the patient 
is allergic to any substance. 

The systematic-enquiry represents the detailed enquiry carried out by the 

clinician about general health and condition of the patient such as, whether the patient 
has angina, ankle swelling, cough, wheeze, whether can climb stairs, and whether the 

weight is steady. 

The results of the examination carried out by the clinician to determine whether 
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event type case 

interview medical-history 

surgical-history 

social-history 

f amily-history 

drugs-taken 

allergies 

systematic-enquiry 

examination 

report 

absent 

result 

eliminates 

value 

the vascular 

patient 

record 

complaint/s present 

complaint/s absent 

diagnosis (a hypothesis 

or a conclusion) 

diagnosis 

Figure 5.3: The case frame of the event interview. 

the patient has any other clinical problems is represented by the case examination. 
For example whether the patient is suffering from jaundice, cyanosis, or clubbing. 

The case report represents the complaints present in the patient. An initial 

interview will contain only complaint/s present. An interview may contain more than 

one report, one for each manifestation. A subsequent interview can'have either 

or both complaints present or/and complaints absent. For example at a subsequent 
interview a patient may inform that s/he no longer suffers from pain in the left calf. 
Such symptoms which are reported to be absent are represented by the case absent. 
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In the case labelled result the interviewing clinician is expected to identify the 

diseased problem/s, those of vascular nature (primary problems) and those which may 

have relevance to the decision process (seconda? y problems). The result essentially 

represents the clinician's assumption or conjecture made regarding the patient's 

disease state. An event of an interview may have more than one result, each 

representing a different problem We term each of these a diagnosis. Thus, we are 

completely avoiding automation of the diagnostic problem frequently addressed in 

medical knowledge based systems. 
After the initial interview, at which much of the information on the record is 

collected, subsequent interviews will generally change only selected parts of the record. 

For example, in a subsequent visit the patient n-dght report that the progression of 

symptoms is better, or that the symptoms are completely absent, or a patient who said 

s/he is a smoker may in a later visit say that s/he has stopped smoking. 

Depending on the observations made at a subsequent interview the clinician can 

change the conclusion/s made at an earlier interview. This is represented by the case 

eliminates. For example, at the initial interview based on the observations the 

clinician makes an initial diagnosis of occlusive-arterial. At a second interview 

happening later, the clinician suspects the patient is anaemic and recommends a blood 

test to be carried out. The results of the test reveals that the patient is indeed anaernic 

and hence a treatment of blood transfusion is recommended. After the treatment 

the clinician observes that the manifestations thought to have been caused by the 

occlusive arterial disease have disappeared and thus concludes that the symptoms 
had been caused by the anaernic condition. This elin-dnates the previous conclusion 

and will be represented by the case, 

eliminates (Event, occlusive-arterial) . 

Each event occurring is represented by a corresponding instance of a case frame 

in the knowledge base. Each instance of a case in a case frame is entered into the 

system as an event description. Each instance of a case frame gives rise to zero or 

more time-dependent relations which are identified as significant for the management 

of surgical patients. These relations are termed base relations. For example, from an 

event of type interview the base relations shown in Figure 5.4 are identified. 
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symptom (Symptom, Body-side) 

meaning a vascular symptom, Symptom is present on the side of 
the body, Body-side. The second argument win not be represented 
in the case where the symptom is not associated to a particular 
side of the body, e. g. symptom, back pain. 

diagnosis (Initial-Diagnosis) 

meaning that there is a possibility that the patient has disease 

Initial-Diagnosis. 

Figure 5.4: The base relations initiated by the event interview. 

Using the event descriptions we initiate (and/or terminate) base relations. For 

every base relation the initiating and terminating conditions are specified. In the rest 

of this section we describe in detail the initiating and the terminating rules for the base 

relations given in Figure 5.4. 

The symptoms that are identified as caused by vascular diseases are, claudica- 
tion, rest-pain on lower limb (also known as pain at rest), ulceration, gan- 

grene, back-pain, and abdominal-pain. All symptoms manifest in association 

with one or both sides (that is left, right or both) of the body. The exception to this are 

back-pain and abdominal-pain which are not associated with a particular side of 

the body. This necessitates having two formats for the relation symptom. 
The relation symptom can be initiated only by an event of an interview. If the 

symptoms can be associated to a particular side of the body (e. g. pain in left thigh, 

pain in right calf) then the relation, 

symptom (Symptom, Body-side) 

is initiated. If the symptoms cannot be associated to a particular side (e. g. abdominal 

pain, back pain) then the relation, 

symptom(Symptom) 

is initiated. The initiating rules for the base relation symptom are given in Figure 5.5. 
The first rule 11.1 shown in Figure 5.5 can be paraphrased as: an event E initiates the 
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initiates (E, Symptom (Symptom, Body-side) 

inst(E, interview), 

report (E, Symptom, Body-side) 

initiates(E, symptom(Symptom)): - 

inst(E, interview), 

report(E, Symptom). 

Figure 5.5: Initiating rules for the relation symptom 

relation, symptom (Symptom, Body-side) if the event E is an interview and the 

case instance report reports the fact that the patient has complained that he suffers 

from symptom on side, Body-side of the body. Paraphrased the second rule Il. 2 

can be read as: an event E initiates the relation, symptom (Symptom) if the event E 

is an interview and the case instance report reports the fact that the patient has 

complained that he suffers from Symptom. 

In the interview, the case report represents the complaints present as reported 

by the patients. The relation symptom initiated using an instance of the case report 

denoting complaints present is terminated if the patient informs the absence of those 

complaints at an interview. The terminating rules are given in Figure 5-6. 

terminates (E, symptom (Symptom, Body-side) ): - 
inst(E, interview), 

absent (E, Symptom, Body-side) . (Tl. 1) 

terminates(E, symptom(Symptom)): - 
inst(E, interview), 

absent (E, Symptom) . (Tl. 2) 

Figure 5.6: The tenninating rules for the relation symptom. 
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The rule T1.1 states that, If at an event of an interview the absence of the symptoms 

Symptom on Body-side of thebody is reported, then that event terminates the relation 

symptom (Symptom, Body-side). The rule T1.2 can be interpreted in the same 

manner, with the difference that the symptoms are not associated to a particular side 

of the body. 

initiates(E, diagnosis(D) :- 

inst(E, Etype), 

kind-of (Etype, diagnostic-task), 

result(E, D). (12) 

Figure 5.7: Initiat'ng rules for the relation diagnosis (D) 

The case result represents the disease problem/s identified by the clinician at 

the interview. The second base relation diagnosis, given in Figure 5.4, identified as 

being initiated by an event of an interview represents these problems. The initiating 

rule for this base relation is given by 12 in Figure 5.7. The rule 12 states that if any 

event E which is a diagnostic task has results that the problem D is present, then that 

event initiates the relation diagnosis (D). The events of type interview and test fall 

into the category diagnostic-task as represented in the task hierarchy diagram 

given in Figure 5.1. An initial diagnosis can only be initiated by an event of type 

interview. But, we have used the term 'diagnostic-task' in the rule in Figure 5.7 since 

the same rule is used to initiate a final diagnosis in some cases. For example, diagnoses 

of non-vascular nature like anaernia and diagnoses of vascular nature which do not 
have any location associated with them like general dilatory. 

An initial diagnosis is terminated when a final diagnosis which is a specialisation 

of the former is initiated, or a diagnostic task eliminates the initial diagnosis. This is 

represented in Figure 5-8. The rule T2.1 in Figure 5.8 denotes that if an event E initiates 

a diagnosis NewD which is a specialisation of the diagnosis D then, event E terminates 

the diagnosis D. A final diagnosis is considered to be a specialisation of its initial 

diagnosis. For example, anaemia is a specialisation of clinical-anaemia, and 

localised-atherogenic-arterial is a specialisation of occlusive-arterial. 
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terminates(E, diagnosis(D)): - 

initiates(E, diagnosis(NewD)), 

specialisation(NewD, D). (T2.1) 

terminates(E, diagnosis(D)): - 

inst(E, Etype)p 

kind-of (Etype, diagnostic-task) , 
eliminates(E, D). (T2.2) 

Figure 5.8: The terminating rules of the relation diagnos is (D) . 

The rule T2.2 denotes that if there is an event E of type diagnostic-task 

which eliminates a previously formed conclusion D then, that event terminates the 

relation, diagnosis (D) . For example, at an initial interview the clinician concludes 

the patient has both occlusive and dilatory diseases and an arteriograrn is carried 

out. The arteriogram reveals the clinician's conclusion to be incorrect, and that only 

occlusive condition is present in the patient. The test eliminates the hypothesis of 

dilatory and thus, terminates the relation diagnosis (dilatory). 

5.3 Investigation Stage 

In general tests are instigated by clinicians for three broad reasons: following a treat- 

ment protocol (common in oncology); based on the questions posed at an interview; 

or to confirm the results of a previous test. Whatever the originating reason for a test 

we have classified them into two broad types: 

* specific tests 

o general tests 

Tests carried out in order to prove or disprove existing beliefs are known as specific 
tests and usually require experts (e. g. radiologist) to perform them. Tests carried out in 

order to evaluate and make hypothesis about a patient's diseased condition are known 

as general tests. 
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5.3.1 Specific Tests 

The specific tests can be one of arteriogram, duplex, doppler or ultrasound and are 

usually carried out on a particular location of the arterial tree except in some cases of 

the arteriogram which may cover the whole body. 

Thecaseframeof aspecific testis given as in Figure 5.9. Investigation denotes 

event type case 

Investigation result 

eliminates 

Figure 5.9: The case frame of a specific test. 

the specific test carried out. The case result represents the observations made from 

the Tesults of the test about existing disease conditions and is given as, 

result(Event, Location, Result) 

Information contained in the argument Result of the case result, varies according 

to the test carried out. For example, in an arteriogram this will be the vascular status 

at a particular location of the arterial tree, in ultrasound it will be the diameter of the 

vessel at the given location. This will be discussed further under each specific test later 

in this section. 
The second argument Location in result, represents the disease site in the 

arterial tree. The arterial tree starting from the infra renal area is divided into 13 sites 
(shown in Figure 5.10) to facilitate ease of representation. Each site is bounded by an 

upper and a lower node. 
A location in the arterial tree is represented by the pair (Side, Location) 

where Side represents left or right side of the body and the Location is a site in the 

arterial tree. The exception to this representation is when the diseased location is one 

of aorta or aortic bifurcation which is not associated to a side of the body. 

The case eliminates represents the confirmation that a particular vascular 
disease does not exist. It will essentially disprove an initial diagnosis made at an earlier 
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Nodes Site/Disease extent 

Infra Renal 

Aorta 

Low Aorta 

Aortic Bifurcation 

Upper Internal Iliac 

Internal Iliac 

Iliac Bifurcation 

External Iliac 

Upper Common Femoral 

Common Femoral 

Femoral Bifurcation 

Upper Superficial Femoral 

Profunda Femoral 

Middle Superficial Femoral 

Lower Superficial Femoral 

Adductor Hiatus 

Above Knee Popliteal 

Knee Joint Line 

Below Knee Popliteal 

Popliteal Trifurcation 

Run Off - Peroneal 

- Anterior Tibial 

- Posterior Tibial 

Distal Vessel 

Figure 5.10: The 13 sites of the arterial tree (starting from the infra renal area) and the nodes 

which bound the sites 
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interview. eliminates causes the removal of a previous diagnosis/hypothesis and 
is represented as, 

eliminates(Event, Diagnosis) 

We will consider each specific test separately below, identifying the base relations 
that are initiated and terminated by each test. 

53.1.1 The Arteriogram 

The arteriograrn is a test carried out for many cases of vascular disease since it gives 

an overall picture of the arterial system. When first done the test is usually carried out 

on the total relevant area of the human body. For example, we are interested on the 

part of the arterial tree below the infra renal area and thus the initial arteriogram (if 

not otherwise specified by the clinician) is carried out for the whole lower trunk of the 

body. If performed for a second time for the same patient (depending on the patient's 

condition, e. g. the change in the status of the vascular system has been minimal over 
the period concerned judged by the progression of symptoms) the arteriograrn may 
be done for a specific section of the body only. 

The Case result of the arteriogram represents the observations made on the 
X-ray about existing disease conditions and is given as, 

result (Event, Location, Vascular-Condition) 

Each instance of the case result, represents a diseased location except in the case 

where multiple diseases may occur at the same arterial site. For example, if the 

arteriograrn shows that both vascular conditions thrombosis and localised atherogenic 

conditions are present at the arterial site left common femoral then, this will be 

represented as, 

result(Event, (left, common-femoral), thrombosis) 

result(Event, (left, common-femoral), 

local is ed-atherogenic-arterial) 

This will be further discussed later in Section 5.3.1.5. So there can be many such 
instances of the case result for one particular event. Usually a segment' of the 

'A segment consists of two or more consecutive sites in the arterial tree 
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arterial tree will be diseased. We represent a segment as a list of arterial sites. One 

instance of the case result will represent the diseased segment. For example, 

result(Event, [aorta, aortic-bifurcation], embolism) 

Sometimes the diseased locations may not be consecutive to one another. In our 

representation this will give a list of result instances for each location in the arterial 

tree. 

Currently information on the arteriogram is provided by the radiologist on an 

X-ray report form. The present form is undergoing development, but its contents can 

be analysed to give the patient's vascular state, that is the condition of the vessels 

at each of 13 locations on the arterial tree (Figure 5.10). We are interested only on 

those locations which appear to be not normal (deciding the threshold between the 

normality and the abnormality is left to the clinician). We represent the abnormality 

observed as a vascular-Condition in the case result which takes the following 

values: 

atherogenic-arterial a thickening of the inner lining of the arterial wall, 

dilatory enlargement or widening of the vessel, 

embolism blocking of the circulation in small vessels by air bubbles or small or part 

of a blood clot carried by the blood stream, 

thrombosis the blockage of a vessel by the formation of blood clots. 

The Vascular-Condit ion, determines the final diagnoses of vascular nature (arterial 

part) for the patient. The final diagnoses (of vascular nature) which are initiated by 

their respective initial diagnoses are given in Figure 5.11. The base relations identified 

in the case of an arteriogram are: 

diagnosis(Diagnosis, Location) 

meaning that the vascular disease, Diagnosis is present at the 

arterial site, Location. 

suspected-diagnosis (Diagnosis, Location) 

meaning that there is a possibility that the vascular condition 
Diagnosis may exist at the arterial site, Location. 
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localise(Lembolism, (Location) 

- occlusive_arterial localised-atherogenic, (Location) 

tbrombosis, (Location) 
disease 

localised-dilatory(Location) 

- dilatory 

Egeneralised_dilatory 

Figure 5.11: Disease hierarchy 

Each case result initiates a final diagnosis of occlusive nature which is the 

confirmation of the initial diagnosis made at an earlier interview, or a new diagnosis 

which was not suspected at the interview stage. The final diagnosis can be considered 

as a specialisation of the initial diagnosis and will be significant for choosing treatment 

options for that patient. The initiating rule for a final diagnosis in the case of an 

arteriogram is given in Figure 5.12. 

initiates(E, diagnosis(D, Location)) :- 

inst(E, arteriogram), 

result(E, Location, D), 

not (D = localised-dilatory) . (13) 

Figure 5.12: The initiation rule for the relation diagnosis (D, Location) . 

The rule 13 states that the relation diagnosis (D, Location) will be 
' 
initiated by 

an event arteriogram, if the event description result of the arteriogram specifies 

that D exists at Location, and the disease condition D is not localised-dilatory, The 

constraintnot (D = localised-dilatory) in rule 13 is to avoid a diagnosisbeing 

initiated by an arteriogram result in the case when the disease condition is dilatory. 

The arteriograrn result is considered to be a confirmation only for diseases of occlusive 

nature. For the dilatory condition the result of an arteriogram is not sufficient 
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to initiate a confirmed final diagnosis. For example, in the case it was observed 

that location Location may have dilatory condition, the result of the arteriogram 
initiates a relation suspected-diagnosis denoting uncertainty and hence the need 
for further investigation before a final diagnosis is initiated. The rule for the initiation 

of the relation suspected-diagnosis is shown in Figure 5.13. 

initiates (E, suspected-diagnosis (localised-dilatory, 

Location)) :- 
inst(E, arteriogram), 

result (E, Location, localised-dilatory) . (N) 

Figure 5.13: The initiation rule for suspected-diagnosis (localised-dilatory, 

Location). 

The relation suspected-diagnosis (localised-dilatory, Location)wfll 

be terminated by the results of the test ultrasound, that isby the initiation of a confirmed 

final diagnosis of localised dilatory, or by the elimination of the suspected diagnosis. 

The terminating rules for the relation suspected-diagnosis will be described In 

the next section (Subsection 5.3-1.2) under the description of the test, ultrasound. 
A final diagnosis is terminated by the event of a treatment carried out at the same 

location, or if the top and bottom incision points of the treatment, encloses the location 

of the diagnosis. This is represented by the rules in Figure 5.14. The necessity for 

having two terminating rules for the relation diagnosis (D, Location) will be 

clear after the discussion of the event of type treatment. The events of type bypass 

and reconstruction have two locations associated with them, the top and the bottom 

incisionpoints, whereas other surgical treatments are only associated with one location. 

For major vessels the arteriogram result alone is sufficient in most cases to decide 

on the treatment plan. But, for smaller vessels additional investigation such as a duplex 

scan may be needed. 
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terminates(E, diagnosis(D, Location)): - 

inst(E, Etype), 

kind-of (Etype, surgical-treatment) p 
location(E, Location). 

terminates(E, diagnosis(D, Location)): - 

inst (E, Etype), 

kind-of (Etype, surgical-treatment), 

location(E, incision (at-top (Top), 

at-bottom (Bottom) )), 

(T3.1) 

encloses(Top and Bottom, Location). (T3.2) 

Figure 5.14: The terminating rules for the relation diagnosis (D, Location). 

Note: an and operator has been defined for readability 

5.3.12 The Ultrasound 

The ultrasound test is carried out to confirm the vascular condition, dilatory. The 

result is a digital picture which shows a cross sectional view of the vessel. The expert 

analyses and gives the result of the test as the diameter of the vessel in milli-metres. 
When carried out for the first time the ultrasound may be performed at more than 

one location, that is, on a number of places in the suspected disease area and thus will 

not be given a particular location. When carried out after an arteriogram the exact 
location that may be diseased is known and therefore the ultrasound will be carried 

out at that particular location. The case result of the ultrasound is given as, 

result(Event, Location, Diameter) 

which indicates that the diameter of the vessel at location, ýLocation is Diameter (in 

milli-metres). The ultrasound result suffices for the decision of the treatment plan in 

the case of dilatory disease except when the disease location is aorta. In that case, an 
arteriogram is usually done to clearly define the disease area. 
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The base relation identified in the case of an ultrasound is, 

diagnosis (localised-dilatory, Location) 

meaning that the vascular condition localised dilatory is present 

at the arterial site, Location. 

The base relation diagnosis (localised-dilatory, Location) is initiated by 

the event of an ultrasound if the result of the test denotes that the diameter of the 

vessel at the location is above nomial size. This is represented by the rule given in 

Figure 5.15. According to the experts the size of the artery can be generalised. We take 

initiates (E, diagnosis (local i sed-dilatory, Location)) :- 

inst(E, ultrasound), 

result(E, Location, Diameter), 

accepted-normal-diameter (Normal) , 
Diameter > Normal. ('5) 

Figure 5.15: The initiation rule for the relation diagnosis (localised-dilatory, 

Location) 

the accepted-normal-diameter to be one n-dlli-meter as per the advice from the 

clinicians at the RHS. This can be avoided by making this a clinician dependent piece 

of data, in which case it will be made into an event description. The prevailing view is 

that the accepted-normal-diameter can be made into a fixed value. 

The relation diagnosis (localised-dilatory, Location) will be termin- 

ated by the event of a surgical treatment as given by the rules in Figure 5.14. 

The relation suspect ed-diagnos is (1o cali sed-dilatory, Location)(de- 

scribed in Section 5.3.1.1) will be terminated by the results of an ultrasound. The 

initiation rule for this relation was given in Figure 5.13. The terminating rules are 

given in Figure 5.16. The first rule T4.1 of Figure 5.16 states that the relation, 

suspect ed-diagno s is (localised-dilatory, Location) 

will be terminated if the ultrasound eliminates the suspicion of dilated disease. The 

second rule T4.2 states that the relation will be terminated if the event initiates the re- 
lation diagnosis (localised-dilatory, 

ill 

Location) confim-dng the suspicion. 
3'VH-44, % -44, A, 



terminates (E, suspected-diagnosis (localised-dilatory, 

Location)) 

inst(E, ultrasound), 

eliminates (E, (local is ed-dilat ory, Location)) (T4.1) 

terminates (E, suspected-diagnosis (localised-dilatory, 

Location)) :- 
inst(E, ultrasound), 

initiates(E, diagnosis(localised-dilatory, Location)). 

(T4.2) 

Figure 5.16: The tem-dnating rules for the relation 

suspected-diagnosis (localised-dilatory, Location) 

53.1.3 The Duplex Scan 

The duplex scan is carried out to find out the degree of stenosis of a vessel. Persons 

may differ when describing an image (e. g. X-ray) of a vessel as being not normal. 
The distinction between normal and not normal may be clear in some cases and not 

so in others. When the judgement is difficult the clinician may wish to do further 

investigation in order to confirm his/her judgement. In the case of arterial occlusion, 
the duplex scan is carried out for this purpose. It may also be performed when there 

are multiple occurances of occlusion to find out the location which is most acutely 
occluded. 

The result of the duplex scan is a percentage of reduction in the diameter of the 

vessel and indicates the altered blood flow. The reduction in the flow can be analysed 
as not significant, significant, or very significant. Usually a reduction of 50-75 percent is 

considered to be significant, and any percentage above that amount as very significant. 
The case result of a duplex scan is represented as, 

result(Event, Location, Percentage) 

The test is always carried out at a particular location. The base relation identified in 
the case of the event duplex is, 
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stenosed-site (Location) 

meaning that the vascular site Location is stenosed 
significantly so as to warrant a treatment 

The initiating rule for the relation is given in Figure 5.17. The rule 16 states that the 

initiates (E, stenosed-site (Location)) :- 

inst(E, duplex), 

result(E, Location, Percentage), 

Percentage > 50. (16) 

Figure 5.17: The initiation rule for the relation stenosed-site (Location) 

relation stenosed-site (Location) will be initiated by an event Of duplex, if the 

result of the event carried out at the location, Location denotes that the percentage 

stenosed at that location is greater than fifty. 

Therelationstenosed-site (Location) will be terminated by the same criteria 

as that applied for a final diagnosis at a particular location. Therefore, we can correctly 

say that the relation is terminated by an event which terminates the diagnosis at that 
location. This is represented by the rule given in Figure 5.18. 

terminates (E, stenosed-site (Location)) :- 

inst(E, Etype), 

kind-of (Etype, surgical-treatment) 

terminates(E, diagnosis(D, Location)), 

specialisation((D, Location), 

occlusive-arterial) . (T6) 

Figure 5.18: The terminating rules for the relation significant-site (Location). 

53.1.4 The Doppler Probe 

Changes in the blood flow caused by the hardening of the arterial walls can be directly 

observed by the changes in the speed of blood flow which is essentially the change 
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in blood pressure. The arterial pressure is measured in the arm and the leg using 

a doppler probe. A ratio of 1.5-0 is considered as normal. A reduced ratio denotes 

arterial disease. For patients who suffer from diabetes, the critical value of the ratio 

may change. 
The event description result for the test doppler is given as, 

result(Event, Location, ýRatio) 

which indicates that the doppler index at the location Location is Ratio. Thedoppler 

index is much used in the followup stage to evaluate how successful the treatment has 

been. 

53.1.5 Representing Multiple Diseases 

There can be more than one Vascular-Condition present at any given time. Both 

dilatory and occlusive conditions can be present simultaneously at different locations, 

or at the same location of the arterial tree. When both conditions are present at the 

same location we term the vascular problem as mixed-arter ial-di sea se. 

In the case of ndxed arterial disease, the event descriptions of the arteriogram will 

contain an instance of the case result for each disease condition at that location. For 

example if the event e3 of an arteriogram reveals that there is dilatory condition at the 

aorta, and both dilatory and atherogenic arterial conditions at left internal iliac, then 

the event description of e3 will contain the case instances, 

result (e3, aorta, localised-dilatory) . 
result(e3, (left, internal-iliac), localised-dilatory). 

result(e3, (left, internal-iliac), 

localised-atherogenic-arterial) . 

If the dilatory condition is more prominent than the occlusive condition at the site 
diseased with mixed arterial disease, then the site will be treated as if for the case of 
localised dilatory and vice versa if the occlusive condition is dominant. The treatment, 

in any case, will terminate both diagnoses at that location as given by the rules T3.1 

and T3.2 in Figure 5.14. 

When the multiple conditions occur at different sites of the arterial tree, they are 

considered as multiple occurrences of the localised condition. This situation is dealt 
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with as described in the above sections, giving multiple instances of the case result, 

each representing one particular location. 

532 General Tests 

The function of the general test result can be classified as, 

* to confirm the primary Problem 

* to identify secondary problems if any present 

* to monitor existing conditions 

9 for anaesthetic purposes 

General tests are carried out routinely or at the request of a clinician. Some of 

the routine tests are usually done before the patient is admitted to the hospital (e. g. 
haernoglobin, blood group, electrolytes) and therefore the results of these tests are 

available for the clinician at the timeý of the initial interview. Some routine tests help 

in establishing the problem, for example, 

the volume of the pulse indicates the nature of disease, 

bruit' indicates roughening of the arterial wall. 

Tests carried out at a request depend on the nature of the patient (e. g. chest X-ray, ECG). 

Some tests depend on patient's response to questions posed at the initial interview (e. g. 
blood sugar level). 

The general tests which are relevant for the decision process of patient manage- 

ment are blood test and pulse. All other tests help in the risk benefit analysis, but we 
do not deal with this and therefore they will not be discussed in this thesis. 

5.3.2.1 Blood Test 

The blood test is carried out for two specific reasons in the investigation stage, 

* When the patient is suspected to be anaernic, that is, if 
diagnosis (clinical-anaemia) holds true, and 

'The sound that turbulent blood flow produces in a diseased blood vessel 
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When the patient is known to be suffering from hypothyroid, to test the level of 

thyroxine in the blood stream. 

The case frame of a blood test is given in Figure 5.19. 

event type case value 

blood-test result I anaemia 
I thyroxine(Level: mmol/litre) 

eliminates I clinical-anaemia 

Figure 5.19: The case frame of a blood test. 

In the first case, that is if the patient is suspected to be anaernic, the result of 

the test initiates the relation diagnosis (anaemia) or eliminates the hypothesis 

diagnosis (clinical-anaemia). In the latter case, that is if the patient is known 

to be suffering from hypothyroid, then if the test result reveals that the level of thyroxine 

in the blood stream is lower than that considered to be safe, the test result initiates 

the relation below-required-level (thyroxine). The initiating and terminating 

rules for the above described relations will be described below. 

The relation diagnosis (anaemia) is initiated by the rule 12 as given in 

Figure 5.7 in Section 5.2 and is terminated by the rule T2.1 of Figure 5.8 of the 

same Section. 

The initiating rule for the relation, below-required-level (thyroxine) is 

given in Figure 5.20. The rule 17 of Figure 5.20 states that the relation, 

below-required-level (thyroxine) 

will be initiated by an event of a blood test if the test result revels that the level of 

thyroxine in blood is lower than six mmol per litre which is considered by the experts 

to be the safe level. The relation below-required-level (thyroxine) will be 

terniinated if an event of a blood test result reveals the level of thyroxine in blood to 
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initiates (E, below-required-level (thyroxine)) :- 

inst(E, blood-test), 

result(E, thyroxine(Level: mmol/litre)), 

Level < 6. (17) 

Figure 5.20: The initiation rule for the relation below-required-level (thyroxine) 

be more or equal to the safe level of six nunol per litre. This is represented by the rule 

T7 given in Figure 5.21. 

terminates (E, below-required-level (thyroxine) ): - 
inst(E, blood-test), 

result(E, thyroxine(Level: mmol/litre)), 

Level >= 6. (T7) 

Figure 5.21: The tem-tinating rule for the relationbelow-required-level (thyroxine) 

53.2.2 Pulse 

The volume of the pulse gives an indication of the vascular condition of the vessels 

and helps in forming a hypothesis about the patient's condition. The case frame for 

the event pulse is given in Figure 5.22. The case frame (as shown'in Figure 5.22) 

event type case value 

pulse result absent(-) 

reduced(+) 

normal(++) 

I increased( ) 

Figure 5.22: The case frame of the event pulse. 
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contains only the case result which takes values absent, reduced, normal or 

increased. Deciding the volume of the pulse is left to the clinician. 

In the current patient record the pulse is represented by the symbols ++ and 

... representing absent, reduced, normal and increased respectively. The user may 

input either in symbolic form or in the respective text format. 

The event description result of the event pulse will initiate the base relation 

pulse (Volume) using the rule given in Figure 5.23. The terminating rule is given 

initiates(E, pulse(Volume)): - 

inst(E, pulse), 

result(E, Volume). 

Figure 5.23: The initiation rule for the relation pulse (Volume) 

terminates(E, pulse(Volume)): - 

inst(E, pulse), 
initiates(E, pulse(NewVolume)), 

not Volume = NewVolume. (T8) 

Figure 5.24: The terminating rule for the relation pulse (Volume) 

in Figure 5.24. The base rule initiated will be tern-anated by a different result of a 

subsequent event pulse, that is by the initiation of another relation giving a different 

volume of pulse. 

5.4 Treatment Stage 

The treatment event type can be surgical, non-surgical or non-active as shown in the 

task hierarchy in Figure 5.1. It is convenient to have a treatment type non-active 

although this introduces no change in the patient. It is sometimes referred to as 

observation by clinicians. The other two treatment types are discussed below. 
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surgical_treatments 

bypass 
material(prosthetic) 

bypass with Ugation 
matmial(vein) 

- 
intraabdominal ---F- 

bypass extra-abdominal bifurcated 

jump tube 

X-over 

tube 

tube widi miller-cuff 

mateTial(prosthedc) 

tube -1 

material(vein) 
reconstruction 

bifurcated 

endarterectomy 

operative 
angioplasty 

balloon 

enclarterectomy widi angioplasty 

Trans Luminal Dilation 

Heparinise Trans femoral 

embolectomy F- Heparinise Popliteal. 

Sympathectomy 
Intra. Arterial 

Thrombolysis heparinise Intra Arterial 

Systematic 

Illoprost Therapy 

Amputation 

Figure 5.25: The surgical treatments 
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5.4.1 Surgical Treatments 

Our main focus here is on surgical treatments. There are 11 main types of surgical 

treatments which are further broken down to 29 treatments based on the material used 

and the type of the graft. The complete list is shown in Figure 5-25. 

All surgical treatments inherit the case instances of location and the outcome 

of the treatment. The case frame of the surgical treatments of the type bypass and 

reconstruction is shown in Figure 5.26. Treatment denotes the specific treatment 

event type case value 

Treatment location top incision 

point and the 

I bottom incision 

I point 

outcome I patent 

I occluded 

material-used prosthetic 

vein 

dacron ... 

Figure 5.26: The case frame of the events of type bypass and reconstruction 

represented. outcome expresses the condition of the new arterial segment introduced 

to the vascular tree by the surgery. The new segment replaces the diseased vessel and 

the latter becomes irrelevant. The new tube is now referred to by the corresponding 
locations of the vessel it replaced. The surgical history denotes whether a particular 
location is a graft or the original native vessel. The case frame for all other surgical 
treatments is given in Figure 5.27. 

For a given diagnosis at a particular location there can be several appropriate 
treatment options. The treatment options for a given diagnosis-location pair is 

constructed into a list in the order of the most suitable first. 

A surgical treatment terminates the diagnosis for that location (this is given by the 
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event type 

Treatment 

case value 

Location any of the 

13 nodes 
in the 

arterial tree 

(Figure 5.10) 

outcome patent 

occluded 

material-used prosthetic 

vein ... 

Figure 5.27: The case frame of the surgical event other than those of type bypass and 

reconstruction 

rules T3.1 and T3.2 of Figure 5.14) even though the evaluation of the performance 

of the surgery takes place only in the subsequent interview and investigation events 

which is called the followup stage. Due to the same reason an event of type surgical 

treatment does not initiate any base relations. 

5.4.2 Non-surgical Treatments 

The non-surgical treatments relevant to the vascular surgery domain are blood trans- 

fusion and drug treatment. These two are discussed below. 

Blood Tkansfusion: 

The treatment of blood transfusion does not have any case instances pertaining to it 

except the general cases described in Section 5.1. The treatment is followed by a blood 

test which determines the outcome of the transfusion. 

Drug Treatment: 

The case frame of an event of type drug treatment is shown in Figure 5.28. 
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event type case value 

drug-treatment drug-given thyroxine 

dosage Value: Unit 

e. g. A: mmol 

rely-time number of 

days 

Figure 5.28: The case frame of the event of type drug treatment 

The case rely-time specifies how long the drug should continue, after which the 

condition of the patient is re-evaluated (by investigation or at an interview). The event 

of a drug treatment initiates the base relation on-drugs (Drug). This will have a life 

time equal to that of the rely-time of the event. The relation will autonomously 

terminate after the specified rely-time. We illustrate the autonomous termination 

of relations after the clinician specified rely-time, by a case study (Case Study 2) in 

Chapter 7, Section 7.2. 

We do not have a sophisticated system to input drug treatment. At present we 

only deal with the drug thyroxine. Event Calculus provides the raw basics which can 
deal with any type of event. Although the basic system is present if we were to deal 

fully with drug treatment further tools have to be developed. 

5.5 Conclusion 

We have described in this chapter a representation for the domain dependent patient 
information in a framework suitable for Event Calculus. For each event that can occur 
in the domain, we have given case frames and identified the time relevant relations, 
the base relations. Initiating and terminating rules are written for all base relations 

using the case instances. A case frame for a particular event represents all the time 

relative patient information relative to that event. Thus the case frames also support 
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completeness of data collection. 
Event Calculus provides a flexible framework for assimilation of information 

contained in the patient record. Time dependent properties of the domain are identified 

as base relations. These base relations provide relevant information needed for decision 

support. In the next chapter we describe how the base relations can be used to generate 

system recommendations. It is important to remember, however, that the user can 

override the system recommendations which hold at any given time. 
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6 Decision Support for Patient 

Management 

Up to this point in the thesis we have been concerned primarily with the development 

of the research workbench. We now turn to the application of this workbench to 
decision support in the vascular surgery domain. Decision support systems can be 

generally categorised into: those which assist the clinician in determining what is true 

about the patient (that is assist in deciding the correct diagnosis); those which assist 
the clinician in determining what to do for the patient (that is what investigations to be 

done, what treatment plan to be followed). Our system falls into the latter category. 
We have left the diagnostic problem to the clinician and have concerned ourselves only 

with providing support in deciding what to do. 

The patient is seen by the clinician and other personnel in health care at variable 
intervals of time during his/her progress through the clinical pathway. Each such a 

meeting between the patient and the health expert is called an interview. The interval 
between interviews may vary from a number of hours to a number of weeks. If the 

patient is acutely ill, the frequency of reviewing the patients' conditions may be high 

and at other times, where the patient is seen for routine follow-up, the frequency may 
be low. 

At each interview the patient's condition is evaluated and observations are 
recorded (at present) in the paper-based patient notes. It is also usual practice to 
indicate in the patient notes what actions are to be carried out next. For example, 
any tests that ought to be done, changes in drug dose or changes in the drug itself, 

what treatment is appropriate, or what progress of symptoms in the patient should be 

observed for a certain period of time before any further action is taken. We call these 

recommendations. 
We have constructed on top of the knowledge base containing the domain know- 
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ledge described in Chapter 5a set of system generated recommendations which apply 

at any given time. These recommendations are based in a general sense on medical 

expertise. Broadly speaking this consists of non-controversial medical knowledge, a 

notion of good clinical practice and rules of thumb used in medical inferencing. In 

the rest of this chapter we show how through these recommendations we provide the 

clinician with the decision support necessary for better patient management. 

6.1 System Recommend4tions 

We express system recommendations mainly as ran-dfications through the holds-at 

relation (described in Chapter 4) and sometimes as base relations initiated and termin- 

ated by events. The base relations have a direct bearing to the events that happen in 

the domain. The ramifications do not directly depend on the events but are expressed 

in terms of base relations and/or other ramifications. The main purpose of this section 

is to illustrate how and when these recommendations may be of use to the clinician. 

There are conflicting advantages in representing a property of the domain as a 

ramification. Ramifications provide a very simple and elegant way of representing 
knowledge. But if we were to strictly adhere to a policy of representing recom- 

mendations only by ramifications we have to be prepared to sacrifice other aspects of 
knowledge representation such as simplicity. This is clear in the case of recommending 
the next task to be done (discussed in Section 6.1.3). Whether we represent a particular 

property by a ramification or by a base relation is a practical issue. We take a prag- 

matic approach to this problem and when the situation warrants use both methods to 

represent a property. 

6.1.1 Recommendation of Tests 

From the symptoms and signs observed at the interview, the clinician makes an initial 
diagnosis as to what may cause them, which we call an initial diagnosis. Each initial 
diagnosis is associated with one or more tests which may help to confirm or eliminate 
it. 

For example, if it was supposed that the patient suffers from clinical anaen-da 
then it is recommended that a blood test should be carried out to investigate this 
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supposition. This is represented by the ramification (R1) in Figure 6.1. If an initial 

holds-at(recommended-test(blood-test), T) :- 

holds-at (diagnosis (clinical-anaemia), T). 

Figure 6.1: The ramification for the recommendation of a blood-test in the case of clinical 

anaen-da 

holds-at (recommended-test (ultrasound), T) :- 

holds-at (diagnosis (dilatory) , T) . (R2) 

Figure 6.2: The ramification for the recommendation of ultrasound in the case of dilatory 

disease 

diagnosis of dilatory disease was made at the interview then an ultrasound test is 

recommended for further investigation. This is represented by (R2) as shown in 

Figure 6.2. 

If more than one test is recommended at the same time then usually all tests will 
be carried out eventually. The order in which they are carried out is immaterial unless 

specifically stated. The ability to be neutral about the ordering of some events is a 

feature of the Event Calculus since this formalism is based on a partial ordering of 

events. 

6.1.2 Recommendation of Treatments 

From the results of the tests carried out to confirm the initial diagnosis a final diagnosis 

which is a specialisation of the initial diagnosis is made. Each final diagnosis is 

associated with one or more recommended treatments. 
For example, if a final diagnosis of anaernia is made (by the results of a blood test 

carried out), then a treatment of blood transfusion is recommended. This is represented 
by the ramification (R3) given in Figure 6.3. 

If a final diagnosis (of vascular nature) Diagnosis is made at the vascular 
location, Location then a recommendation of the treatment Treatment is made, 
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holds-at (recommended-treatment (blood-transf usion, 
for(anaemia)), T): - 

holds-at (diagnosis (anaemia), T). (R3) 

Figure 6.3: The ramification for recommendation of the treatment blood transfusion in the 

case of anaen-da 

where Treatment is the first in the list of treatment options suitable for Diagnosis 

at Location. This is represented by (R4) in Figure 6.4. 

holds-at (recommended-treatment (Treatment, 

for(Diagnosis), Location), T) :- 

ho lds-at (treatment-opt ions -for( Diagnosis, 

Location, [Treatmentl-], T). (R4) 

Figure 6.4: The ramification for recommending a treatment for a final diagnoses of vascular 

nature 

Treatments are ranked in the order of their suitability. Only one treatment option is 

selected at any given time. Alternative appropriate treatments are given by the relation 

re commended-alternative-treatment s where a list of treatments are given in the 

order of their suitability as mentioned above. This is represented by (R5) in Figure 6.5. 

One of the treatments in this list may become active in case the recommended treatment 
fails or the health expert disagrees with the system recommendation. 

Unlike in the case of recommended tests, only one treatment will be recommended 

at any given instant of time. 

6.1.3 Recommendation of the Next Task to be Done 

It is usual practice for the clinician to write down on the paper-based patient notes 

what action to be taken next. The system can propose the action to be carried out next 

with the use of recommendations. This is modelled by two relations: 

awaiting (Task) represented as a ramification 
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holds-at (recommended-alternative-treatments ([SecondITreatmentlist], 

for(Diagnosis), Location), T) 

holds-at(treatment-options-for( Diagnosis, 

Location, (First, SecondlTreatmentlist], T). 

(R5) 

Figure 6.5: The rule for recommending alternative treatments for final diagnoses of vascular 

nature 

next-task (Task) represented as a base relation 

Although any event can occur at any point in the clinical pathway there is an ordered 

sequence in which events occur. The order in which events usually occur up to the 

treatment stage changes in the followup stage. This dichotomy of behaviour entails 

that we represent the next task to be done by two different ways. 
Up to the treatment plan what action takes place next depends on the results of 

the most recently occurring event. For example: what test/s should be performed 
in the investigation stage that follows the initial interview, depends on the diagnoses 

made at the interview; clinicians decide on the treatment plan based on the results 

of the investigation. Therefore the next task to be done in this case is modelled 
by a ramification. But in the followup stage what action should take place next 
depends on the treatment performed. For example: the treatment endarterectomy is 

usually followed by the test duplex scan, which in turn if necessary is followed by an 

arteriogram; the treatment, endarterectomy with angioplasty, is followed by a doppler 

test and then if necessary by a duplex scan; treatments of type reconstruction are 

usually followed by an interview and then if necessary by an arteriogram. Therefore 

in the followup stage the next action to be taken is more suitably represented by a base 

relation. Thus there is a need to represent this phenomenon both by a ramification and 

a base relation. 
There can be more than one task recommended at any given time (for example, 

recommended-test, recommended-treatment). If not explicitly indicated any 
task among those recommended may be carried out first. For example, it was 
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diagnosed at the initial interview that the patient is suffering from both clinical anaemia 

and dilatory disease. In this case a blood test will be recommended to investigate the 

anaemic condition and an ultrasound will be recommended for the investigation of 
the dilatory condition (indicated by the relations recommended-test (bloodtest) 

and recommended-test (ultrasound) respectively). Either of these tests may be 

carried out first. If the ultrasound was carried out first, and the results indicate that 

the diseased arterial location needs to be treated, then a suitable treatment will be 

recommended. At this point in time, a recommendation for the treatment of the 
dilatory condition, and a recommendation for the blood test will hold true. It is good 

clinical practice to carry out all investigations before any treatment is undertaken. 
Thus the recommended test takes precedence over the recommended treatment. This 

is implemented by the relation awaiting (investigation) holding true at that 

instant. In this section we consider rules which impose some ordering structure on the 

recommendations. 
An example of such an ordering is provided by an anaemic patient. If blood 

transfusion is recommended as a treatment for anaemia then the blood transfusion 
is done before before any other event. This is represented by the ramification (R6) 

given in Figure 6.6. This rule will cause the clinician to be informed that the patient is 

holds-at (awaiting (treatment), T): - 

holds-at (recommended-treatment (blood-transf usion, 
f or (anaemia) ), 

(RO 

Figure 6.6: The ramification denoting that blood transfusion whenever recommended should 
be the first event to be carried out 

awaiting treatment and thus infer that of all the recommendations holding (e. g. other 
tests) it is the treatment, that is the blood transfusion, which should be carried out 
next. 

The above example is really the exception. It is better medical practice (as 

explained later in Section 6.2-2) to complete all relevant investigations before carrying 
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out any treatment plans. This is represented in two ways. We represent this 

feature implicitly by saying that if there is any test recommended the next task to 

be done is the investigation. The same is represented explicitly by saying that any 

recommended treatment should be delayed until all investigations are carried out. 

The former is given by the rule (R7) in Figure 6.7 and the latter is represented 

by the rule (R8) given In Figure 6.8. As mentioned before the only exception for 

this is the case where a blood transfusion has been recommended as a treatment 

for anaen-da which is represented by the ramification (R6) given in Figure 6.6. 

The constraint not ho lds-at (re commended-treatment (blood-t ran sf us ion, 

f or (anaemia) ), T) in (R7) acconunodates the case represented in Figure 6.6. 

holds-at (awaiting (investigation), T): - 

holds-at (recommended-test (Test), T), 

not holds-at (recommended-treatment (blood-transf us ion 

f or (anaemia) ), T) . (R7) 

Figure 6.7: The ramification implying that all investigations should be carried out first (except 

in the presence of a recommendation for blood transfusion) 

holds-at (awaiting (treatment) , T) :- 

holds-at(recommended-treatment(-, -, -), 

not holds-at (awaiting (investigation), T). (RB) 

Figure 6.8: The ran-dfication implying that treatment should be delayed until all investigations 

are completed 

Recommendation of the next step to be carried out in the clinical pathway under 

certain circumstances can be more easily generated as a base relation rather than as 

a ramification. This dichotomy of representation, base relation or ramification, is 

an aspect of the so called ramification problem (Kowalski, 1992). The need for this 

diversity of representation was discussed at the beginning of this section. We can 
further illustrate our approach by an example from the rules governing follow up of a 
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surgical treatment. 

The outcome of a surgical treatment is determined by carrying out a specific test. 

Which specific test is to be carried out is based on the treatment performed. Thus in 

the case of a surgical treatment the recommended task is initiated by the event of the 

treatment and is indicated by the base relation, 

next-task (Task) 

The surgical treatment, endarterectqzýly W#h angioplsty, is usually followed by a dop- 

pler test and thus initiates the relation next-task (doppler) as given in Figure 6.9. 

initiates (E, next-task (doppler) ): - 
inst(E, endarterectomy with angioplsty). 

Figure 6.9: The base relation denoting that an event of enclarterectomy with angioplsty should 

be followed by a doppler probe. Note: the operator'with' has been defined for readability 

The treatment Trans Luminal Dilation (commonly known as TLD) initiates the relation 

next-task (duplex) thus indicating that it should be followed by the test duplex 

scan. This is represented in Figure 6.10. 

initiates(E, next_task (duplex)) :- 

inst (E, trans-luminal-di lat ion) . 

Figure 6.10: The base relation denoting that an event of TLD should be followed by a duplex 

scan 

In the case of the non-surgical treatment, blood transfusion, the outcome can be 

confirmed only by carrying out a blood test. Thus an event of a blood transfusion is 

usually followed by a blood test. The event blood transfusion thus initiates the relation, 

next-task (blood-test). This is represented by the rules given in Figure 6.11. 

, Although in most cases a test is a direct consequence of a diagnosis, in the follow- 

up stage the test that follows the treatment depends on the treatment itself. This is 
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initiates(E, next-task(blood-test): - 
inst (E, blood-transfusion) 

Figure 6.11: The initiation of the base zelation recommending a blood test by the event of a 
blood transfusion 

mainly because the purpose of this test is to evaluate the performance of the treatment 
done, and to decide on further action to be taken if necessary. We believe this may be a 
good heuristic to apply in advance of modelling the domain, as a guide to knowledge 

representation. 
In this section we have shown how certain properties need to be modelled by a 

ramification as well as a base relation. If we have been over persuasive the reader 

may wonder whether there is a necessity for the ramification awaiting (Task). Our 

position is: the circumstances under which an event is recommended may directly 

depend on another event, or it may depend on a base relation /ramification. In the 

first case the recommendation of the next task is better represented by a base relation. 

In the latter case it is better represented by a ramification. 
The difference between the uses of the two types of relation, as can be seen, is 

that the ramification awaiting (Task) denotes the next stage at which the patient 

should be in the clinical pathway, that is Task is Interview, investigation or treatment, 

etc., whereas, the base relation next-task (Task) specifically denotes the specific 

(instantiated) Task to be carried out next. 

6.2 Modelling medical practice 

Medical practice is medical decision making (Shortliffe and Perreault, 1990). Modelling 

medical practice involves modelling the decision making process. Deciding what 

questions are to be asked from the patient at the interview, what tests need to be 

carried out to confirm the suppositions made regarding the condition of the patient, 

what treatment procedures should be taken to relieve the patient's current condition, 

etc. are decisions which a clinician has to make during the progress of a patient along 
the clinical pathway In this decision making process not only s/he needs accurate data 
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and relevant knowledge but, mostly s/he needs good problem solving skills which the 

experts of the field possess. How we support the clinician in the challenging task of 
decision making, by providing rules modelling various medical decision procedures 

written in the form of ramifications, is described in this section. 

62.1 Interference of Diagnoses 

A patient may suffer from multiple diseases simultaneously (as discussed earlier in 

Chapter 5, Section 53.1.5) in which case there can be interference between two different 

diseases. In vascular diseases when such interference occurs usually, though not 

always, one problem takes higher priority over the other. We represent such cases by 

the relation, 

higher-priority(D, over(Dl)) 

which denotes that disease D takes a priority over disease DI. The function symbol 

over is only for better understanding of the relation and itself does not contribute 

anything to the representation. 
For example, if the patient suffers from anaernia and any kind of occlusive arterial 

disease then, the anaernic condition takes priority and is treated first. ' This is good 

clinical practice since, it may be the case that the symptoms thought to have been 

caused by occlusive disease may have actually be due to the anaernic condition. This 

is represented by the ramification (R8) given in Figure 6.12. 

holds-at(higher-priority(anaemia, over(D)), T) :- 

holds-at (diagnosis (anaemia), T), 

holds-at (diagnosis (D, Location), T), 

specialisation (D, occlusive-arterial) . (R8) 

Figure 6.12: The rule depicting the priority of anaernia over diseases of occlusive nature 

When the occlusive arterial condition and the dilatory condition occur at the same 
time in a patient, the dilatory condition takes priority over the occlusiveness due to 
its high risk nature unless it is the case that the dilatory condition is very mild so that 
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there is no possibility of a clinical event happening. This is represented by (R9) in 

Figure 6.13. 

holds-at (higher-priority (10calised-dilatory, 

over (local is ed-atherogeni c-art er ial) ), 

holds-at (diagnosis (local i sed-atherogenic-arterial, 

Location), T), 

holds-at (causes-risk-of-event (localised-dilatory, 

Locationl), T). 

(R9) 

Figure 6.13: The ramification indicating the priority of localised dilatory condition over the 

localised atherogenic arterial condition 

The vascular condition local i sed-dilatory is thought to be causing a risk of 

a clinical event happening if the size of the dilation (that is the size of the aneurysm) 
is greater than the critical size. The critical size varies according to the location. The 

ramification for the relation causes-risk-of -event is shown in Figure 6.14. 

holds-at (causes-risk-of -event (localised-dilatory, Location), T): - 
holds-at (size (aneurysm, Location, Diameter), T) 

critical-size (Location, CriticalSize) , 
Diameter > CriticalSize. 

Figure 6.14: The ramification indicating when the dilatory condition can cause a risk of an 

event 

The occlusive condition itself can be of different types (as shown in Figure 5.11 

of Chapter 5). When the occlusive condition thrombosis is present with any other 
occlusive condition, the thrombosis condition takes priority over the others. This is 

represented by the ramification (R10) given in Figure 6.15. In (R10) bothLocation 

and Locationi may represent the same vascular site. 
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holds-at (higher-priority (thrombosis, over(D)), T): - 

holds-at (diagnosis (thrombosis, Location)), T), 

holds-at (diagnosis (D, Locationl)), T), 

not D=thrombosis, 

specialisation(D, occlusive-arterial) (RlO) 

Figure 6.15: 7he ramification indicating the priority of thrombosis condition over other 

occlusive conditions 

If a patient suffers from hypothyroid then the level of thyroxine in blood should be 

controlled before any surgical treatment should be done. In such a case if it is known 

that the thyroxine level in blood is lower than the normal level (6mmol/litre) then, 

the treatment is postponed and the patient is treated with thyroxine until Its level in 

blood reaches the normal level. This is represented by the ran-dfication given (R1 I) 

in Figure 6.16. In this case the recommendations will not only help better patient 

holds-at (higher-priority (hypothyroid, over (D) T) 

Holds-at (diagnosis (hypothyroid), T), 

holds-at (diagnosis (D, Location)), T), 

holds-at (below-required-level (thyroxine), T). (Rll) 

Figure 6.16: 7be ramification indicating the priority of hypothyroid 

management but also resource management by perhaps avoiding unnecessary delays 

in treatment. 

6.2.2 Better Clinical Procedures 

Unlike other specific tests the arteriograrn carries a certain degree of risk to the patient. 
The risk factor becomes high if the patient also suffers from anaernic conditions. 

Therefore, the arteriogram should only be performed provided no kind of clinical 

anaen-da is present. This is represented by (R12) in Figure 6.17. 

It is good clinical practice (if time allows) that the treatments be delayed until all 
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holds -at (re commended-t e st (art eriogram) , 

holds-at (diagnosis (occlusive-arterial), T), 

not ( holds-at (diagnosis (D), T), 

kind-of (D, clinical-anaemia)) . (R12) 

Figure 6.17: The rule depicting that arteriogram should only be done in the absence of anaen-dc 

conditions 

the investigations have been completed. This is implicitly implied in the rule given in 

Figure 6.7. The relation awaiting (Task) denotes the next task to be carried out, as 

described in Section 6.1.3 earlier in this chapter. 
The system recommendations need not be followed necessarily. At any given time 

the clinician can take his/her autonomous decision over riding the system suggestions. 
Thus the decision making control is given to the clinician. This is illustrated with a 

case study in Chapter 7 Section 7.2. 

6.3 Autonomous Change 

Another aspect of the patient management system is that, as well as proposing 

recommended actions, it can also propose when these actions should be carried out., 
Typically knowledge about a patient's condition can only be relied upon for a 

certain length of time, after which the patient's condition should be re-assessed. This 

behaviour is modelled by introducing a simple form of autonomous change into Event 
Calculus using the relation too-long-af ter. In this context we mean by autonomous 
that the change is not caused by known events. This was described in Chapter 4 

Section 4.2.2. 

too-long-after(Tl, U, T) :- 

separation(Tl, T, I), 

life-time( U, I'), 

I' < I. 

As represented in Figure 4.16 (of Chapter 4, Section4.2.2) the relation too-long-af ter 
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is given above. In the above relation the life-time of a relation is represented as a 

property independent of time. But, as we studied the nature of the domain it was 

apparent that our previous assumption was incorrect and, the life-time of a relation 

may vary with the context and therefore with time. For example, the life-time of 

the relation pulse-count (Count) is not the same throughout a patient's life, but 

varies according to the patients condition at any given time. By life-time of the 

pulse-count (Count) we mean the time interval (starting from the time at which 
the pulse was taken) in which the results can be relied on (assumed to be true). Life- 

time can also be looked upon as how often the test needs to be repeated. 
The life-time is either calculated (by pre-defined rules in the knowledge base) or it 

is allowed to be a clinician determined piece of data. In the latter case it is made to be 

an event description represented by rely-time. For example, if an event of a blood 

test is represented as, 

inst (e, blood-test) . 

etime(e, 1988/3/12). 

result(e, thyroxine(8: mmol/litre)). 

rely-time (e, 5) . 

then this implies that the results of the event e can be relied on only for five days. 

Thus the relation/s initiated by e will have a life-time of five days and the test win be 

repeated after that duration. The calculated life-time is considered as the default value 

which is replaced by the clinician determined value whenever the latter is present. 
The rely-time is related to the initiating event. Also as explained in Chapter 4 

Section 4.2.2, the life-time of the relation, size (aneurysm, Location, Size) at 
any given time depends on the size of the aneurysm and the rate of change of the size 
at that time. To take into account this time dependence we modify the above given rule 
to include the initiating event of the relation. We choose the event rather than only the 
time of the event so that other contextual information can be invoked. The modified 
rule is represented in Figure 6.18. The relation lif e-time (E, U, I') indicates that 
the life time of the relation U initiated by the event E is I'. 

Any event can be associated with a reliability period rely-time by which a 
clinician can override any tystern generated life-time (considered as a default) of 
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too-long-af ter (E, U, T) :- 

separation(E, T, I), 

1ife 
-t 

ime (E, U, 

I' < I. 

Figure 6.18: The relation too-long-af ter after modification 

an associated relation. For example, the life-time of the relation size (aneurysm, 

Location, Size) which is generated by the system can be overridden by the 

clinician specifying a rely-time for the event ultrasound which initiates the relation. 
This is shown below. 

inst(e, ultrasound). 

etime(e, 1989/2/12). 

result(e, aorta, 4.5). 

rely-time(e, 21). 

We can represent the life-time of a relation as given in Figure 6.19 where E is the event 
initiating the relation U. If there is no rely-time specified for an event then we can 

life-time(E, U, I) :- 

rely-time(E, I) . 

Figure 6.19: The relation representing the life time of a relation 

explicitly define the life-time of each relation. For example, the life-time of the relation 
size (aneurysm, Location, Size) is represented as given in Figure 6.20. 

As a consequence of this modification including the event dependent life-time, 

we have been able to implement in a straightforward way that, when the life-time 

of a relation expires, the system will recommend that the event which initiated that 

relation should be carried out. For example, if localised-dilatory condition was 
confirmed by the results of an ultrasound which notifies that the size of the aneurysm is 
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life-time(E, size(aneurysm, Location, Size), 183): - 

i 
rate-of -change (E, aneurysm, Location, 0), 

Size < 4. 

lif e-time (E, size (aneurysm, Location, Size) , 91) 

rate-of -change (E, aneurysm, Location, 0), 

Size < 4. 

life-time(E, size(aneurysm, Location, Size), 91): - 

rate-of -change (E, aneurysm, Location, Y), 

0.3. 

lif e-time (E, size (aneurysm, Location, Size) , Days) :- 

rate-of -change (E, aneurysm, Location, Change), 

Change < 0.3, 

etime(E, Y/M/D), 

days-in(Y, Days) . 

Figure 6.20: The relations representing the lifetime of size (aneurysm, at(Location),, 

Size) 

3.5 then the rate of change of the aneurysm will be zero. If so, according to the first rule 
in Figure 6.20 the relation will have a life time of 183 days. After that time the diagnosis 

will still hold true, but the relation size (aneurysm, at (Location) , Size) will 

no longer hold true and thus an ultrasound will be automatically recommended. This 

is represented in Figure 6.21. 

As illustrated in this section, as a consequence of introducing autonomous change, 

notification of due and overdue events (or actions) can be generated. This provides a 
further means of controlling consistency in the patient management procedures and 
in tum in the quality of care. 
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holds-at (recommended-test (ultrasound), T): - 
holds-at (diagnosis (localised-dilatory, at (Location) T) , 

not holds-at (size (aneurysm,, Location, Size), T). 

Figure 6.21: The ramification representing the autonomous recommendation of the test 

ultrasound 

6.4 Conclusion 

We have shown in this chapter how a system of recommendations has been built on top 

of the knowledge base. This provides a support tool for patient management which 

provides recommendations and supports better clinical procedures. 
We have described how ramifications provide a simple knowledge representation 

form in most cases, but can also prove to be cumbersome in others. With examples we 
have shown why a pragmatic solution to this problem is necessary. The ramifications 

also provide a means of accessing relevant information stored in the knowledge base. 

We have shown how the system recommendations generate the most suitable 
treatment and also a list of alternative treatments that could be undertaken In the 

case of failure of the former. It is at this point, that is at the point of deciding the 
best treatment procedure, that the risk/benefit analysis should be undertaken. The 

module of risk/benefit analysis has been omitted in our implementation but it is clear 
that such a module could be included in a independent and straightforward way 
All the information concerning a particular patient and other relevant aspects of the 

context are accessible from our system and would allow risk/benefit analysis to be 

specialised to the particular case. The result would be a revised and annotated ranking 
of the treatment options. Another reason for omitting risk/benefit analysis at this stage 
is that it is a sizable research area. Although the medical experts use such inference 

mechanisms when taking a treatment decision, still no hard and fast rules have been 

created to mechanise such procedures. Currently there is much ongoing research in 

arriving at a suitable method for such a module (Crane, 1988). 
With examples we have illustrated the ease of building a comprehensive model 

of medical practice in the domain of vascular surgery. Whatever the application area 
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is, medical practice changes continuously and needs to be extended constantly. Event 
Calculus provides a flexible framework for such a changing domain of application. 

In the next chapter we describe the implemented system: the user interface; 

the query facility, and the answer justification capability. By example case studies we 
illustrate how the implemented system successfully demonstrates the decision support 
capabilities we have described in this chapter. 
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7 Prototype System: Structure and Case 

Studies 

In Chapter 2 Section 2.1 we described the clinical pathway. In Chapter 4 we have 

shown how a simplified form of the Event Calculus, based on the more general 
framework introduced by Kowalski and Sergot, can provide a temporal framework 

for describing this pathway. The domain model of the arterial side of vascular surgery 

was represented in a form suitable for Event Calculus in Chapter S. How a set of 

ran-dfications built on top of the knowledge base can be used to support better patient 

management was shown In Chapter 6. 

This chapter describes how the system described so far has been implemented in 

a prototype system. The structure of the prototype system is described in Section 7.1 

and the success of the implementation is demonstrated using example case studies 

and sample input and output in Section 7.2. 

7.1 The System Description 

7.1.1 System Implementation 

Prolog is a natural language for building expert systems. The first to argue explicitly for 

the use of Prolog to build expert systems were Clark and McCabe (Clark and McCabe, 
1982). In our case the choice of Prolog is indicated even more strongly because our 
formalisation of the whole problem has been in augmented Horn clause logic which 
has a direct mapping into Prolog. 

Our system has been implemented on a Macintosh SE, using the Macintosh 
Operating System 6.0. The program was initially written in MacPROLOG version 3.0. 
When the version was updated desirable features of newer versions were introduced. 
The current version of our system is in MacPROLOG version 3.5 under Operating 
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System 6. 

The prototype system consists of a patient data base, knowledge base consisting 

of medical knowledge, the general rules of Event Calculus, a meta interpreter, and a 

user interface. 

The data base consists of patient data in the form of a collection of event descrip- 

tions. Each patient has his/her own unique data base. 

When the user selects a patient by choosing the patient's name (see Appendix B. 2: 

Selecting a Patient), patient data of that patient will be loaded into the system. 
Each patient has two data files. One is a Prolog source file which contains the 

event descriptions as Prolog clauses. The other is a text file containing all information 

gathered during interviews. Arguably the best format for displaying data in our 

system is as natural language text, since it is easy to understand without any need to 

have prior knowledge of the underlying format of data storage. Storing information in 

a text file will naturally duplicate some of the data which is alreadyin the Prolog source 
file and will increase storage cost to some extent. But, it also facilitates fast access to 

information and removes the additional processing cost involved in transforming the 

Prolog clauses to text format before being displayed. Note that we do not provide 

natural language processing capabilities. 
At present, we store as event descriptions, in Prolog clauses, only data which are 

relevant for time dependence and which are required for the inference mechanism. 
All other information, such as the social history of the patient, specialists' comments, 
information required for risk analysis, since it is not required for logical processing is 

stored in text files. 

- Data entry is through an interactive process, using menus, dialogue formats and 
free text. MacPROLOG Graphic Description Language (GDQ (Johns and Spenser, 

1989) is used in creating some of the input forms. We make significant use of the 
MacPROLOG's menu management system which supports the use of popup and 
hierarchical menus. Hierarchical menus are created by including sub-menus in a 

menu on the menubar (these suib-menus in turn may have sub-menus). Popup menus 
do not appear as part of the menu bar. They may be "popped up" at any point on 
the screen associated with it. We employ menu handling in a number of different 

ways. The simplest allows a single choice from a single menu. A rapid selection of 
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combination of choices can be made from a hierarchically arranged pun-down menu 
(In Appendix B. 3 Figure B. 5 illustrates the appearance of a hierarchical menu, and 

Figure B. 6 a popup menu). 
We make extensive use of MacPROLOG dialogue windows both to accept input 

and to display information. Both the predefined dialogues and the primitives available 

to create our own specialised dialogues (with buttons, text fields, edit fields and 

scrolling menus) are used. Appendix B. 2 Figures B. 2- B. 4, Appendix B3 Figures B. 7- 

B. 10, and Appendix B. 4 Figure B. 11 illustrate some of the dialogue windows used in 

our system. 
As new events occur in the domain, relevant information about them is entered 

into the system as event descriptions. The new status of the patient is given by 

querying as to what relations are holding true after the entry of data by choosing the 

option Que? y from the main menu. The user can also query the past status of the 

patient at any instant in the past, in the same manner. 
Patient information can be displayed by choosing the option Display Data from 

the menu. The option has the sub-menus Event Information and Patient Information. 

The option Event Information displays a dialogue window where the user is allowed 
to select the events to be displayed, and the format to be displayed. Events can be 

displayed in a brief format giving just the event names, types and the event times, or 
in a detailed format where all selected events will be displayed in detail (as prolog 

relations). The option Patient Information displays all information gathered at past 
interviews in text format. 

At the present state of the prototype system only one patient can be processed at 

any given time. This could be easily remedied by adding an extra argument to the 

Prolog terms containg the patient information, whereby each patient could be uniquely 
identified. 

7.1.2 Representation of Time 

Allen (Allen, 1991) has states in his review of methods of representing time, 

'A good representation of time for instantaneous events, if it is possible, is 

using an absolute dating system! 
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We have found that such a representation, which supports reasoning about time 

points, is practical for our system. This is basically because, at some suitable level 

of granularity, our events can be considered to be instantaneous. 
Event times are mapped to calendar dates in the form Year/Month/Day. We do 

not go to the fine grains of minutes and seconds nor do we deal with the management 

of time granularities, that is specification of times at different levels of abstraction 
(Evans, 1989; Evans, 1990). 

We are aware that our coarse granularity of time may need to be extended 
for the implementation of a fully operational system. But, to achieve our goal, 
demonstrating the suitability of Event Calculus as the backbone of temporal reasoning 
to a historical knowledge base in a realistic 'context, and for our prototype which is 

intended as a research workbench, this representation of time is quite sufficient. A 

more sophisticated handling of time could be introduced without major changes to 

the structure of the present system. 

7.1.3 User Interface 

The user interface is mainly menu driven. First the user should select the patient. If 

the patient information is already in the data base then, the name of the patient is 

selected from a menu (Appendix B. 1 Figure B-1, Appendix B. 2 Figures B-2 and B. 3). 

If a new patient is to be entered the patient's family name and initials are asked to be 

input (Appendix B. 2 Figure BA). The name input is used to create the two patient data 

files, the Prolog source file and the text file (described in Section 7.1). 

The user can chose one of, Data Input, Display Data, or Query from the main menu 

which allows the user to input data, view existing patient data, or query the knowledge 

base respectively (Appendix B. 1, Figure B. 1). The menu option How to use the menu of 
the main menu is essentially a help facility which describes the functionality of each 
menu option provided (this option is further described in Appendix B. 5). 

7.1.4 Query Facility 

Queries are a means of retrieving information from a logic program. The user can 
query as to: 

1. whether a particular Telation is true at a specified time, 
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2. which relations are true at a specified time, 

3. why a partioilar relation is true at a specified time, or 

4. why a particular relation is not true at a specified time. 

For the first type of query, if the goal could be deduced from the knowledge base, then 

the answer yes is given (see Appendix C1, Figure C3). If the goal cannot be deduced 

then the answer no (see Appendix C1, Figure C4) is given. For the second type of 

query, all solutions to the goal are found and displayed. The other two queries are 

discussed in the next section. 
We should emphasize that the prototype we have developed is intended to be a 

research workbench and not a system to be tested in a clinical situation. For this reason the 

interface/displays have been left in a 'raw' form, for example the holds-at predicate 

has not been stripped out, so that researchers can use and modify the system easily. 

7.1.5 Answer justification 

Answer justification refers to the ability of an expert system to explain why certain 

conclusions have been arrived at. There is a great deal of interest today in developing 

new tools for answer justification (Wolstenholme, 1992a; Wolstenholme, 1992b, Reggia, 

Perricone, Nau and Peng, 1985a; Reggia, Perricone, Nau and Peng, 1985b). Such 

explanations are considered as an essential element of any decision support system. 

The user may desire to know why a recommendation is given, or if the recommendation 
differs with his/her personal view, then s/he may want to know why a particular 

recommendation was not given. We have provided the'whyandwhynot'justification 

to system conclusions. Because of the Event Calculus formalism, we are able to produce 

in addition to the rule traces, the sequence of related events which lead up to a particular 

conclusion. As well as being informative this sequence of events provides access to 

the detailed information stored in the associated case frames. 

Using meta-interpreters' as a basis for explanation facilities in expert systems 

is discussed by Sterling and Shapiro (Sterling and Shapiro, 1986). Writing a meta- 
'A meta-ink-rpreter for a language is an interpreter for the language written in the language itself. The 

concept of a meta-interpreter Is due to Sussman and Steele (Sterling and Shapiro, 1986) who were the 
first to propose using the ability of the language to specify Itself as a fundamental criteria for language 

design. 
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program is easy in Prolog since both the data and the program are the same, i. e. Prolog 

terms. 

The response to why queries is produced by applying the techniques for generating 

explanations in logic data bases. In the framework of logic-based knowledge repres- 

entation formalisms, derivation trees built by the query evaluation process form the 

raw material from which explanations are generated (Brauffaerts and Henin, 1988). We 

have adopted a meta-interpreter given by Sterling and Shapiro (Sterling and Shapiro, 

1986) with slight modifications. This program constructs a proof tree containing the 

rules fired when a goal is proved to be true. This proof tree is used to explain how 

that particular solution was found. Explanation is given in natural language with 
instantiated Prolog predicates. The basic program is as shown in Figure 7.1. 

why(Goal) :- 

solve(Goal, ProofTree), 

interpret(ProofTree). 

solve(true, true): -!. 
solve((A, B), (ProofA, ProofB)): - 

solve(A, ProofA), 

solve(B, ProofB). 

solve(A, (A :- Proof)): - 

clause (A, B) , 

solve (B, Proof) . 

interpret(ProofTree) displays the ProofTree in a suitable 

manner. 

Figure 7.1: The basic structure of the meta Interpreter 

The interpreter presents one branch of the proof tree at a time (on request from the 

user). For example consider the following program: 
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a, b, c. 

e, f. 

x, y, z. 

d :-k, xn. 

c, e, f, xo, yo, z, k, and m are given facts. 

If the explanation for g is asked by posing the query why (g), then the explanation 

"because a, b, and c are true" is given. After explaining the definition for g, if the 

user asks for further explanations, then proof tree for a will be displayed depth wise. 
After the full explanation for a is given then, the explanation for b will be displayed 

and so on. The user does not have any control over the method of display But posing 

different queries, the user is able to access the knowledge embedded. This is further 

illustrated by example dialogues in Appendix D. 1. The explanation for the negation 
by failure (that is in the case of the query, why (not g) is catered in a manner similar 

to the whynot explanation discussed below. 

The whynot explanations justify failures. We have extended the basic program 

given in Figure 7.1 so that in thecase of failure of a goal, a proof tree isbuilt exhaustively, 
for all the definitions in the knowledge base for that goal. For each definition, the proof 
tree is built as far as the failed clause is met. The failed clause is asserted as a node, 

with the clause as its head and the value false as the body. The main reason for asking 

whynot explanations is that the user does not agree with a system recommendation or 
because the user expected the failed goal to succeed. The answer to the query whynot 
is displayed starting from the first explanation in the knowledge base (for the failed 

goal). On request from the user the explanations for the successive definitions are 

presented. For each definition the proof tree is displayed starting from the first clause 

up to the one which failed (that is the node with false as its body). For example, let us 

suppose that the predicate p has three definitions in the knowledge base, 

ql, q2. 

rl, r2, r3. 

S1. 
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Say for example the clauses q1, ri and r2 evaluate to true. Then, to the query 

whynot (p), first the reason for failure of the first definition will be explained, that 

is "because q1 is true, but q2 is not true. If more explanations are asked for, then 

why the second definition, p ri, r2, r3, failed will be explained, in the same 

manner. 
There is much debate as to the best way a whynot explanation should be given. 

Wolstenholme (Wolstenholme, 1992a) suggests better ways of displaying failures in 

logic-based advice systems. Brauffaerts and Henin (Brauffaerts and Henin, 1988) 

present a meta-interpreter which produces proof trees justifying both success and 
failure of query evaluation. 

7.2 Case Studies 

In Chapter 6 we have described how our system assists through recommendations the 
decision making process of managing patients in vascular surgery. These recommend- 

ations can be overridden by the clinician's autonomous decision at any time. Event 

Calculus provides a flexible basis for the system where any event can be accepted at 

any time, and this gives the flexibility required for the clinical domain. The basic Event 
Calculus structure provides a means of accessing patient oriented historical data. By 

means of the holds-at predicate the state of the world at any specific instant can 
be reconstructed without having to explicitly store it. In this section, by means of 

case studies, we illustrate how the prototype system successfully caters for all these 
functions. 

The outputs shown in each case study is the result of selecting the Query option 

of the main menu (see Appendix C: Query Facility), and then selecting the sub-menu 

option inquires. This displays a dialogue window from which the option Relations 
holding at a given time is chosen (Appendix C, Figure C. 1). Time points at which the 

patient status is required is typed in and the output obtained is displayed. 

7.2.1 Case Study 1: Interference between two vascular diseases 

When both vascular disease conditions, occlusive and dilatory, are present simultan- 
eously in a patient the dilatory condition usually takes priority over the occlusive 
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condition due to its high risk nature. If the investigations reveal that there is no risk 

caused by the dilatory condition, the occlusive condition is investigated. Whichever 

condition is of higher risk to the patient is treated first. In this case study we show how 

through the relation higher-priority the occlusive condition is suppressed by the 
dilatory condition when the latter is thought to be or known to be causing a greater 

risk to the patient. 

Scenario 

At the initial interview the patient complains of pain in the left leg (thigh) and rest pain 
on the left side. An initial diagnosis of occlusive arterial is made and an arteriogram, 
is carried out to investigate the diagnosis. The arteriogram reveals that localised 

atherogenic arterial condition is present at the arterial location, left upper superficial 
femoral. The arteriogram also reveals that a dilated condition, not detected at the Initial 

interview, may be present at the location left common femoral. The dilatory condition 
is further investigated at this stage by an ultrasound. The results of the ultrasound 

confirms the presence of the dilatory condition and determines that it causes a risk. The 

dilated condition takes a higher priority over the atherogenic condition and is treated 
first. At the interview following the treatment it was noted that the symptoms have 

reduced and the atherogenic arterial condition is observed for further developments. 

Illustration 

The event descriptions for the above explained scenario are shown in Figure 7.2. The 

relations holding true after the initial interview are shown in Figure 7.3. The relation 

awaiting (investigation) which holds after the initial interview (Figure 7.3) 
indicates that the next task to be carried out should be the investigation. The state of 
the patient after the system recommended investigation, the arteriogram, is performed 
is shown in Figure 7.4. As can be seen in Figure 7.4 not only the occlusive condition 
is confirmed by the presence of the localised atherogenic arterial condition, but it is 

revealed that it is also possible that a dilatory condition exists at another location. As 

explained in Chapter 5, Section 5.3.1.1 the arteriogram result alone is not sufficient to 
initiate a final diagnosis of the vascular condition, dilatory. As shown in the rule 13 of 
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inst(el, interview). 

etime(el, 1989/4/10). 

report (el, leg-pain, left, thigh). 

report (el, rest-pain, left). 

result (el, occlusive-arterial) . 

inst(e2, arteriogram). 

etime(e2,1989/4/25). 

result (e2, (lef t, common-f emoral) , local is ed-di latory) . 

result(e2, (left, upper-superficial-femoral, 

localised-atherogenic-arterial) . 

inst(e3, ultrasound). 

etime(e3,1989/5/10). 

result(e3, (left, common-femoral), 5.5). 

inst(e4, (reconstruction: tube, material(prosthetic))). 

etime(e4,1989/5/30). 

location(e4, (left, common-femoral)). 

material-used(e4, prosthetic). 

vessel-outcome(e4, patent) . 

inst(e5, interview). 

etime(e5,1989/6/5). 

absent (e5, rest-pain, left) . 
absent (e5, leg-pain, left, thigh) . 

Figure 7.2: The event descriptions of the Case Study 1 
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Sýým-(h 114riftivi, Fwil% [val Program Options 

Rnswers io Que !j U19 
Anwers to the query are -7 

hold3-at(diagnosis(occl usi Ye-arterial) , 1989/ 4/1 1 

holds-at(sy M PtOM3( re3t--pal n, left), 1989/4/ 11 ) 

hold3-at(: 3ymptom3(leg-4min, left, thigh), 198914111) 

hold3-At(aWi ti ng 0 nye3tigetio 0,1989/ 4/11 ) 

holds-at( reco mrnendecUeWarteri og ram), 1989. /4/11 

Figure 7.3: The relations holding true after the initial interview in Case Study I 

It UH0 1: ())1 (1 Wimlokv* f wlt% I: val Program Options 
-- ---- -------- -- -- ----- --- -- - ----- --.............................. ...... .......... ....... 

Answers to Querg 
Answers to the query are 

h hold3-at(di a griW3 (I ocali3ed-at he rogenic-arterial at( (I efl, upper-superficial-femoral))), 
1969/4/26) 

holft-at(suapected-condition 00cali 3ed-di latory, at( (I eft, common-fe moral))), 1989/4/26) 

hol&-at(sympto m: s( rest-pai n, left), 1989)4/26) 

[holds-at(sympto 

ms(leg-pai n, I efl, I high), 11989/4126) 

holds-st(causes--symptoms (local ised-at he rogenic-arteri M, at( 0 oft, 
up pe r--3uperficial-fe moral))), 198W4/26) 

hold3-at(awaiting(inye3tigation), 196914126) 

hold3-at(rccgmmendied-tot(ultre3ound), 1909/4/26) 

holds-at(higher-pri-ority(localised-Ailatory, overO ocallsed-Oher-ogenic-S rterial, AtMeft, 
up pe r--3uperfiGial-fe moral )) )) 

, 
19 89/ V26) 

Figure 7.4: The relations holding true after the arteriogram in Case Study I 
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Chapter 5, Figure 5.12 the arteriogram does not initiate a final diagnosis if the vascular 

condition is dilatory. Instead the arteriogram initiates the relation, 

suspected-condition (localised-dilatory, 

at((left, common-femoral))) 

as given by the rule 14 of Figure 5.13, implying there is need for further investigation. 

The symptoms are still believed to be caused by the localised atherogenic arterial 

condition which is the only final diagnosis holding true at that time. The suspected 
dilatory condition takes a higher priority which is indicated by the relation,, . 

higher-priority (localised-dilatory, 

over (localised-atherogenic-arterial, 

at(left, upper-supperficial-femoral))) 

holding true. Therefore no treatment is recommended for the localised atherogenic 

arterial condition. An ultrasound is recommended to investigate the dilatory condi- 
tion. The relation (awaiting (investigation) implicitly implies that treatment 

should be delayed until the investigations are completed. 
The relations holding true after the ultrasound is carried out is shown in Figure 7.5. 

As shown in Figure 7.5 the dilatory condition is confirmed by the The 

symptoms present may be caused by both arterial conditions present as indicated by 

the relations, 

causes-symptoms (local is ed-dilatory, - at ( (lef t, common-f emoral) )) 

causes-symptoms (local i sed-atherogenic-arterial, 

at(left, upper-supperficial-femoral))). 

The localised dilatory condition takes a priority over the localised atherogenic arterial 

condition and treatment is recommended for the former. The state of the patient after 
the treatment is carried out is given in Figure 7.6. The event of treatment terminates 

the diagnosis localised dilatory. The localised. atherogenic condition still persists. The 

persisting localised atherogenic condition needs to be investigated before deciding on 
a treatment plan since the surgical treatment may have changed the vascular condition 
of the vessel. An arteriograrn is recommended for this investigation. There can be more 
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than one recommendation at any given time. If not specifically stated any one of these 

recommendations may be carried out next. After some surgical treatments usually an 

interview is recommended. The magnitude of the symptoms and signs observed (for 

example, pulse), at the interview give the clinician a clear indication of the outcome 

of the treatment. A clinician with much experience. may take management decisions 

totally depending on the results of the interview. If the results of the interview do 

not give a clear indication a specific test is carried out to determine the success of the 

treatment. Thus an interview is recommended after the treatment reconstructiondube, 

nwterial(prosthetic)). Whether the localised atherogenic condition Will be treated or not 
depend on the outcome of the interview. A further treatment will be done only if 

symptoms continue to persis t since they should be caused by the localised a therogenic 

arterial condition (provided the treatment has been a success). Therefore, although 

a test has been recommended, the next recommended task is the interview as given 
by the relation next-task (interview) in Figure 7.6. Note that the clinical practice 
(thus the sequence of events) changes in the followup stage, before the treatment the 

investigations are given a precedence. 
The state of the patient after the event interview is shown in Figure 7.7. At the 

interview, it is observed that the symptoms are reduced or absent. In Figure 7.2 the 

event description absent is used to denote the absence of the former severity of 

symptoms. Therefore, the symptoms should have been caused mainly by the dilatory 

condition. It is therefore recommended that the localised atherogenic arterial condition 

should not be immediately treated but only observed. Since no symptoms are caused 
by the localised atherogenic condition, the risk of surgery to the patient is more than 

that caused by the diseased condition. Thus the only treatment option that is suitable 
is observe. This is indicated by the relation, 

treatment-opt ions -f or (localised-atherogenic-arterial, 

at((left, upper-superficial-femoral)), [observeD. 
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Answers to the query are : 

holds-at(diagno, sis(locali3ed-dilatory, 
atffleft, common-femoral))), 1989/5/11 

holds-at(di ag nosia(localim3cLatheroWnic-arterial, 
at((Ieft, upper-superficiaLfemoral))), 198915/11) 

holds-at (symptoms (rest-pai n. left), 1989/5/11) 

holds-at(symptoma(log-pain, left, thigh), 1989/5/11) 

holds-at(size(aneurysm, at ((left. co mmon- femoral)), 5.5), 1989/5/11) 

holds-at(c2US63-SYMPtOMS(IOCalised-dilatory, 
atffleft, common-femoral))), 1989/5/11) 

ho lds-ý. at (causes-sympto ms (local ised-atherogenic- arterial, 
at ((Ieft, uppe r-supe rfi cial-fe moral))), 1989/5/11 

holds-at(causes-risk-of-eve nt (local i3ed-d il at o ry, 
aWleft, commort-femoralM, 1989/5/11) 

holds-at(awaiting(treatment), 1989/5/11 ) 

holds-at(recommended-treatment( 
(reconstruction: tube, m2terial (prosthetic)), 

for(IOC21ised-di 12tory), 
2t(fleft, common-fernoral))), 1989/S/1 1) 

holds- at(recommanded-alternative-treatments( 
[(bypass with ligation, material (prosthetic))], 

for(localised-di latory), 
at((Ieft, common-femoral))), 1989/5/11) 

ho Ids-at(highe r-p ric rity(flocal ised-d i lato ry, at(fleft, cc mmo n-femo ral))), 
over (localised_atherog enic-arterial, 

at ffieft, upper-sup erfcial-fe moral)))), 1989/5/11) 

ho Ids-at(treatment-o ption s-fo r(local ised-di I atory, 
aWleft, commort-fenioral)), 

[(reconstruction-tube, material(prosthetic)), 
(bypass With lig at io r; material (prosthetic))]), 1989/5/11 

Figure 7-5: The relations holding true after the ultrasound in Case Study 1 
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46 File Edit Search Windows Fonts Eual Program Options 

finswers to Querg 
An3wer3 to the query are : 

holds-at(diagnosis( local ised-at he rogenic-arterial, at( (left, up per-. 3uperficial-femoral M, 
1969/6/1 ) 

holds-at(3ymptom(rest-pai n, left), 1989/6/1 

holds-at(: 3YMPtOM3(leg-pain, left, thigh), 1989/6/1) 

holds-. at( next-ta3k (i nte rview), 198916/1 ) 

holds-at(followup--of((reconstruction: tube, material(prosihetic))), 1989/6/1) 

holds-at(couse! 3--3ymptoms(locali: sed-atheregenic-arlerial, at( (left, 

upper-superficial-femoral))), 1989/6/1) 

holds-at( recommended-lest(arteriogrem), 1989/6/ 1 

Figure 7.6: The relations holding true after the treatment in Case Study 1 

1: 00 HIII Scidl'fll INT10011)* V00% Eval ProgramOptions 

Rnswers to Queru 
Owen to the query are 

hold3-at(diagnosi: s (I ocali3ed-al he rogenic-a rterial, at< (I eft, upper-superficial-femoral 
1989/6/rD) 

holds-at(followup-of( (recon3tructionlube, rnaterial( prosthetic))), 1989/6/6) 

hol ds--a t( reco mme nded-I reet ment (observe, for(locali sed-St he rage ni c--Brte ri 0), et((left, 
upper-s uperfildel -femoral))), 1959/6/6) 

W (left, 
upper--s uperficial -famoral 

lobwve 1) 
, 19 8916ý6) 

Figure 7.7: The relations holding true after the interview following the treatment in Case 

Study 1 
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7.21 Case Study 2: Exhibiting good clinical practice 

Sometimes the first specific test of the investigation can be initiated by the GE In this 

case the results of the test done will be available at the initial interview. Case Study 2 

is one such example. 
The phenomenon of one disease interfering with another can happen not only 

among vascular diseases but also among vascular and non-vascular diseases. The 

reason for such interference may vary from one case to another. Sometimes it is not 

safe to perform surgery on a patient under certain conditions. Under such conditions 
the disease which causes the danger takes precedence and will be dealt with first. 

When there is more than one system recommendation at a particular time, one 
may take precedence over the other. Case Study 2 illustrates how good clinical practice 

such as performing all investigations before launching a treatment plan is modelled 

successfully by recommending the next task to be done. 

The clinician can enforce the time period in which it is reasonable to believe 

information regarding an event by specifying a rely-time to that event. rely-time 
is also used to indicate how often a test has to be repeated. After the elapse of 
the rely-time specified, base relations initiated by that event will autonomously 
terminate causing the event to be recommended again. This behaviour is explained 
by example output displays below. 

Scenario 

The Ultrasound has already been done (by the request of the GP) when the patient 
comes for the initial interview. At the initial interview no symptoms were observed, but 
it was revealed that the patient suffers from hypothyroid. The condition hypothyroid 

was further investigated by a blood test before treating the localised dilatory condition. 
The test results indicated that the level of thyroxine in blood was lower than the 

expected. The patient is treated with the dru& thyroxine, until it is known that the 
thyroxine level in blood has reached a safe level. Only then the treatment for the 
localised dilatory condition is performed. 
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Illustration 

Figure 7.8 shows the event descriptions for the Case Study 2. 

inst(eO, ultrasound). 

etime(eO, 1989/4/20). 

result (eO, (right, internal-iliac) , 6) . 

inst(el, interview). 

etime(el, '1989/4/30). 

result(el, hypothyroid). 

inst (e3, blood-test) . 

etime(e3,1989/5/15). 

result(e3, thyroxin(3: mmol/litre)). 

inst (e4, drug-treatment) . 
etime(e4,1989/5/17). 

drug-given(e4, thyroxin) . 
rely-time (e4,5) . 

inst (e5, blood-test) . 

etime(e5,1989/5/28). 

result(e5, thyroxin(8: mmol/litre)). 

inst(e7, (reconstruction: tube, material(prosthetic))). 

etime(e7,1989/6/10). 

location (0, (right, internal-iliac) 

material-used (0, prosthetic). 

vessel-outcome(e7, patent) . 

Figure 7.8: The event descriptions of the Case Study 2 
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The relations holding true after the initial interview are displayed in Figure 7.9. 

finsupers to Query 
Answers to the query are 

hold3-at(diagnosi3 (hypothUroid), 1969/5/ 1 

hold3-at(di&gnosis(IOCali3odAilatory, at( (right, internal-fliac: ))), I 9189/S/ I 
hold3--af(sizeC a neury3M, W (rig ht, internal-i I iec)) 

, 
6), 1989/511 ) 

hold3--at(cau3e3-ri3k--of--eyent(locall3ad-dilatory, at((right, i nternal-iliac))) ,1 
989/Wl 

hold*-at(awailing(inyootigatign) ,I 915915rl T 
hold"t(recomrnended-treat me nt( ( reconstruct! on: tube, material (prosthetic) ), for( 

I ocali3ed-dilatorU), at( (rig ht, internal JI ioc)) ), 1989/5/ 1 

holds--at(recommended-test( blood-te: st), 1 98W5/1 ) 
j! 1A 

holds-at(trestment-bpti, ont-for( localised-dil6tory, 
reconstruction: tube, mate ri&i(prosthetic)) 1), 1989/5/1 

... ..... ..... ................ ..... ..... ..... . ....... ..... . .......... .......... 0 ----- - --- --- 

Figure 7.9: The relations holding true at time 1989/5/1, after the initial interview in Case 

Study 2 

As can be seen in Figure 7.9 there are two system recommendation at this stage, 

recommended-treatment ((reconstruction: tube, material (prosthetic)), 

for (localised-dilatory) , at((right, internal-iliac))) 

recommended-test (blood-test) 

The recommendation for the next task, awaiting (investigation) implies that 

the test should be carried out before the treatment. 
A blood test is carried out next. The state of the patient after the blood test is given 

in Figure 7.10. The results of the blood test reveals that the thyroxine level in blood is 

lower than the normal level, indicated by the relation, 

below-required-level (thyroxin) 
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Rnswers to 
An3wer3 to the query are : 

holft-at(diagnmi3( hypolhyroid), 1989/5/ 16) 

hold3-at(diagno3i3(localised-. dilatory, st((right, internal-iliac))), 1989/5/16) 

holft-at(size(eneurpm, at(( right, internal -iliac)), 6), 1989/5/16) 

hold3-at(below-required-level(thyroxin), 1989/5/16) 

hold3-at(cau3e3-ri3k-of-event(locali3ed--dilatory, st((right, internal-iliec))), 1989/5/16) 

hold3-at(awaiting(treatment), 1969/5/16) 

holda-at(recommended-treatment(thyroxi n, for( hypothyroid) ), 19 8915116) 

hold3-at(highe r-priorit y(hy pothyroid . oyer(localised-dil atory, at( (right, i nternal-ibec)) 
1989/5/16) 

Figure 7.10: The relations holding at time 1989/5/16, after the first blood test in Case Study 2 

and a treatment with the drug thyroxine is recommended. The lower thyroxine level 

in blood make the patient unsafe for surgery thus the hypothyroid condition takes 

priority over the localised dilatory condition. 
The next task recommended is the drug treatment indicated by the relation, 

awaiting(treatment) 

The drug treatment starts at 1989/5/17 and is recommended to continue for 5 days, 

indicated by the event description rely-time (e4,5) in Figure 7.8. The relations 
holding true at 1989/5/18 after the start of drug treatment are given in Figure 7.11. 

The relation on-drugs (thyroxin) is initiated by the event of drug-treatment and 

stands true after the event as shown in Figure 7.11. This relation will have a life time 

of 5 days after which, it will autonomously terminate as shown in Figure 7.12. 
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finswers to 
Answers to ihe query are : 

holds-at(diagnosis (hypothUroid), 19189/5/ 18) 

hold3--at(diaignosis (local i3ed-di Ia to ry, at(( right, internal-i I iac))), 1 9e9/5/18) 

holds-af(size( a neury3m, aWright, intarnal-i I iec)), 6), 1989/S/118) 

hold3-at(below-required-level(thyroxin), 198915/18) 

hoid3-ht(on-d rup(t hyroxi n), 198 9/5 118) 

holds-af(cause3-risk--of-eyent(I ocalised-dilato ry, at( (right, i nter na)-iliac) 19 89/ 511 

holds-At(higher-pri orit y( hypothyroid, oye r(locabsed-dil ator y, at (( ri ghtj niernal-ilim) 

Figure 7.11: The relations holding true at time 1989/5/18, after the start of the drug 

treatment in Case Study 2 

Rnswers to 

holdg-. at(diagnogig(hypothyroid), 1989/5/25) 

holds-st(di agnosis (local ised-dilatory, at( ( ri ghtj nternal 
-iliac 

1989/5/25) 

holds-at(size(aneurysm, at(( right, i nternal-iliac)), 6), 1989 /5/25) 

holds-at(belov-requiredJe\, el(thyroxin), 1989/S/2S) 

hold3-at(cause3-risk--of-event(locali3edAilatory, at((right, internal-iliec))), 1989/5/25) 

holds-at(awaiting(inyestigation), 1989/5/25) 

holds-at(recommenided-treatment(thyroxin, for(hypothyriDid)), 1989/5/25) 

holds-at(recommen4ded-test(blood-te3t), 1989/! 5/25) 

hold3-at(hig he r-priority(hy pot hyroid, oyer (local i3ed-di I atory, at( (rig ht, internal-i I iac))) 
1989/5/25) 

Figure 7.12: The relations holding true at time 1989/5/25 in Case Study 2, after the life time 

of the relation on-drugs (thyroxin) expired. 
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The relation below-required-level (thyroxin) initiated by the results of 

a blood test is terminated only by the results of another blood test. Thus as long 

as it is known that the thyroxine level in blood is low either the patient should 

be under the treatment or awaiting it. Therefore at the termination of the relation 

on-drugs (thyroxin) indicating the patient is not under the drug treatment any- 

more, a treatment will be recommended. The recommendation will be withdrawn 

when it becomes known that the level of thyroxin is normal. Thus at 1989/5/25 two 

recommendations will stand true: 

recommended-treatment (thyroxin, for (hypothyroid) ) and 

recommended-test (blood-test). 

But the relation awaiting (investigation) will indicate that the test should be 

carried out first. 

, Ansupers to Q 
the query are : 

holds-at(di a gwi3 (local ised-di I story, ait( (right internal 
-fliac))), 

1989/5/29) 

holO-at(size( a neury3m, at(( rig ht, internal-i I iac)) 
, 
6), 19169/5/29) 

holb-at(caum-risk-of-cyent 0 ocallood-dillato ry, at( (right, i nter nal-iliac) 19 09/5/ 

holds-at(awAitirig(treMment), 1989/5/29) 

holdg-at(recomme nded-t re8t ment(( reconstructilon-t ube, meted al (progt hetic) fo r( 
I ocali3ed-di I atory), ai((right, internal-i I iac)) ), 1989/5/29) 

holds-at(t rest ment-joptions-for( I ocalited-di I story, at(( right,! nterntl-i Iia C) 
recon3truction: tu be, material ( prostheticý) 1) 

, 
19 89/ 5129) 

Figure 7.13: The relations holding true at time 1989/5/29, af ter the blood test which followed 

the drug treatment in Case Study 2 

The state of the patient after the blood test is given in Figure 7.13. The hypothyroid 

condition no longer takes a priority, and the treatment of thyroxine no longer holds 

true. Treatment recommendations for the localised dilatory condition are made -The 
next task recommended is the treatment of the localised dilatory condition. 
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72.3 Case Study 3: Clinician overriding the system recommendation 

The system recommendations need not be followed necessarily. At any given time the 

clinician can take his/her autonomous decision overriding the system recommend- 

ations. The following case study illustrates this. We first illustrate the case where 
the system recommendation is carried out. The case where the clinician counter- 

commands the system recommendation is illustrated next. 

Scenario 

At the initial interview it was diagnosed that the patient is suffering from dilatory 
disease and an ultrasound is recommended for further investigation. The ultrasound 

confirms the dilatory condition and a treatment reconstruction. lube, material(prosthetic) 
is recommended. In the first case, Casel, the recommended treatment is carried out 

and the state of the patient is displayed after the treatment. 

In Case 2, after the ultrasound test the clinician decides that a suitable altem- 

ative treatment should be carried out, and the treatment bypass uith ligation, mater- 
ial(prosthetic) was carried out. The state of the patient after the treatment in Case 2 

shows the capability of the system to accept the clinician determined event as opposed 
to the system recommended event. 

Illustration 

Case 1: Performing the system recommended treatment 

The event descriptions for the first case of the above described scenario (that is when 
the system recommendation is carried out) is given in Figure 7.14. The relations 
holding true after the initial interview is shown in Figure 7.15 

The recommended investigation, the ultrasound was carried out at 1990/2/24. 
The state of the patient after the ultrasound test represented by the relations holding 

true at 1990/2/25, is given in Figure 7.16. 'The results of the ultrasound reveals that 
the condition localised-dilatory is present at the location left common femoral. 
A treatment of reconstruction. tube, material(prosthetic) is recommended. 
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inst(el, interview). 

etime(el, 1990/2/12). 

report (el, leg-pain, left, thigh) 

result(el, dilatory). 

inst(e2, ultrasound). 

etime(e2,1990/2/24). 

result (e2, (left, common-f emoral) , 6) 

inst(e3, (reconstruction: tube, material(prosthetic)))). 

etime(e3,1990/3/20). 

location (e3, common-f emoral) 

material-used(e3, prosthetic) 

vessel-outcome (e3, patent) . 

Figure 7.14: The event descriptions of Case Study 3: Case I 

Answers to Query i 
Anwers to t he query Are ý 

holds-at(diagnosis(dilatory), 1990/2/13) 

hoil&-at(symptoms(leg-pain, left, thigh), 1990/2/13) 

holft-at(avaiti ng(i nvestigation), 1990/2/13) 

hod ds-at ( re co m me nded-test ( ul t ra3o u nd) , 19 90/2/ 13) 

FigUre 7.15: The relations holding true after the initial interview in Case Study3 
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RnsLuers to 
quory are ; 

holds-at(diaqno3i3 (local i3ed-dilatory, at( (lieft, comrrion-famoral) 1990/2/2S) 

holb-at(symptiom: s(leg-pain, left, thigh), 199012/25) 

holds-at(3ize(aneury3M, atMefl, common-femoral) ), 6), 1 990/2/2S) 

hold3-ait(cause3-3ym pto m3 (local i3ed-dilatory, at< 0 eft, co mmon-femoral)) ), 19 90 /2 /25) 

holds-at (causes 
-ri 3k -of-e vent (local i sed-di let or y, stMeft, oommon-femoralM , 1990/2125) 

holds-at (awaiti ng(treat me nt) , 
199 0/ 2/25) 

hold3-at( recom me nded-treat merit(( re con3t r uc tio wt ube, mate rial (pro 3t heti c) ), 
for (local isedAi W or U), at( (left, commo n-fomoraj ))), 199012/25) 

holds-at(recom me rided-al ternati ve-treat me nts([ (b Upa: 53 %wi th ligaii on, materia) ( prost hetic) 
for(localised-Ai latorw), at( (left, common-fe moral)) ), 19 90 /2Y25) 

holde-st(treatment-apti one-for(locali8ed-dilatory, at( Oeft, oommon-fe mo ral 
recon3tructio n: tube, mate rial (pr03theti 0 ), 
bypass with ligation, material(prO3thetiC))]) ,1 990/2/25) 

Figure 7.16: The relations holding true after the test ultrasound in Case Study 3 

ý Rnswers to Que 
Ansvers lo the query are : 

hol ds-at(: symptons(leg-pein, left, thigh) 
,1 

9907U2 1) 

holds-at(next-ta3k(interview), 1990/3/21) 

hold3-at(followup--of((recon3truction: tubelmateria)(prosthetic))), 1990/3/21) 

Figure 7.17: The relations holding true after the treatment in Case Study 3: Case I 
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The relation, 

recommended-alternative-treatments ([ (bypass with ligation, 

material (prosthetic))], for (local is ed-dilatory, 

at((left, common-femoral)))) 

in Figure 7.16 describes the alternative suitable treatments for the localised dilatory 

condition at the vascular location, left common femoral. The state of the patient after 

the recommended treatment was carried out is given in Figure 7.17. , 

Case 2: Performing the clinician determined treatment 

After the ultrasound, the clinician decides that the recommended alternative treat- 

ment is more suitable than the recommended treatment for the patient in this case. 
Therefore the treatment bypass with ligation, material(prosthetic) is performed. The event 
descriptions input in this case are given in Figure 7.18. 

inst(el, interview). 

etime(el, 1990/2/12). 

, report (el, leg-pain, left,, thigh) . 

result(el, dilatory). 
. 

inst(e2, ultrasound). 

etime(e2,1990/2/24). - 

result (e2, (lef t, , common-f emoral) , 6) . 

inst(e3, (bypass with ligation, material(prosthetic)))). 

etime(e3,1990/3/20). 

location (e3, common-f emoral) . 
material-used(e3, prosthetic) . 
vessel-outcome(e3, patent) . 

Figure 7.18: The event descriptions of Case Study 3-Case 2 
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The state of the patient after the clinician recommended treatment is given in 

Figure 7.19. As illustrated the system will accept the change. The recommendation for 

6 File Edit Search Windows Fonts Eual Proqram Options N 

- finswers to Ou 
query are : 

hol ds-et(gymptoms(leg-pei n, left, t high), 1 990J3/21 ) 

holds: -et(next-lask(interwiew), 
1990/3/21 ) 

holdsi-at(fol I ovup-jof<( b9passi vith I igation, mate ri a] (pro: sthetic))), 1990/3/21 ) 

Figure 7.19: The relations holding true after the treatment in Case Study 3: Case2 

reconstructionJube, material(prosthetic) will no longer hold true. 

The ability of the system to accept any event at any given instant of time enhances 

the flexibility of the system. In this connection it is important to note that the clinician 

is not compelled by the system to perform one of the recommended alternative 

treatments. The clinician has ultimate responsibility for the next event performed, 

and this may be a completely different treatment or some other action such as a test. 

Whatever this next event is it will be accepted by the system in a similar manner to the 

above. The only difference will be in the 'whynot' dialogue (see Section 7.1.5). 

7.3 Conclusion 

We have described in this chapter the structure of the prototype system: how patient 
data is stored, the user interface, the query system which provides the means of 

accessing the knowledge base and requesting explanations. Relevant information in 

the patient record can be retrieved for decision support through recommendations, 

and other relations holding true at a specific time. The recommendations also lead 
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to consistent practice in particular situations, for example, making sure the thyroxine 
level in blood is at a suitable level before surgery. - 

In recent years, many computer based decision-support tools have been developed 

to help medical personnel in clinical settings (Shortliffe, 1987, Dasta, Greer and Speedie, 

1992). Designers of decision support systems have had to grapple with the creation of 

a user interface that will allow simple entry of patient information. Many developers 

of decision support tools have considered extensive use of graphical techniques, 

often having displays adapted from paper forms already in use (Hammond, 1993a; 

Hammond, 1993b, Shortliffe and Perreault, 1990). At the vascular surgery department 

at the RHS, the patient record which had graphical displays has now been modified 
into a completely textual format. We have based our input format on this hence, more 
than the MacPROLOG graphics, we make extensive use of the MacPROLOG dialogue 

windows. 
As our aim is not at a fully operational system but rather a research workbench 

over a realistic domain, the display of information has been kept at the underlying raw 
level as Prolog clauses. We believe that this basic Prolog clause display will aid the 

researcher in comprehending and expanding the system more than a natural language 
display. 

Through three case studies we have illustrated how the implemented system 

successfully exhibits the characteristics we have aimed for. By showing the displays 

of relations holding true at certain time points we have illustrated how tests and 
treatments are recommended. When more than one recommendation exists how the 

recommendation of the next task indicates which recommendation should be carried 
out is also shown. Not only what actions should be carried out next but, when 
these actions should be carried out is recommended. Any recommendation can be 

overridden by the clinician at any given time. This added flexibility enhances the 

suitability of the system. 

, The first two case studies illustrated how the system deals with the presence 
of multiple disease conditions: in case study one the presence of multiple vascular 
conditions, and in case study two simultaneous occurrences of vascular and non- 
vascular conditions. In both cases one disease interferes with the other by taking a 
higher priority. Case study two illustrates how methods of good clinical practice are 
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modelled. For example, it is good practice to make sure that the thyroxine in blood is at 

a normal level before embarking on any surgical treatment when the patient is known to 

have hypothyroid. Case study two also illustrates how relations can be autonomously 

terminated by associating the initiating event with a clinician determined rely-time. 
The third case study illustrates how the system recommendations can be over- 

ridden by the clinician. Any event can be accepted at any time by the system. This 

flexibility, provided by the underlying Event Calculus, makes the system suitable for 

the clinical domain. 

Providing informative explanations for improving the use of decision support 

systems has attracted increasing interest over the last years (Horacek, 1992). In our 

system, because of the Event Calculus formalism, we are able to produce in addition to 

the rule traces, the sequence of related events which lead up to a particular conclusion. 
As well as being informative this sequence of events provides access to the detailed 

information stored in the associated case frames. 

The Event Calculus axioms are able to handle the domain requirements ad- 

equately. Data base update by addition alone preserves the history of the changing 
domain. The state of the domain as it was at any past instance can be rebuilt without 

any cost to additional memory. 
The main feature of our system is that a flexible temporal reasoning framework 

is built into the structure of the knowledge based system. This flexible framework 

provides interactive assimilation and retrieval of information currently stored in the 

patient record. 
We do not take uncertainty into consideration. This does not affect the accuracy of 

the system in anyway since the inference methods in the domain do not require such 

considerations. 
Our intention in this research was not to build a fully operational system to be 

used by the clinicians, but to build a prototype in which we can show that, given 
patient data as event instances, Event Calculus provides a good supporting basis for 

temporal reasoning in the domain of vascular surgery considered in realistic detail. 

The prototype is intended to be a research workbench, which can be used to explore 
further the benefits of the approach. Some of the benefits have been illustrated by the 

case studies in this chapter. 
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8 Comparison of the Event Calculus 

Framework with a Process Modelling 

Approach 
i 

The precise description of processes as they develop through time is the basis for a wide 

range of computing applications for control and support of such activities as decision 

support and project management. Event Calculus can be considered to be a process 

description framework. In this chapter we compare and contrast the Event Calculus 

with another more procedural approach to process description, Process Modelling 

in the language PMLI (Bruynooghe, 1991; Roberts, 1989). One aim of this study is to 

contribute to the methodology of the process. modelling approach by viewing processes 

from a declarative (logical) stance as done in the Event Calculus. A second aim is to 

identify complementary aspects of the two approaches and, in particular, to identify 

any ways in which Process Modelling n-dght complement Event Calculus in suitability 

for the vascular surgery domain. 

In Section 8.1 we introduce Process Modelling and the language, PML, and 

propose suitable definitions for some of the terminology used relevant to Process 

Modelling concepts and PML In order to investigate the relationship between Event 

Calculus and PML we formulated two examples in the two frameworks. The examples 

are: a simple interactive bank account; and part of the (more complex), clinical pathway 
in vascular surgery (described in Chapter 2. Section 2.1). The PML formulation of the 

latter and its comparison with the Event Calculus is not included in this chapter due to 
'This part of the research was done under the Introduction of Process Technology (10171) Project. The 

IOPT project is a DTI sponsored collaborative project between ICL, Praxis, ISS and Manchester University. 

Its main goal Is to develop and apply computer support for cooperative work In diverse Industrial and 

government sectors, using process modelling and other forms of Process Technology. It also aims to 

enhance process modelling languages and methods. 
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lack of space (the complete formulation is included in (Abeysinghe and Soper, 1993)). 

In Section 8.2 we give the representation of the bank account in both frameworks, 

Event Calculus and PML, so that the reader can easily follow our comparison which 
follows in Section 8.3. In Section 8.2 first the notation for PML is specified and then the 

formalisations of the bank account example as'executable programs are given for both 

PML and Event Calculus. The differences between the two formalisms as perceived 
by us are enumerated In Section 83. We'discuss the results of our investigation in 

Section 8.4. 

8.1 'Process MOdelling'and the Language PML 

Our first task is to define the terms that will be used in the course of our research. In 

this section we try to clarify some of the definitions relevant to Process Modelling and 
the language PML. 

In spite of the considerable literature published (Conradi, Fernstr6m, Fuggetta 

and Snowdon, 1992, Feiler and Humphrey, 1993) there is still no standard terminology 

in the field of Process Modelling. Users have defined Process Modelling and other 

associated terms according to their applications and Implementations. 

Galle (Galle, 
. 
1992) identifies a number of process views which together gives a 

complete description of a process: 

which are the data to be produced, 

what is to be done, 

who needs to carry out the activities, 

how and when to carry out the activities. 

A process can be defined as: "a set of partially ordered steps intended to reach a goal" 
Weiler and Humphrey, 1993). 

A goal in many instances is achieved by many steps. Taking an example on 

making a cake, this goal could be achieved by the following steps: 

* getting the ingredients together, 

9 mixing the dough, 
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* prepare the baking tray, 

* cooking the cake. 

The set of steps to reach the goal Is called the process. The end result of each step is a 

subgoal. The set of steps which lead to a subgoal is defined as a subprocess. An actor 

who performs a subprocess, a human or a machine, is called an agent. - 
A Process Model is an abstract description of the process. It consists of subpro- 

cesses that can be enacted by agents. Each activity that an agent carries out at any given 

time is concerned with achieving a particular subgoal. The term role is used to describe 

the activity of an agent. Taking the example of making a cake given above: an agent 

may be given the role of managing the project, that is making the cake; another agent 

may be given the role of collecting the ingredients, and so on. In performing a role one 

agent may require to interact with another, or more precisely with a role that another 

agent is performing, in order to receive or impart information. The information is 

contained in entities called resources and is passed via interactions (Butler and Zientek, 

1990). 

Each role progresses by following the steps, the actions, prescribed by the process 
description to achieve the goal. There may be a choice of which action is to be 

taken. Thus a process model consists of. roles - that together achieve the goal of the 

process, interactions - that enable roles to communicate with one another; entities - 
that represent the Information in the process, and actions - that describe the steps a 

role can take in achieving a subgoal (Butler and Zientek, 1990). 

The process that is modelled as a whole may involve several agents working 

concurrently, and each may work at several tasks at any given time. This is supported 
by a network of roles. Each role has its own part to play in achieving a certain subgoal 

which is a part of the overall goal of the process. 
Modelling a process begins with an analysis of the problem, the system, or a set 

of requirements . The data involved are identified and the relationships established 
(Roberts, 1989). The major goal of Process Modelling is to achieve a better understand- 
ing of the process. It also provides the ability to optimise processes and analyse the 

impact of proposed changes on the process prior to implementation. 

PML is an Object Oriented Process Modelling language in which process de- 
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scriptions can be expressed (Snowdon, 1992). A process in PML, is considered to 

compromise of a network of roles which communicate through interactions. A key 

conceptof the language iscLas. A class is a definition -a prescription of thebehaviour 

of an instance of the class in the modeL The characteristics of a class are called the 

properties. A class defines the properties for its members, objects which are instances 

of the class. An instance of a class is an occurrence of the class (Butler and Zientek, 

1990). A class is similar to a case frame which we associate with each event type in the 

Event Calculus approach (see Chapter 5). In Event Calculus an instance of the case 
frame is the actual event. 

The principal classes of PML are Role, ' Interaction, Action, and Entity2 
(Bruynooghe, 1991). Each principal class has a set of property categories associated 

with it. These are the main headings under which the information about the class is 

described. Taking the Role class as an example, the property category resources 
describes which data objects the role is manipulating, assocs describes the commu- 

nications with other roles, actions describes the steps the role has to follow in order 
to achieve its goal, termconds describes the conditions which must be satisfied for 

the role to finish. 

A Role exhibits behaviour. The behaviour of a Role is defined in terms of 

actions operating on its local entities (i. e. the resources) (Sa and Worboys, 1992). 

The actions allowed for a role at any given time is given by the 'action agenda' of that 

role. 
The interaction between roles is defined by the class Interaction. The class 

Actions are the activities that can be carried out by the roles. PML provides a number 

of predefined subclasses of Action class. For example, the subclass StartRole 

creates a new role, and BehaveAs modifies existing roles. The actions of a role are 
defined in terms of these. They are also used to define the behaviour of user-defined 

subclasses of the Action class. 

The class Entity provides a means of defining a data structure, representing the 
data manipulated by the process. This is usually a multifield item such as would be a 

record in other languages. 

'Words starting with an uppercase refers to classes (or subclasses) In PML. This special font is used to 
distinguish words that are inherent to PML. 
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The actions of a PMLrolemaybe compared to the event types in EventCalculus. 

In the PML approach only certain actions associated with a role are allowed for that 

role at a given instant (actions that are displayed in the action agenda of the role). 

The actions on the action agenda are enforced by the PML system according to the 

conditions attached to actions. In the Event Calculus the events (actions) which 

are allowed at any given time can be explicitly modelled by introducing a relation 

next-allowed-task, defined in terms of other relations. 
Process Models constructed using PML can evolve enabling arbitrary levels of 

refinement. Users interact with the model as and when user actions are triggered In 

the model, and so users may extend the model as they wish. 
Basically Event Calculus separates the concepts of events and relations. Whereas 

PML encapsulates them within the concept of Role, specifically through the action 

agenda of the role. 

8.2 Bank Account Example 

To bring out the relationship between Process Modelling with PMLand Event Calculus, 

this section describes how a simple example can be described in both formalisms. The 

example chosen concerns one client dealing with a bank account. A client is allowed to 

open an account at any time. Once an account is open, money can be deposited and the 

balance can be checked at all times. If funds are available money can be withdrawn. 
All actions cease to exist on the closure of the account. 

82.1 Notation Used 

Event Calculus: The Event Calculus is represented in Prolog. The same notation as 

used to describe the Event Calculus in Chapter 4 is used here. In particular identifiers 

starting with a lowercase letter are used to represent predicate symbols and constants, 

and those starting with an uppercase letter are used to represent variables. 

PML: PML is upper and lower case sensitive. All class names start with an uppercase 
letter. The instance names of classes begin with a lowercase letter but can contain 

uppercase letters at any position other than the starting letter. For example we 
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can define a Role called Client, then we may declare two instances of that Role as 

clientNumberl and clientNumber2. 
PML gives each principal class a set of property categories. These are the headings 

under which the information about each class will be declared: the field names and 

their types (resources of a Role, and parts of an Entity); the activities (if any) 

that can be carried out (actions of a Role, and parts of an Action); the conditions 

which constrain the activities (when clause); and also the conditions which constraints 

the instances of a Clas s (the termconds); and the means of binding to external objects 
(assocs of a Role and an Action). 

The property category headings are in lowercase. The names of the property 

categories follow the same rule as instances of classes: they begin with a lowercase 

letter and are followed by a colon. If the property is a resource then the colon Is 

followed by the resource class name (which starts with an uppercase). If the property 

isanaction then the colon is followed by one or more Action classnames; if theaction 

involves more than one activity, then all such calls are enclosed within brackets '{'and 

Every action ends by a boolean expression which starts with the word when. 

Comments start with an exclamation mark and can be included anywhere in the 

program. 

First we show the PML representation of the example and then the Event Calculus 

representation. 

8.21 Representing a Bank Account in PML 

The PML program for the bank account is shown in Figure 8.1. We use the entity 
Account with properties name and balance to represent a bank account. At the 

start only the action openAccount is available. When this action is selected, the name 
and the opening balance of the account is asked for. After the action openAccount is 

completed the actions depositMoney, checkBalance, and closeAccount will 
be available. The action property withdrawMoney appears on the action agenda only 
if there is a non-zero balance in the account. Money can be withdrawn only if the 

requested amount when withdrawn does not make the account overdrawn. 
After the completion of the action openAccount the balance in account can be 

viewed at any instant by triggering the action checkBalance. Only the current state 
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of the account can be viewed. 

This is the definition of a Role which represents an 

interactive bank account. 

classes 

Account isa Entity with 

parts 

name: String 

balance: Real 

end with 

resources 

amount: Realf} 

account: Account 

agreed: Boollfalse} 

actions 

openAccount: GetNew(class=Account, 

label='Supply Values', 

object=account) 

when true 

the condition "when true" imply that an account can be open 

at any time 

closeAccount: QueryAlert(answer=agreed, 

question='Do you want to close the 

account? ') 

when nonnil openAccount 

the account is allowed to be closed only when the client 

confirms his wish to close the account 
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withdrawMoney: l Modify(agendaLabel=lwithdraw', 

icon-OUserActionO'o, 

label='Amount to be withdrawn', 

object=amount); 

if amount > account. balance then 

ViewObjectNow (label-' Insuf f icient Funds 

in Account', 

object=account. balance) 

else 

account. balance :- 

account. balance - amount 

end if; 

amount: =O. O 

when 
(nonnil openAccount 

-agreed & 

account. balance > 0.0) 

the action withdrawMoney is allowed only after opening the 

account until it is closed (referred to by the value of the 

variable, agreed, to be false) and only if the balance is 

non zero. 

depositMoney: f Modify(agendaLabel=ldeposit', 

icon='UserAction" 

label='Amount to be deposited', 

object=amount); 

account. balance := account. balance + amount; 

amount :=0.0 

} 
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i le ýI IýI 

when 

(nonnil openAccount 

-agreed) 

I depositing money can be done if an account has been open 

! (nonnil openAccount) and it is not yet closed 

checkBalance: ViewObject(object-account. balance, 

agendaLabel-lbalancel, 

label-'The current balance is') 

when (nonnil openAccount & -agreed) 

! Balance can be checked at any time after opening the account 

! and before closing it. 

Figure 8.1: The bank example formulated in PML 

In this example there is just one role so it does not appear explicitly in the program. 
The agent associated with this role can be considered to be the client, i. e. the agent that 

instigates the actions. In contrast to the Event Calculus, the PML process description 

only allows certain actions at a given point (time) in the process, represented by the 

action agenda of the role at that time. 

8.2.3 Representing the Bank Problem in Event Calculus 

The Event Calculus program for the bank account Is given in Figure 8.2. In the Event 

Calculus representation the possible actions are the event types. They are: openAc- 

count, depositmoney, withdrawMoney and closeAccount. Each event has 

the event cases, 

inst (Event-Name, Event-Type), 

etime(Event-Name, Event-Time), 

account-name (Event-Name, Name-of -Client) . 

If the event is an openAccount or a depositMoney then it has additionally the case, 

amount-deposited(Event-Name, Amount) . 
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If the event is a withdrawmoney then it has additionaUY the case, 

amount -withdrawn (Event-Name, Withdraw). 

The Event Calculus formulation of the bank example 

is given below **/ 

/** The domain independent rules used 

holds-at (U, T) :- 

initiates(El, U), 

etime(El, T1), 

Tl < T, 

not interrupted(Tl, U, T). 

interrupted(Tl, U, T): - 

terminates(E2, U), 

etime (E2, T2), 

T2 > Tl, 

T2 < T. 

/** The base relations initiated and terminated **/ 

initiates(E, has-account (Name)) 

inst(E, openAccount), 

account-name (E, Name). 

initiates(E, balance(Name, B)): - 
inst(E, openAccount), 

account-name (E, Name), 

amount-depo sited (E, B) 
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initiates(E, balance(Name, B)): - 

inst(E, depositMoney), 

amount -depo sited (E, B)l 

not (event-before(E, E2), 

initiates(E2, balance(Name, B2))). 

initiates(E, balance(Name, B)): - 

inst(E, depositMoney),, 

amount-depo sited (E, Bl), 

event-before(E, E2), 

initiates(E2, balance(Name, B2)), 

B is B2 + Bl. 

initiates(E, balance(Name, B)): - 

inst(E, withdrawMoney), 

amount -withdrawn (E, Bl), 

event-before(E, E2), 

initiates(E2, balance(Name, B2)), 

B is B2 - Bl. 

terminates (E, has-account (Name)) :- 

inst(E, closeAccount), 

account-name (E, Name). 

terminates(E, balance(Name, B)): - 
initiates(E, balance(Name, NewB)), 

not NewB=B. 

terminates(E, U): - 

inst(E, closeAccount). 
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/*** The ramifications **/ 

holds-at (has-money (Name), T): - 

holds-at (balance (Name, Balance), T), 

Balance > 0. 

holds-at(over-drawn(Name), T): - 

holds-at(balance(Name, Balance), T), 

-Balance < 0. 

holds-at (next-allowed-tasks (Name, 

[depositMoney, withdrawMoney, closeAccount, 

openAccount]), T): - 

holds-at (has-money (Name), T). 

holds-at (next-al lowed-t asks (Name, 

[depositMoney, closeAccount, openAccount]), T): - 

holds-at (has -account (Name), T), 

not holds 
-at (ha s-money (Name), T). 

Other time independent Prolog rules required for the 

domain 

/* Given an event E, returns the event immediately before E 

event-before(E, El): - 

, etime(E, T), 

account-name(E, Name), 

etime(El, Tl), 

account-name(El, Name), 

Tl < T, 

not (inst(E2, Etype), 

account-name (E2, Name), 
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etime (E2, T2), 

T2 > Tl, 

T2 < T) 

Figure 82: Formulation of the bank account in Event Calculus 

An event of an openAccount initiates the relation, 

has-account (Name-of -Client) . 

If the event also has an amount of money deposited associated with it, then it also 

initiates the relation, 

balance (Name-of -Client, Amount) 

The relation has-account (Name-of -Client) is terminated byan event of a closeAc- 

count. The relation balance (Name-of -Client, Amount) is terminated by the 

initiation of a new balance. A new balance is Initiated by the succeeding event of 

a depositMoney or withdrawMoney. The event of closeAccount terminates all 

existing relations. 

We introduce ramifications, that is relations which are time related but do not 
depend directly on any event. For example, for the bank account a person has 

overdrawn his/her account if at any instant T the balance in his/her account is less 

than zero. This is represented by the following ramification: 

holds-at (over-drawn (Name) , T) : '- 

holds-at (balance (Name, Balance), T), 

Balance < 0. 

Ramifications provide an easy way of accessing the knowledge base. 

It is natural in Event Calculus to accept any event at any time, since it assumes an 
incomplete past. This contrasts with PML which restricts the allowed actions (events) 

which can happen at a given time. In the Event Calculus it is possible to restrict 
the events which can be accepted. This has been done in the bank example so that 
the next event is restricted to those events which comply with bank regulations by 

the introduction of the ramification, next-allowed-tasks. The Event Calculus also 

contrasts with PML in maintaining a historical knowledge base. Therefore the state of 
the account at any past instant of time can be viewed at any time. 
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8.3 Comparison of PML and Event Calculus 

The different features of PML and Event Calculus as perceived by us are described in 

this section. 

1. Event Calculus is based on events, relations and time periods in which a relation 
holds true. The state of the world at any given time is viewed by the relations 
holding true at that time. 

PML is based on the notion of concurrently executing agents all co-ordinating to 

achieve a common goal. It Is based on roles, actions and interactions. Each role 
has a different view of the world. The view of the world modelled as seen by 

a role at any instant is represented by the actions available at that instant. The 

state of the world at any time is the collective view of all roles active at that time. 

The basic idea behind a role is that it denotes an active agent, be it a person or 

a machine. As such a role is the bearer of actions which can change the state 

of the system. Since active agents are the motor for a process this is a useful 

representation. While events in the Event Calculus do not have to be associated 

with roles, in a process modelling context they usually are, since they are usually 

associated with an agent. 

2. In the usual case of the Event Calculus, the knowledge base can be viewed by 

any user. 

In PML, the view of the knowledge base depends on the user. A user corresponds 

to an instance of the class role. Roles may exchange information or provide 
information another role requires. For example, taking the example of making 

a cake given in Section 8.1, the agent who cooks the cake has to wait until all 

other subprocesses are completed. The agent who mixes the dough has to wait 

until ingredients initially required are collected and weighed. The agent who 

prepares the tray is independent of all other roles and can start at any time but 

should finish before or at the same time as the person who mixes the dough in 

order not to waste time idling. 

A role in PML is a local data store. A role can view only that part of the knowledge 

base relevant to it. If we want a particular role to view the world as viewed by 
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all roles in the process then it should be so modelled. We can limit what a role 

can see and what not. This provides a means of information hiding. 

The modification of the Event Calculus to provide views of the knowledge base 

seems to be unproblematic. Also the timing of events can be influenced in the 

Event Calculus by using ramifications to define allowed actions. 

3. In a logical database, the knowledge base should be logically consistent. New in- 

forrnation received should be consistent with what is contained already. Butthere 

is no reason why there could not be several knowledge bases say 01, B2, -, On 

(n > 1) relevant to different users usrl, USr2, - usr.. In which case, the know- 

ledge base kbj may be inconsistent with 02 since they are two views of two 

different individuals. 

In PML each role has a diffeTent view of the world. The way one role views the 

world need not be totally consistent with the way another role views the world 

at any given time. 

4. Event Calculus has the ability to handle incomplete event information. This 

feature is implemented by means of the non-monotonic inference rule, negation 
by failure. If a past event is added to the system not only will any conclusions 

which follow from the event be derivable but also any conclusions which cease 
to be derivable because of the event will be non-monotonically withdrawn. 
Furthermore if the event would seem to be inconsistent with knowledge in the 

system the existence of an unknown event (or events) will be hypothesised 

to restore consistency. This viewpoint reflects the view that events in the 

environment are not strictly controlled by the system. It is opposite to that 

usually adopted in database systems where an event will only be accepted if it 

satisfies certain integrity constraints imposed by the system. 

By contrast PML implicitly assumes that there is complete knowledge of the 

current state and has no counterpart to this non-monotonicity, 

5. In Event Calculus there is no order in which the events should happen. By 

way of relations holding at a given time the possible next event/s according to 
the knowledge base are known and this information could be used to constrain 
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future events, e. g. only allowing these events as acceptable. A basic feature of 

the Event Calculus is, however, the possibility of interpreting an 'impossible' 

event (according to the knowledge base) as being possible due to the existence 

of as yet unknown past events. This feature Is closely related to the ability of the 

Event Calculus to handle incomplete information and default reasoning. 

In PML only those actions that are active or allowed at a given time can be 

accepted by the process. Events that could happen at a given time are restricted 

and controlled by this means, e. g. in the example given in Section 8.2 the making 

of the client overdrawn is impossible. 

8.4 Conclusion 

We have compared the two process description frameworks, Process Modelling and 

Event Calculus, and have shown how both frameworks can be applied to the same 

example cases. The examples illustrated certain features of each framework. 

The bank account example seemed more suited to the PML formalism. But it was 

also true that the example could be formalised easily in the Event Calculus. In the 

latter case, however, a relation next-allowed-tasks, holding at a given time, was 

introduced in order to restrict events to those permitted by the bank regulations. The 

basic effect of this relation is that events in the environment and transactional events are 

conflated. This is satisfactory for the bank example because events are actions directly 

on the state of the system. The bank example seems to illustrate how PML is well 

suited to this sort of process enactment and also that Event Calculus in a constrained 
form can be used for the same purpose. We can note that this is a prescriptive form 

of the Event Calculus using forwards persistence. A backwards persistence version 

would not be satisfactory; for example we could infer that an overdrawn account is in 

credit simply by adding an event of withdrawal. This further illustrates the point that 

backwards persistence can cause harm by hiding the need to seek more information 

before carrying out an action. 
Once the basic PML correspondences had been uncovered, an approximate re- 

formulation of a part of our previous Event Calculus representation of the clinical 

pathway in vascular surgery was fairly straightforward. In our formulation a patient 
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was represented as a PML role. Notionally we thought of the clinicians as acting in 

response to a patient's wishes. Another representation which n-dght reasonably be 

studied would assign the clinicians to roles. Either way the events in this domain can 
be associated with active agents and therefore fit well into the PML structure of roles. 

There is an important limitation in the PML framework which seems to make it 

unsuited for models such as the vascular surgery domain. Without specific extensions, 
PML does not keep all information on past states. In contrast a basic feature of the 

Event Calculus is that it maintains an historical knowledge base of all known past 

events. This last feature is very important for supporting decisions and explanations. 
One thing that PML does particularly well is enforcing . normative behaviour in 

a process. In a clinical domain there is a notion of good practice, for example certain 
information should always be gathered before undertaking a certain treatment, and 
this can be well regulated by the action agenda in PML. On the other hand the Event 

Calculus maintains a full historical knowledge base which can support a decision 

support system. 
In domains such as vascular surgery it must be possible for non-sanctioned ac- 

tions/events to occur (e. g. based on professional judgement at the time). Furthermore 

it must be possible for these non-sanctioned events to be entered into the system. 
This does not present any problem for the Event Calculus since the knowledge base 

will be non-monotonically adjusted, but for the PML representation it is not clear 
how to accommodate non-monotonicity, The difficulty and its solution seems to 

depend on two things: the maintenance or not of a distinction -between events in 

the environment and transactional events and the interplay of this with the notion of 

normative behaviour. 

An important characteristic of a process description framework is that it provides 

an understandable and, maintainable representation of the process. We believe that 
both Event Calculus and PML have this characteristic. Another important feature of a 

process description language is the extent to which it supports changes to the model 

of the process, e. g. in vascular surgery this might be due to scientific developments, in 

the field or changing medical practice. PML provides support for this kind of change 

whereas the Event Calculus, in the form we have presented, does not. An interesting 

line of further investigation would be to extend the Event Calculus in this direction. 
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9 Conclusion 

In Artificial Intelligence, models of problem solving require models that can capture 

change. In planning the management of patients, one must capture the ever changing 
human physiology of the patient for the model to be effective. Historical knowledge 

about patient conditions is necessary so as to-ýe able to answer queries about past 
treatments and also to plan future treatments. The domain of clinical decision 

support contains typical problems involving time that have to be solved by a temporal 

reasoning system. Problems such as, 

* reasoning about histories of events in the past, to analyse the present condition 

of the patient, 

9 the planning of treatment procedures, 

* the ability to deal with incomplete and imprecise data. 

The main direction of the present research has been to provide temporal reasoning 

capabilities to a knowledge base. Reasoning about temporal data includes: 

* to reason about the period of validity of information available, 

* handling dependencies between different temporal data, 

* handling incomplete temporal data. , 

In Chapter 1 we introduced three time concepts that are used in relation to data 
bases and knowledge bases. Using these concepts we described four types of data 
bases (knowledge bases), differentiated by their ability to support these time concepts. 
We defined a deductive data base, our notion of knowledge base, which represents 
the convergence of data bases and logic programming. We described the aims and the 

contributions of the thesis. The chapter ended with a brief summary of the organisation 
of the thesis. 
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In Chapter 2 we identified appropriate goals of a knowledge based system to 

support the management of patients in vascular surgery. In order to do so, we first 

described the clinical pathway that is modelled by the knowledge base, introducing 

the terminology used in the field. We then discussed the current problems as perceived 

by clinicians and from these problems we identified the goals to be satisfied by our 

knowledge based system. The chapter ended with a brief overview of our proposed 

solution to the problem of building such a system. 
In Chapter 3 we have discussed some other related medical information systems 

concentrating on systems which take into account temporal aspects of the data. First, 

the functions and increasing importance of the medical record was outlined. The 

chapter was intended to give an idea of how varied the application domains of 

computer automated medical information systems are, and how the conventional 

methods of knowledge representation tends to make retrieval and reasoning about 

temporal information complex. We concluded that a general temporal framework that 

could be used in medical knowledge bases was likely to be advantageous. 
The main purpose of Chapter 4 was to describe a framework based on the Event 

Calculus which can be used as the basis of a temporal medical information system. First 

we introduced the Event Calculus as described by Kowalski and Sergot (Kowalski and 
Sergot, 1986). Giving simplified examples we introduced the basic notions of Event 

Calculus: relations initiated by events holding true in given time intervals, how the 

explicit treatment of events allows for updates that provide new information about 

the past; how default reasoning is obtained on the basis of incomplete information. 

By assuming persistence of relations forwards in time alone we arrived at a simplified 
form of the original Event Calculus suitable for our domain. The idea that it may be 

unreasonable to assume that some relations persist infinitely into the future, if it is 

not known of any event terminating that relation, was accommodated by allocating 

a life-time to such relations. The introduction of this extension completed the simple 

and flexible framework used by us for temporal support of a medical knowledge base. 

In Chapter 5 we have shown how the patient information can be structured to suit 
the Event Calculus framework in a natural way. In particular we have shown how 

this representation can be used to: input, as event instances, the information currently 
kept on the patient notes for a relatively complete sub-domain of vascular surgery (the 
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arterial part); access this information in a flexible way; and model some aspects of the 

tin-dng of clinical tests and treatments. 

We have left the diagnostic problem to the clinician and have concerned ourselves 

only with providing decision support. We have argued that some kind of temporal 

reasoning is needed to model clinical practice in this domain and that our approach, 

because it makes a clear separation between general temporal reasoning and the 

domain model, has advantages for construction and extension of the system. In 

particular in Chapter 6 we described how a modifiable and extensible system of rules 
for generating recommended options at any given time can be built on the basic 

historical knowledge base. We also indicated the way in which the system generated 

recommendations provide decision support to the clinician. 
Chapter 6 also dealt with two specific problems: the variable periods of reliab- 

flity of information typical of the medical domain; and the use of ramifications for 

knowledge representation. When data (or information) is too old to be reliable, then a 

new measurement is called for. Detem-dning the optimal time to request new data is 

another important problem for time-based systems. We have dealt with this problem 
by assigning a default life-time to such time-dependent relations. The system assigned 
default value can be overridden by the clinician by assigning a rely-time to the event 
Itself. As regards the second problem, we noted that knowledge representation with 

ramifications has advantages and disadvantages. Ramifications provide a very simple 

and elegant way of representing knowledge. But If we were to strictly adhere to a 

policy of representing recommendations only by ramifications we have to be prepared 

to sacrifice other aspects of knowledge representation such as simplicity. This is clear 
in the case of recommending the next task to be done. This dichotomy of behaviour 

make it unsuitable to be adopted as the only representation method. Whether we 

represent a particular property by a ramification or by a base relation is a practical 
issue. We take a pragmatic approach to this problem and when'the situation warrants 

use both methods to represent a property. 
We have implemented a temporal knowledge based system for the clinical path- 

way in vascular surgery in the Event Calculus framework. The prototype system 
is intended to be a research workbench rather than a fully operational system that 

could be used by the clinicians. Chapter 7 describes this system: how patient data is 
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stored, the user interface, the query system which provides the means of accessing the 

knowledge base and requesting explanations. We illustrated through case studies how 

the Event Calculus approach provides a good supporting basis for temporal reasoning 
for the domain of vascular surgery considered in realistic detail and how the system 

successfully caters for decision support functionalities described in Chapter 6. The 

results of this chapter underlines our min conclusion: that a system with general 
temporal reasoning provided by the Event Calculus has many of the pron-tising char- 

acteristics we aiming for. 

Event Calculus describes processes withi na logic programming framework 

In Chapter 8, we compared and contrasted the Event Calculus with another more 

procedural approach to process description, Process Modelling in the language PML. 

We introduced Process Modelling and the language PML, and proposed suitable 
definitions for some of the terminology used relevant to Process Modelling qoncepts 

and PML. In order to investigate the relationship between Event Calculus and PML, 

we considered two example processes formalising each as an executable program in 

each of the description languages. The first example was a very simple interactive 

bank account as described in Chapter 8. The second was a model of a part of the 

vascular surgery domain, the subject of this thesis; comparison of how PML describes 

this process has been reported elsewhere (Abeysinghe and Soper, 1993). We concluded 
that the strength of Process Modelling is twofold: to enforce process enactment, and 
to support the incorporation of a changing environment (e. g. due to technological 

change) into the model. On the other hand the strengths of Event Calculus rely on its 

generality: a rigorous distinction between system and environment can be maintained 

allowing for incomplete past knowledge; Process Modelling concepts such as role 
can be seen as useful special cases of Event Calculus concepts; and the existence of a 
historical knowledge base allows greater support for decisions and explanations. As 

regards the vascular surgery domain we concluded that the flexibility of the Event 
Calculus was needed. 

In the remainder of our concluding chapter we indicate some of the future 
directions to progress our research. One area concerns negation by failure. On 

the positive side negation by failure plays an essential role in Event Calculus. As 

a consequence of negation by failure, default reasoning is obtained on the basis of 
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incomplete information. This characteristic is especially useful in the role of decision 

support. Clinicians 'often have to depend on incomplete data, and information 

about clinical events may not -reach the decision maker in the same order as they 

occur in the real world. The flexibility of the Event Calculus framework, allowing 

information gathering to occur in any order irrespective of the order in which events 

actually happen, further enhances its suitability. If the default assumptions are made 
inconsistent on the arrival of new information, then they are automatically and non- 

monotonically withdrawn. 
'This is not to say that Event Calculus is problem free. The negation by failure rule 

as well as providing flexibility to the framework, also has its disadvantages. Pinto and 
Reiter (Pinto and Reiter, 1993) discuss some of the disadvantages caused by negation 
by failure. Negation by failure assumes every unknown fact to be false. Thus it is 

incapable of recognising incomplete data. There is ongoing research on how to address 

this point., One line of investigation is to use "constructive negation" (Chan, 1988). 

Another line (Denecker, Missiaen and Bruynooghe, 1992) combines the Event Calculus 

with abduction. The ways in which the Event Calculus might be enhanced with a more 

satisfactory treatment of defeasible reasoning is a promising area for future research. 
In Event Calculus it is the temporal order of events that is Important but not the 

exact event times. Thus events with unknown event times and partially ordered events 

can be represented. Although in our system we require the event time to be input it is 

not essential to do so. By the use of temporal relations such as 'after' and 'before' we 

can implement the partial order of events. 
In the domain of vascular surgery there are no rigid protocols as in some other 

clinical domains such as oncology. There is a possibility of any event happening at any 
time. The flexibility of the Event Calculus framework suits very well such domains. 

This does not imply that Event Calculus is incapable of handling domains with rigid 

protocols. The introduction of integrity constraints to control the sequence of events 

received might be one way of achieving protocols. It will be an interesting area to 

pursue in future. 

Whatever the application of a computer system is, the data available should be 

of high quality, especially when that data is used in safety critical systems such as 
hospital information systems (Krause, Fox, CYNeil and Glowinski, 1993) and medical 
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decision support systems. Usually, the storing of data involves many steps. In medical 
information systems the medical staff (nurses, clinicians, etc. ) record information on 
forms, clerical staff input this data into the computer in whatever format necessary. 
This usually results in incorrect data being entered into the system. One way of 

reducing the error rate is by reducing the number of steps or the intermediate personnel 
involved. In our domain a major advance would be to persuade clinicians to enter 
data directly. This is highly desirable because much of the data is of highly specialLsed 

nature, and it would also cut down on inaccuracies. An easy method of input and 
friendly user interfaces will definitely add 10 positive persuasion. But perhaps the most 
important inducement is that the clinicians should perceive clear benefits in using the 

system. 
There is increasing pressure to justify the efficiency of resource allocation in 

medical, and in particular hospital, practice. This is resulting in increased demand, 

from both clinicians and managers, for'high quality' information concerning resource 
decisions (such as whether to change a treatment regime), for example for information 

on: outcomes of treatment; comparison between treatments; quality of results. Much 

of this'high quality' information can only be collected by clinicians and others directly 

concerned with patient care, and at present procedures for doing this are ad hoc. We 

see the role of our system in this area as two fold. FirstlY, as a Trojan horse: clinicians 

who wish to 'play' with it will (a) have to enter clinical data, and N have to do so in 

a disciplined way. Secondly, with the data obtained, the system clearly has potential 

to be tailored to perform various types of audit. Audit is a mechanism by way of 

which specific aspects of clinical work can be examined. It is a valuable tool for 

quality assurance, assessing the effectiveness of a particular treatment, and to review 
clinical work for further research. There is demand for routine clinical auditing which 

provides comprehensive analysis of a unit's activities (Campbell, Souter, Collin, Wood, 

Kidson and Morris, 1987; Castleden, Lawrence-Brown, Lam, McLoughlin, Thompson 

and Lopez 1988; Stoodley and Sikorski, 1991). 
The primitive temporal notion in our formalism is the time point. This leaves 

the possibility of extending the formalisation to include different granularities of time 
(Evans, 1989; Evans, 1990; Wiederhold, Jajodia and Litwin, 1991). This leads naturally 
to the consideration of compound events which could provide a powerful knowledge 
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modelling framework. This is an interesting area for further research. 
There is a great deal of interest today in developing new tools for answer 

justification (Wolstenhohne, 1992a; Wolstenhohne, 1992b, Reggia, Perricone, Nau and 

Pen& 1985a; Reggia, Perricone, Nau and Pen& 1985b). We have provided the 'why' 

and 'whynot' justification to system conclusions. The justification facility is not very 

sophisticated. Especially the 'whynot' justification. can be made more complete by 

accommodating constructive negation. 
There Is a growing body of evidence to suggest that computer-aided decision 

making is superior to more traditional approa(tes (Hlatky, Califf, Harrell, Lee, Mark, 

Muhlbaier and Pryor, 1990). Clinicians will continue to face decisions about choice 

of therapy, but there will be better information in the future to guide such decisions. 

Decision support systems, such as knowledge based systems are under development 

in many areas of specialist medicine. Decision making such as diagnosis, has been 

the main focus of research in many medical information systems (Fox, Glowinski and 
O'Neil, 1989; Fox, 1989; Fox, 1992). Our aim has been to support the diagnosing 

process but not to take the control of the diagnosing task. This we have left to the 

human expert. We allow the clinician to make the decision, but aid him in providing 

the relevant information. 

There are many other directions in which the system might be further developed, 

including: for clinical research tools, to provide information retrieval from a medical 
text base for educational purposes; and by linking to medical systems in other domains 

such as the Oxford System of Medicine for primary care (Glowinski, CYNeil and Fox, 

1989a, Fox, 1989; Gordon, Fox, Glowinski and O'Neil, 1990; Fox, 1992). 

We do not claim to have built a fully operational system suitable for installation 

in a hospital. But a substantial part of such a system has been built in order to prove 
that it is viable to build such a system in the domain of vascular surgery using Event 

Calculus. 
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A The Current Patient Record 

surname: 
Given Name: 
Date of Birth: 
Unit Number: 

Date: 

Sex; mF 

Time: Consultant: Emergency Urgent Rout 

Weight: Height: 

PRESENTING COMPLAINT 

Is the patient Asymptomatic for vascular symptoms? NY 

Does the patient complain of Inter mittent Claudication? YN 

Which leg is affected: Right Left Both: R-L R>L L 

Principle Site- Right: Foot Calf Thigh Buttock 
Principle Site - Left: Foot Calf Thigh Buttock 

Duration of symptoms: 

Claudication distance: In home Shopping Social (eg. G ol 

Associated sensory upset? None Tingling Numbness 
Progression of symptoms? Better Same Worse 

Additional information about claudication: 

Is the patient suffering with Rest Pain? YN 

which leg is affected: Right Left Both: R-L R>L L 

Was the onset of pain: Gradual Sudden 

How long affected? Hours Weeks Months 

Associated sensory upset? None Tingling Numbness 
Progression of symptoms? Better Same Worse 

Is the patients affected by Ulcera tion or Gangrene? YN 

Which leg is affected: Right Left Both: R-L R>L L 

Principle Site- Right: Toe Dig its Forefoot Heal Ankle Shin BK 
Principle Site - Left: Toe Dig its Forefoot Heal Ankle Shin BK 

How long a problem? (Months) 

Progression of symptoms? Better Same Worse 

Is sleep disturbed by limb pain? YN 
Is a limb ever hung out of bed? YN 
Does the patient sleep in chair at night? YN 

VASCULAR PATIENT RECORD 
PATIENT DETAILS 

Address: 1ý " p-ma" 
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Has the patient suffered a Transient neurological event? YN 

How often: once only Twice Multiple 

Are the event: Unifocal Multifocal 

Side affected: Right Left Both 

Does amaurosis fugax occur: No Yes: Right Left Both 

Does the patier%t suffer with any back or abdominal pain? YN 

Do you think that this is related to an Aneurysm? YN 

Duration pain a problem? Hours Days Weeks Month 

Document any other details about the Presenting complaint: 

fAVAW#, Wt7ZP POZF M lWrZr1J77hr#ffM MAO AM-A-MMIAMW 

PAST MEDICAL HISTORY 
Previous M1 N Y Date most recent: 
Hypertension N Y 
Diabetes N Y Diet oral insulin 

Year diagnosed: 
Rheumatic fever N Y 
TB N Y 
Jaundice N Y Hep A Hep B Details: 
Asthma N Y 
Chronic bronchitis N Y How many years: 
DVT N Y Left Right Both 
Renal failure N Y 
CVA N Y Residual deficit: Right 

Any other major illness? 

Total No: 

Left Non 
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PAST SURGICAL HISTORY 

Previous Vascular Surgery. yN 

Date I Procedure I Reason TopVessel I Side ILower-R ILower-L lGraft I Outcome 

Procedures lReason lVessels lGrafts loutcome 

LD moomm-TONT 

-=ý Ogg M-lum C-mw&-ý lwa rm Imang-vatw 
man M-Por W-M Tv-TU. 9 " Of poommmm 89.830M-Wtg OWBZLWý AOMMOLAM(OW-1-1 

-I- 

0', 
1 Z, 

Other surgery 
Cardiac N Y Valvular CABG Other Date: 
Varicose Veins N Y Right Left Both 
Sympathectomy N Y Right Left Both 
Amputation N Y R: Toes Foot BK AK 

L: Toes Foot BK AK 

Op for Malignancy N Y Disease free period: Months 
Details: 

Any other surgery? other details of PMH and PSH record below: 

SYSTEMATIC ENQUIRY 

Angina N Y Exertional, At rest 
Frequency: Daily+ Daily Weekly occasionally 

Dyspnoea N Y on stairs On flat At rest 
Palpitations N Y 
Orthopnoea N Y Number of pillows at night: 
PND N Y 
Ankle swelling N Y 
Climb stairs Y N Without stop Stops on way up 
Cough N Y No sputum White Coloured 
Wheeze N Y 
Haemoptysis N Y Diagnosed cause Undiagnosed 
Weight steady Y N Increased Decreased: Amount xg 
Dysphagia N Y 
Bowel Habit changed N Y Diagnosed cause Undiagnosed 
Rectal Bleeding N Y Diagnosed cause Undiagnosed 
Urinary symptoms N Y Details: 
Nocturia N Y Frequency: 
Haematuria N Y Diagnosed cause Undiagnosed 
TIA's N Y Focal Non Focal 
Amaurosis fugax N Y 
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Record any other details from systemic enquiry below. 

ALLERGIES & DRUGS 

Allergies Ny Details: 

Aspirin Ny1 
2m FREQUENCY 

Nifederpine Ny 
P-Blocker Ny 
Steriods Ny 

NAME 
others: 1. 

2. 
3. 
4. 

SOCIAL HISTORY 

Has Pt ever Smoked Ny 
Pt stopped smoking Ny 
Alcohol Ny 

Hobbies yN 

Marital status 
Children NY 

Accommodation: 

Lives alone NY 
Has to climb stairs NY 
Does own shopping NY 

Emolovment- most recent: 
At present: 

sick/Unemployed, how long: 

< 10 day > 10 day 
Weeks Months Years (Ago) 
Unit week: 

Details: 

single married Widowed Separated 
Local In UK Abroad 

House Flat/Bungalow Part 3 Rest-Ho 
Nursing Home Other 

Working Off sick Unemployed Retired 
Weeks Months Years 

FAMILY HISTORY 

MI's N y Grand P Parent sibling Age: 
CVA N y Grand P Parent Sibling Age: 
Arterial disease N y Grand P Parent Sibling Age: 
Diabetes N y Grand P Parent Sibling Age: 
Amputation N y Grand P Parent Sibling Age: 
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Anaemic 
Jaundice 
Lymphadenopathy 
Breast: 

Pulse rate B/min: 

BP Right arm: 

JVP 
Apex beat displaced 
Thrill 

Heart Sounds 
Added H sounds 
Murmurs 

EXAMINATION 

Ny Clubbing Ny 
Ny Cyanosis Ny 
Ny Dyspnoea Ny 
N/A NAD Detail? 

cvS 

. Rythum: Regular Irregular Ectopics 

Mm/Hg ý BP Left arm: mm/Hg 

Not seen/NAD Raised 
Ny Not felt 
Ny 

IIII fLtft it P-1 

Ny 
Ny Detail: 

LEFT RIGHT KEY 

Pulse Bruit Pulse Bruit 

Carotids A Amputated 
Subclavian 0 No Bruit 
Radials I Soft bruit 
Renal 11 Harsh brui 
Iliac 
Femoral - Absent 
Popliteal + Reduced 
Ant Tibial ++ Normal 
Post Tibial +++ Increased 

PT/Brachial Doppler Pressures 
DP/Brachial Index 

Ulceration foot NY 
Ulceration Ankle NY 
Gangrene Toes Ny 
Gangrene Foot NY 

Chest clear Y N 
Air entry equal Y N 
Breath sounds OK Y N 

Aneurysm N Y 
Masses N Y 
Scars N Y 
Organomegally N Y 
Genitalia NAD Y N 

CHEST 
Details: 

ABDOMEN 
Details: 
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I 

NEUROLOGICAL 

Right Left Details: 
Vision Ok YN 
Cranial N intact YN 

Motor system Arms Power: 
Legs power: 

Sensory system OK Arms 
Trunk 
legs 

Co-ordination . 
Radial Brachial Ulnar Quads Achill Planta 

Right 
RefleXeS: Left 

Record any other information below: 

Primary problem 

Secondary problems 
1. 5. 

2. 6. 

3. 7. 

4. 8. 

MANAGEMENT PLAN 

INVESTIGATIONS ORDERED 
Details: 

FBC 
ME 
CXR 
ECG 
G&S 
X-match 
Angio 
Duplex 

PRINT YOUR NAME & SIGN U/s 
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DATE TIME DECISIOM 

EVENTS & TREATMENTS 
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B User Interface 

B. 1 The Main Menu 

The menu selection Program Options in menu bar provides a pull down menu 

containing the menu options available to the system user. The user can select the 

type of session by choosing a single or a combination of choices from this pull-down 

menu as shown in Figure BA. The first choice has to be Select Patient. 

Figure BA: The main pull-down menu of the user interface, which allows the user to select 

his/her action 

B. 2 Selecting a Patient 

When the option Select Patient is chosen from the main menu, the user is asked 

whether s/he wants to process a newpatient or a patient whose information is already 

in the knowledge base ( Figure B. 2). 

If the user answers NO, then a scroll-menu of names of all the patients whose data 

are on the knowledge base is displayed. The user can select the patient by clicking on 

the patient's name, and then clicking on the OK button or pressing the Return key (see 
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Figure B. 2: Inquire as to whether the user wishes to process a newpatient or not 

File Edit Search Windows Fonts Eval Program Options 

Choose patient name -. 

EL Ok 

-C -an -ce-I 

Budgen Francis 
Fiore Taylor 
Ruby Ton 
Geoffrey Harris 
Rani Perera 

Figure B. 3: A patient is selected by clicking on the patient's name from the scroll-menu 

Figure B. 3). If the answer to the question in Figure B. 2 is Yes, then the user is asked to 

input the patient's name (Figure B. 4). The name input here is used to create the data 

files relevant to that patient (described in Chapter 7 Section 7.1). 
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Input the patient's name as shown lichmp 

surname-initials 

For eHample, If the name Is John Robert Simith, 

the input will be. srnith-jr 

r-Cancel I 

Figure BA: The patient's name is input if the patient is new to the data base. 

B. 3 Input Data 

The information gathered at the initial interview is input by means of a number of 

menus, dialogue formats, and button selections. Wherever there is need to fill in 

comments free text is used. For example, the user can select the option of inputing 

patient information by choosing the appropriate selection from the main menu as 

shown in Figure B. 5. 

If the option Patient Data is chosen from the menu (Figure B-5) then the options 

available are displayed as a popup menu as shown in Figure B-6. If the option 
basic data was chosen from the popup menu shown in Figure B. 6 a series of dialogue 

windows are displayed where, the patient's basic information is read in. Figure B. 7 

shows one such window. 
If instead of basic data, ailments is chosen from the popup menu (Figure B. 6) then 

the dialogue window shown in Figure B. 8 will be displayed. One or more complaints 

can be selected from the scroll menu displayed. 
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file foil swwfll Illinoolm focits Eval 

Figure B. 5: Selecting the option to input data from the main menu 

Figure B. 6: Options for inputting patient information 
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Date (Y/M/D) eg. 1991/2/24 

Time(hh. mnn) 

Patient : Surname : 

First Niamels: 

consultant in charge : 

C -an c e-I 

NOTE: press the tab key to go to the neHl information bOH 

press <ENTER> or click on 'OK' after completing input 

Figure B. 7: The first dialogue window displayed for inputting patient's basic data 

Intermittant claudication 
Iffl, The complaints are uicer7g-angrene on iower iiMb 

pain at rest 
back pain 
abdominal pain 

If more than one choice press (shift), 

and then click on the items in menu 

L1J Liancel 

k 

Figure B. 8: The window for inputing symptoms of the patient 
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it j: jj(j 1ý(Ijj Stjý)I-(Jj Font% Eval ProgramOptions 

Site/s affected 0 Foot 

on the left leg 0 Thigh 

How long a problem (in months) 

Does problem start 

Does pain occur if walk slowly 7 

fissociated sensory upset 7 

Progression of sqmptoms; 7 

Calf 
Buttock 

C) In ci dio usly 0 Suddenly 

Yes 0 No 

None (D Tin gel ing 

0 Numbness 

() Better 0 Same 

0 Worse 

r --I =O 
k7) 

Figure B. 9: Display window requesting further details of the ailment intermittent 

claudication 

If claudication was chosen from the scroll-menu of Figure B. 8 then further details 

relevant to claudication will be read in by a series of display windows such as given 

in Figure B. 9. 

Events can be input by choosing the combined selection of Data Input and Event 

Information from the main menu. This will display a dialogue window which allows 

the user to select the event type by clicking on the appropriate button (Figure B. 10). 

These figures illustrate how input of data is done through dialogue windows, 

menus and buttons, keeping the typing to a minimum. 
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it 1: He 1: (1 MSe a), (h Illindowfi. Fo a 1% 1: val Program Options 

Click an the the appropriate 

button relative to the event 

Interuiew 

Investigation 

Surgical Treatment 

Non-surgical Trea 

(=O 
K71 CEEý) 

Figure B. 10: Display window for selecting the type of the event to be input 
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BA Display Data 

The Display Data option of the main menu (Figure B. 1) has two options: Event 

Information and Patient Information. The output of these two options are shown in 

this section. 

Display Event Information 

This option allows the user to view inforniation stored as event descriptions in the 

knowledge base. Either a brief or a detailed description of any set of selected events 

can be viewed. 
On choosing the option Event Information from the main menu the dialogue 

window shown in Figure B. 11 is displayed. Automatically a list of all events will be 

displayed in the edit box. Let us consider the case given in Case Study I of Chapter 7 

Choose display type : 

"detailed" a detailed description of the 15, M UTI 17T, IMME-31 

specified events 
Ibrief 

brief for a brief description of the 

specified events 

giue the euent names seperated by commas in a list 

e. g. le5, e 14, e231 

ý -Ca n -ce-1-1 

Figure B. 11: The dialogue window to select the events desired to be viewed 

Section 7.2. Event descriptions for five events are in the knowledge base. A list of the 

event names will be displayed in the edit box. If the user selects the option brief for 

the set containg all events then the display is as shown in Figure B. 12. 
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it HIo Hill Sea), ( h 114rWouli. Fo n ts 1: val Program Options 

Post Foents 

Name Type Ti me 

e1 in terv ie%w 1989/4/10 
e2 arte riegra m 190W4/25 
e3 ul trasiou nd 1989/5/10 
e4 reco nstr uction: tube, maierial ( prosthetic) 

1989/5/30 
e5 interview 1989/6/5 

Figure B. 12: The display of event information in a brief format 
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If the option detailed was selected from the display of Figure B-11 for all events 

in the knowledge base, then the display is shown in Figure B-13. 

Past Events 

Event Event 
Name Type 

Eyent 
Descripton 

el Interyiew etkno(ol, 1989/4110) 
report(ol, legjmh, left, Vigh, 3) 
reWt(e 1, re3t_j5al n, left, I) 
restit(ol, occlusiye_WtorW) 

e2 arteriogram etkm(e2,1989/4J25) 
restgt(e2, left, common_femoral, 

IOCalbed_ollatory) 
re3ult(e2, 

left, upper_3uperficW_femorW, 
localised_Atherogenlc_Wtorial) 

e3 d tra3ound 

e4 reconstructionlube 
mater lal(prO 3thetic 

etime(e 3,198915110) 
re3L9t(o3, leftcommon_fernoral, 

5.5) 

etime(e4,1989/5M) 
materhd_psed(e4, prosthetic) 

ve33el_Ntcome(e4, patent) 

es Interview etkne(eS, 1989/6/5) 
report(eS, abmt(rot-paln, left)) 

report(eS, 
ab3ent(leg_on, left, thigh)) 

Figure B. 13: The display of event information in a detailed format 

Display Patient Information 

This option allows the user to view the text file containg patient information. For 

example if information was viewed after the initial interview in the Case Study 1 of 
Chapter 7 Section 7.2 then the display would be as shown in Figure B. 14. 
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Patient Name: Flora Taylor 
The date is: 1989/5/Z3 The Time: 10: 13 
Consultant in charge: T. C. Dodds 

GP :H. P. Frost 

Urgency of Consultation/Adnission Rcutien 
Patient Status In-Patient 

Sax : female 
Date of Birth: 195016/11 
Occupation: house wife 
Address: 34 Ran-rya Road 

Southanpton S032 S XY 
Telephone Number: 782 562234 

Weight of the patient: 7: st 3: 1 bs 

Height of the patient: 5: feet 6: inches 

Symptom Intermittant claudication on left thigh 
The problem has been 3 months long 
The progression of symptoms is Same 

The problem starts Incidiously 
The associated sensory upset is None and 
The progression of symptoms is Same 
Duration of the problem is 20 minutes 

The claudication distance : Shopping 

Sleep is not disturbed by limb pain 
The limb is never hung out of bad 
The patient does not sleeps in chair at night 

Symptom Pain at rest in left lower limb 
The onset was Sudchýn and progression of symptoms Same 
The associated sensory upsot is None . 

Sloop is not disturbed by limb pain 
The limb is never hung out of bad 
The patient does not sleeps in chair at night 

Figure B. 14: Part of the display of patient information after the initial interview in the Case 

Study 1 of Chapter 7 Section 7.2 
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B. 5 Help Facility 

The option How to use the menu of the main menu (Figure B. 1) is a help facility. 

Here we make use of the predefined MacPROLOC predicate browse which allows 

the user to 'browse' through a structured text file. On choosing this option a dialogue 

with a scrolling text field on the left, and a scrolling menu on the right is displayed 

(Figure B. 15). The scrolling menu contains all options available in the main pulldown 

menu Program Options, and the scrolling text contains a brief description of each 

option. This dialogue is shown in Figure B. 15. 

Current topic; heaf-I O-us e 

select_peLtient selects the 
patient relevant to the 
case. data 

T 
input to input 

the paLtient details 
gathered at an interview. 
display_aata to viev the 
patient inforzuktion. query 
allows to ask questions 
regarding the patient 
status at any given time, 

Lrinish I 

Preuious topic. view j 

None Go back] 

Related Topics: 

: ý, ýt: i(, i; i: ý11jýi, ý-, -ý 

que ry 
quit 

Y_d 8k L iew u-I 

Figure B. 15: The dialogue displayed on choosing the option How to use the menu 

Detailed information of any of the topics in the scrolling menu can be obtained 

by highlighting the required option and clicking on the Go to button. If the option 

data-input is selected, the change in dialogue is shown in Figure B. 16. The scrolling 

text of the new display contains the information about the selected topic, data input. 

If the option selected has any subtopics for which help is provided, the scrolling menu 

will contain those subtopics. The subtopics of the main menu option Data Input now 

appears on the scrolling menu (Figure B. 16). The user may pursue information about 

any of the subtopics (by highlighting the required subtopic and clicking on the Go 

to button), go back to the previous dialogue (by clicking on the Go back button), or 
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F it 
1: i le 1: (1 il Seat, ( 1) jjjjrj(j(jjjý4p Fn 11 t% 1: vaI Pro 

Current topic'. diatcL-Iinput 

patient - 
dataL provides 

options to input patine 
information gathered at an 
interview. Information 
regardiriq tests and 
treatments are input via 
the ikenu selectin 
new-events. 

F Ti -ni -sh--l 

options 

Previous topic: 
how-to-use 

Diew 

Go back 

Related Topics: 

Figure B. 16: The dialogue displayed on choosing the option data-input 

terminate the help facility (by clicking on the Finish button). 

The two View buttons (Figure B. 16) allow the user to view the information relative 

to a topic via a supplementary dialogue. If the View button of the previous topic is 

clicked this displays the text that was visible in the previous dialogue, in this case 

the test displayed in Figure B. 15. If a subtopic in the scrolling menu is highlighted 

and then the View button is clicked, information about the selected topic is displayed. 

For example, if the subtopic new-events is chosen then the supplementary dialogue 

displayed is shown in Figure B. 17. Clicking on the Ok button in the display of 

Figure B. 17 returns the display to the parent dialogue i. e. the dialogue relevant to the 

topic data-input given in Figure B. 16. By clicking on the appropriate buttons the user 

can move forwards and backwards through the information structure. 
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1: kill 11VIOIA 14 W? 11*111311"1. T Ull a IN C 11.10) rou 

Browser 

Current topic: data-input 

patient 
- 

dataL provides 
options to input patine 
information gathered at an 
interview. Information 
regarding tests and 
treatments are input via 
the menu selectin 
nev-events. 

F-F -iW-is-h --I 

ulltaulleb 

All information regarding te-9ts 
and treatments are input here. 
caLre should be taken to adhere 
to the format given when 
inputting data. 

Figure B. 1 7: The supplementary dialogue displayed on choosing the subtopic new-events 
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C Query Facility 

Choosing the submenu option inquiries from the main menu option Query displays 

a dialogue (Figure C. 1) which allows the user to query the knowledge base or ask 

explanations about the patient's status relevant to any given time. 

Choose the type uf enquiery you wdnt to 

Relation/s holding at a given instant 0 

WHY a given relation holds at a given instant 0 

[U NY NOT a giuen relation holft at a giuen 

ir oJ] Lcnce1] 
press <ENTER> or click on 'OK' after completing input 

Figure CA: The dialogue displayed on choosing the option Query from the main menu 

It can be queried whether a particular property relevant to the patient holds true 

at a given time, or what the state of the patient is at a given time. The outputs of 

these two options are given relative to the case given in Case Study I of Chapter 7 

Section 7.2. The output to the first type of query is illustrated in Appendix C. 1. The 

second type is well illustrated in Chapter 7 Section 7-2. One simple illustration is given 

Appendix C. 2. We have reproduced the event descriptions of Case Study 1 below for 

easy reference. 
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inst(el, interview). 

etime(el, 1989/4/10). 

report (el, leg-pain, left, thigh) . 
report (el, rest-pain, left). 

result (el, occlusive-arterial) . 

inst(e2, arteriogram)ý 

etime(e2,1989/4/25). 

result(e2, (left, common-femoral), localised-dilatory). 

result(e2, (left, upper-superficial-femoral, 

localised-atherogenic-arterial) . 

inst(e3, ultrasound). 

etime(e3,1989/5/10). 

result(e3, (left, common-femoral), 5.5). 

inst(e4, (reconstruction: tube, material(prosthetic))). 

etime(e4,1989/5/30). 

location(e4, (left, common-femoral)). 

material-used(e4, prosthetic). 

vessel-outcome(e4, patent) . 

inst(e5, interview). 

etime(e5,1989/6/5). 

absent (e5, rest-pain, left) . 
absent (e5, leg-pain, left, thigh) . 

The Event Descriptions of Case Study 1 

(Reproduced from Chapter 7 Section 7-2) 
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CA Finding Whether a Given Relation Holds True at a Specific 

Time 

The dialogue displayed when the button relevant to the option Relation/s holding at 

a given instant in Figure C. 1 is clicked Is shown in Figure C-2. 

Type In the riation you Luent to be evaluated 

e. g. for a specific relation, holds-at(diagnosis(anoemlo), 1990112/23) 

for all relations, holds-at(U, 1989/2/27) 

hol ds-a t(dia gnosls (loca Ilsed-athern genic-ert erlal, 
al«left, upper-i; uperficiel-femoral»), 1989/4/26) 

f= [C1ncet I 

12/23) 

press (ENTER> or click on 'OK' after completing Input 12/23) 

I 

Figure C. 2: The dialogue displayed on choosing the option Relation/s holding at a given 

instant in the window shown in Figure CA 

The relation need to be queried about is typed in as arguments for the holds-at 

predicate. For example if we pose the query, 

holds-at(diagnosis(localised-atherogenic-arterial, 

at((Ieft, upper-superficial-femoral))), 1989/4/26) 

then the answer given is shown in Figure C3. 
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Yet, the reletion 
holds at time instant 1989/4126 

Figure C. 3: The answer to the query, " holds-at(diagnosis(localised-atherogenic-arterial, 

at(0eft, upper-superficial-femoral))), 1989/4/26") 

If the query, 

holds 
-a t(a wa iting(trea tmen 0,1989/4/26) 

which is what will be expected, is posed the answer given is shown in Figure CA. 

finswers to Ou 

No, the relation avaiting(treatment) is not true at time! in3tant 1989/4/26 . 

Figure CA The answer to the query " holds-at(awaiting(tr(-, atment), 1989/4/26)" 

Any explanation for these answers or any other (as illustrated in Appendix D) 

can be displayed using the other two options (as appropriate) given in the dialogue in 
Figure C. l. 
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C. 2 Finding What Relations Hold True at a Specific Time 

The output of this option is illustrated in Chapter 7 Section 7.2. Instead of inputing 

a specific relation as the first argument to the predicate holds-at in Figure C-2, if we 

input a variable name, i. e. we pose the query, 

holds-at(U, 1989/4/26) 

then all relations holding true at that time will be displayed. The answer to the above 

query relevant to Case Study 1 is shown in Figure C. 5. 

1: dil SOM'ý h It' i T) o0W*f*n 41 ts1: val Program Options 
............................ 

Answers to Querg 
AngwerstathequerU are k^ý 

hold3-at(di aq nos is (local i 3ed-at he rogenic-arteri a], at( (I efl, upper--3uperficial-fernoral>) 
1989/4/26) 

holft-at(3wpected-condi ti ion (1 iocal i 3e: d-di ]a tor y, at( (I eft, co mrno n-fe moral))), 1989/4/2n) 

holds-at(sympto m: s( rest-pai n, left), 1 989Y4/26) 

holds-At(symptbm: s(leg-pain, lefl, ihigh), 1989/4126) 

holds-at(causes--symptoms(loc; alised-atherogenic-arteriaI at( (left, 
upper-superficial-fe moral))), I 98W4/26) 

hold3-at(awaiting(inyeatigation), 196914/26) 

hold3-at(recommended-tool(ultra3ound), 19D9/4/26) 

holds-Whigher-p ri-ority(local ised-diliatory, 6yer(I otelised-athierogenic-A rterial, At( (left, 
up pe r--3uperficial-fe rnoral)))), 1989/V26) 

Figure C. 5: The answer to the query "holds-at(U, 1989/4/26)" 
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D Illustration of Answer justification 

The user can ask explanations as to Why a relation holds true at a given instant, or why 

a relation does not hold true at a given instant. These two options are illustrated with 

outputs in Appendix D. 1 and Appendix DI respectively. 

D. 1 Why Explanation 

Case Study 

Scenario 

At the initial interview it was diagnosed that the patient suffers from clinical 

anaernia and dilatory diseases. An ultrasound was carried out to investigate the 

dilatory condition followed by a blood test for the anaernic condition. The ultrasound 

reveals that localised dilatory condition is present at the vascular location aorta 

and the blood test confirms the anaernic condition. The location aorta, requires 
further investigations by an arteriogram to determine the extent of the diseased 

area. Performing an arteriogram is unsafe for the patient under anaernic conditions. 
Therefore, the anaernic condition is treated with a blood transfusion. A blood test is 

carried out to determine the success of the treatment. The results of the test reveals 
that the anaernic condition is elin-dnated. The arteriogram carried out next reveals that 
the segment consisting the vascular locations aorta and aortic bifurcation is diseased. 

The treatment reconstructiowbifurcated was performed to treat the dilated segment. 

Illustration 

The above described scenario is represented as event descriptions in Figure D. I. 

The state of the patient after the initial interview is presented by the relations given in 

Figure D. 2. 
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inst(el, interview). 
etime(ell, 1988/3/1). 
result(el, dilatory). 
result(el, clinical-anaemia). 
report(el, abdominaLpain, 7). 

inst(e3, ultrasound). 
etime(e3,1988/3/3). 
result(e3, aorta, 6). 

inst(eS, blood-test). 
etime(eS, 1988/3/15). 
result(eS, an2emia). 

inst(e7, blood-transfusion). 
etime(e7,1988/3/27). 

inst(e9, blood-test). 
etime(e9,11 988/4/9). 
elimin2tes(e9, an2emia). 

inst(el 1, interview). 
etime(ell, 1988/4/11). 

inst(e13, arteriogram). 
etime(e13,1988/4/23). 
result(e13, [aorta, aortic-bifurc2tion], local ised-d il ato ry). 

inst(e1S, reconstruction: bifurc2ted). 
etime(615' 1988/5/20). 
material-used(olS, prosthetic). 
vesseLoutcome(elS, patent). 

Figure D. l: The case study 

From the dialogue in Figure C. 1, the second option (WHY a given relation holds 

at a given instant) is chosen. The dialogue given in Figure C. 2 is displayed. If the 

relation, 

holds-at (inappropriate (arteriogram), 1988/3/2) 

is typed in, then the explanation given is shown in Figure D. 3. A dialogue is displayed 
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: finswers to Query 

holds-at(diagnosis(dilatory), 1988/3Y2) 

holds-at(diagnosis(clinical-aneemia), 1988/3/2) 

holds-at(symptoms(abdominal-pain), 1988/3/2) 

holds-at(awaiting(inyestigation), 1906/3/2) 

holds-at(recommended-test(blood-toist), 1988/3/2) 

holds-at(recommended-test(ultrasound), 1988/3/2) 

holds-at(inappropriate(arteriogrom), 1988/3/2) 

Figure D. 2: Relations holding at 1988/3/2 

I 

..... . .... 

-- ----- ------ -- ----------- 
finswers to Query 

hol ds-at(i nappro pri at e(art eri og ram), ic)88/3/2) is true BECAUSE 
holds-at(diagnosi--(clinical-anaemia), 198(3/3/2) 

A! More emplanalion 7 

Figure D. 3: Explanation why the relation, inappropriate(arteriogram) is true at 1988/3/2 

inquiring whether further explanation is required (as shown in Figure D. 3). If the 

answer yes is given, the body of the rule shown in Figure D. 3 is explained (starting 

from the first clause). If the answer was no then the system quits from the explanation 

facility. 
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When the explanation to the first clause is completed, the second (if there is any) 
is explained and so on. After the explanation for a clause is given, the option is given 

either to get more explanation or quit from the process. This continues until all clauses 

are explained. The complete explanation is shown in Figure D-4. 

hold s-at(In appro priate(a rterloki m m), IG&IW312) Is true BECAUSE 
holdt-at(diagnotit(olnical_anaamia), 10661312) 

holds-it(diagnotit(egnical_anaemk), 19651312) Is true 13ECAUSE 
InItlates(el, diagnosis(clinical-anaernia)) Is true AND 

event al occures at time 1966/311 AND 
19651311 Is before 19661312 AND 

It Is NOT the case lhat 
lnterrupted(IDS51311, diagnosis(clinicaLanaernia), 10661312) Is true 

It Is NOT the case lhat 
too-long-after(el, diagnoils(clInIcal_anaemla), 106513/2) It M" 

Initlates(el, diagnotla(clinical-anaemia)) Is true 13ECAUSE 

Inst(el, Interview) Is true AND 
the event Interview Is a diagnostlejask AND 
result(el, clinlcal_anaemia) Is true AND 
It Is NOT the case lhat 

a-drug(clinIcal-anaemia) Is true 

Inst(el, Interview) It a given fact 

result(el, clinical-anaemia) Is a given fact 

It Is NOT the case lhat 
a_drug(clinical-anaemia) Is true 

etime(el, 19561311) Is a given fact 

before(IOSS/311,10661312) Is true 

Figure DA: Relations holding at 1988/3/2 

The two conditions clinical-anaernia and dilatory do not interfere with each 

other. Hence, after the initial interview, tests are recommended for both conditions 
(Figure D. 1) and either may be carried out first. The test ultrasound is carried out next. 
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DI Whynot Explanation 

The relations that hold trueafter the test ultrasound, in thecase described in Appendix D. 1 
is shown in Figure D-5. 

Answers to the query are : 

holds-at(diagnazi3(dinicaLanaamia). 1988/3/4) 

holdsL-at(ch&gnO3i3(IOCali3o(Ldilatory, at(acrta)). 1988/3/4) 

hold s-at (rim ptonu(abdominal_pain), 1988/3/4) 

hokls_zt(SiZ*(ZrWUry3M. at(aarta), 6). 1988/3/4) 

ho ld3-3t (c a u3es, _ri3k-o 
f- event (localised-dil atory, 2t(2orta)), 1988/3/4: 

holds-at(await ing (invest ig at ion). 1988/3/4) 

holdiLat(rommmendecLtreatnmrtt((reconstruction, tube, 
material(prosthetic)). for(locali3ed-dilatory), at(aorta)), 1988/3/- 

hold3-at(recommendo(Lte3t(blood-t63t), 1988/3/4) 

holds-at (recommencled-test(arteriog ram), 1988/3/4) 

holds-at (inapprcp ri ate(arteriog ram). 198813/4) 

holds. 
-at (treat ment-options-f ar(locali3ed-dilatory. Rt(2orta) 

[(no(mnstruction. tuba. material(prosthetic))]), 1988/3ý41) 

Figure D-5: Rebtions which hold true after the test ultrasound, at 1988/3/4 

Now if we pose the query whynot the relation, 

holds-at(reco=ended-treatment(blood-transfusion), 1988/3/4) 

]hold true, by selecting the third option of the dialogue shown in Figure C1, the 

explanation given is shown In Figure D. 6. 
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Rnswers to Query 

no IC G-at(recornrn and OCL-treatmerit(bl ood-tran sf u si on, forýanaeimia)), 10c)(1/3/ 
4) is not true 15ECAUSE 

1988/3J4) is not true 

11010ý-at(Olagnoslls(aneemi8), 1988/3/4) is not true BECAUSE 
initlates(@5, alagnosis(anaemia)) Is true 
eitime(*5.11960/3/15) is true 

QQ 7Z I r, 17 1,3 r L) t true 

L 
44 #114 11114 A-11 .6 AT 4.1 

Figure D. 6: TIw explanation as to whv a blood transfusion is not recommended at 1988/3/4 

If we ask whv the relation, 

holds 
-at (recommend ed -test (ultrasound), 1988/3/4) 

does not hold true, the explanation given is shown in Figure D. 7. 

If the given explanation is not satisfactory, or it is not what the user expected, more 

explanation can be requested as in the case for "why" explanations. If more explanation 

was asked for at this stage (represented by Figure D. 7), the next explanation that could 

satisfy the case is given. This is illustrated in Figure D. 8. The full explanation for the 

above query is shown in Figure D. 10. 
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Answers to Que 

ho Id s-at(recomm end ed-tes t(ul tre sound), 1988/3/4) is not true BECAUSE 
holds-at(diagnosis(dilatory), 19(38/3/4) is; not true 

holds-at(diagnosis(dilatorU), 198013/4) is not true BECAUSE 
initiates(e I, diagnosis(dilatory)) is true 
etime(e 1,1988/3/ 1) is true 
before( 1980/3/ 1,1900/3/4) is true 
not interrupt eid( 1988/3/1, diiagncsis(di I atory), 1988/3/4) is not 

true 

Ae! Move eHplanation ? 

Iii: ) 

Figure D. 7: The first explanation as to why an ultrasound is not recommended at 1988/3/4 

Rnswers to Ou 

ho Ids-at(recommend ed-tes t(ul tra sound), 1988/3/4) is not true BECAUSE 
holds-at(di8gnosis(aneurprn), 1988/3/4) is not true 

holds-at(diagnosis(aneurysm), 1988/3/4) is: not true BECAUSE 
initiates(o I, diagnosls(aneurgsm)) is not true 

More emplanation ? A! NOW 0 iiw 
Figure D. 8: The second explanation as to why an ultrasound is not recommended at 1988/3/4 
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nnswers to cju 

hold s-a t(rec ommended-test(ul tra sound), 1986/3/4) is not true BECAUSE 
hol ds-at(suspected-conditi on(localised-di latory, at(aorta)), 1988/3/4 

is not true 

holds-at(suspected-condition(localised-dilatory, at(aorta)), 19158/3/4) is 
not true BECAUSE 

initiate s(e 1, suspect ed- con dit I on(] ocalised-di I at org, at (aorta))) is 
not true 

Hore e"planation 

Figure D. 9: The third explanation as to why an ultrasound is not recommended at 1988/3/4 

Anvwers to Ou 

hold s-a t(recommended-test(ul trasound), 1986/3/4) is not true BECAUSE 
h ol ds-a t(sus pec ted-co ndi ti on(I ocal i sed-d! I atory, at(a orta)), 1900/3/4 

is not true 

holds-at(suspected-condi ti on(localised-dilatory, mt(aorta)), 19(38/3/4) iS 
not true BECAUSE 

i ni ti at e s(e 1, S usp ected-con di ti on(I ocal j &eid-d 11 a tory, at (ao rt a))) iS 
not true 

HOre eHPlanation ?f =71- 
S-D) 

ai: ) 

Figure D. 10: The explanation as to why an ultrasound is not recommended at 1988/3/4 
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